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ABSTRACT 
 
The aim of this research is to investigate the relationship between fragmentation and 
brittleness of rock by taking into account the influence of the Class II characteristic behaviour 
of the rocks have on this relationship. Fragmentation of rock under compressive failure 
depends on its self-sustaining failure and the energy available in the post-failure region to 
shatter the rock. The fragmentation produced under this condition depends to a large extent 
on the energy available to cause fragmentation and on the brittleness of the rock. From 
review of the literature, it appears that no research has attempted to link brittleness and 
fragmentation. Rock failure under dynamic loading conditions, such as in blasting, 
rockbursts, crushing, and milling, as well as during conventional unconfined compressive 
strength testing of rock specimens and the subsequent fragments size distribution is a little-
understood phenomenon. This relationship will be helpful in the solution to many practical 
mining and civil engineering problems. This includes the prediction of optimal fragmentation 
and the design of stable structures as a result of dynamic processes particularly associated 
with fragmentation.  
The research carried out involved the analysis of rock parameters determined from different 
rock Classes (Class I and Class II) under destructive tests using a soft testing machine and a 
closed loop servo-controlled testing machine (stiff machine). The tests were conducted 
according to ISRM suggested methods at the Genmin Laboratory, Wits University while the 
post-failure stress-strain curves estimation were done using a closed loop servo-controlled 
testing machine at the Rock Engineering Department at Aalto University Finland. In addition, 
non-destructive tests were conducted with the output being monitored using a dual-beam 
cathode ray oscilloscope. From the destructive tests, the static parameters were determined 
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while the dynamic parameters were estimated from the non-destructive tests. The fragments 
from the tests using the soft testing system were collected for size 
characterization/distribution.  
Dynamic fracturing test entailed blasting a few rock blocks with explosive. The rock types 
used included Class I and Class II rocks. The rocks were prepared into blocks of dimensions 
150 mm length x 100 mm width x 100 mm height. Holes were drilled into the blocks with 8 
mm diameter drill bits to a depth of 80 mm. The holes were spaced at 44.7 mm with a burden 
of 28 mm in a rectangular blasting pattern. Each of the holes was charged with a 720 mg 
electric detonator to ensure consistent charge per hole and per rock block and shot 
instantaneously inside a cylindrical blasting chamber at AEL Mining Services. After each 
blast, the fragments were collected for size distribution/characterization.  
The comparison of static mechanical and dynamic properties with fragments size as a 
measure of fragmentation from compression test show that the higher the property value the 
more the fragmentation produced for the Class II but the same cannot be said for the Class I 
rocks. The relationships between different measures of fragmentation with brittleness 
concepts based on static mechanical properties and moduli were analysed. Further assessment 
of the relationships between the different measures of fragmentation with brittleness concepts 
estimated from normalised stress-axial strain curve, and extension strain criterion show that, 
fragments size at X50 and X10 is a better measure of fragmentation than the ―fragments 
volumes‖. 
The brittleness concepts estimated from normalised stress-axial strain curve, designated as 
NSSC and the extension strain criterion (i.e. critical extension strain, ec), show better 
correlation with fragmentation under compressive failure (for the segregated samples, Class 
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II and Class I) and the blasting test for the combined sample than shown with the brittleness 
concepts based on static mechanical properties and moduli. The relationship show that the 
higher the value of the brittleness concepts (i.e. NSSC and critical extension strain, ec), the 
finer the fragmentation. Under compressive failure, NSSC is a better concept for quantifying 
the brittleness of rock for the segregated samples (Class II and Class I). On the other hand, 
the critical extension strain shows stronger correlation at both X50b and X10b than the NSSC 
for the blasting test. Therefore, critical extension strain is a better index for quantifying 
brittleness of rock under blasting test. 
A modification was applied to the Kuz-Ram model to take into account the brittleness 
behaviour of rocks based on critical extension strain. Thus, understanding the relationship 
between fragmentation and brittleness can bring about optimal prediction of fragmentation, 
and consequently, result in an economic gain for the excavation industry. 
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CHAPTER ONE 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1 Introduction  
The main purpose of this research is to provide an understanding about the 
relationship between fragmentation and brittleness of rocks under steady and 
dynamic loading conditions. Based on the post-failure characteristic behaviour of 
rocks, Class II rocks are more brittle than Class I rocks, and in addition these have 
a self-sustained failure beyond its post-failure region. As a result, this research 
intended to show whether or not the self-sustained failure of rock during uniaxial 
compression test relates to its fragmentation. In addition, an attempt was made to 
demonstrate if the brittleness of rock is related to fragmentation in a blasting 
application. It was therefore necessary to explore the relationship between 
fragmentation and brittleness.   
The research involved the analyses of fragmentation and brittleness of the rocks in 
order to establish a connection between them. The method of research was 
through laboratory determination of the rock‘s properties according to ISRM 
(2007) suggested methods and its brittleness, with a practical application of 
fragmentation of the rocks through laboratory scale blasting tests. 
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Therefore in this work, brittleness is considered a very important intact rock 
mechanical property that has a strong influence on the failure process and on the 
fragmentation of rock. Part of the purpose of this investigation is to determine 
whether a relationship exist between brittleness and fragmentation. No research 
have attempted to link brittleness and fragmentation together.  
A statistical analysis is done using stepwise multiple regression technique to show 
whether or not brittleness is related to fragmentation of rock under unconfined 
uniaxial compressive failure using variety of widely used brittleness concepts in 
the literature. The relationship between them is also compared under laboratory 
scale blasting test. Additional analyses were done with other concepts to see the 
validity of the relationship and provide suitable concept for both compression and 
blasting tests. The possibility of incorporating this into the Kuz-Ram model is 
assessed to account for the effect of rock brittleness on fragmentation.  
The following sections begin with a statement of the relevance of the subject 
matter. Thereafter, the research question is provided. The thesis objectives and 
contribution to knowledge are itemised. Next is the explanation on brittle 
behaviour to distinguish between Class I and Class II rocks. The brittle behaviour 
which distinguishes the rocks as Class I or Class II is based on their post-failure 
regime. In addition, there is an overview of the testing system used to study this 
behaviour in the laboratory. Lastly, discussion on the brittleness and 
fragmentation of rock is provided. 
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1.2 Statement of Problem and Motivation for the Research 
This research investigates the relationship between the shattering of brittle rocks 
under steady and dynamic loads (fragmentation by explosive) and its brittleness. 
Brittleness is described as a property of material to shatter with little or no 
ductility (Yarali & Soyer, 2011). This brittleness property of rock to shatter is 
quantified by Tarasov (2010; 2011) and Tarasov and Potvin (2013) as the 
capability of the rock to self-sustaining failure. The brittleness quantification 
depends on the stored elastic energy available in the post-failure region to shatter 
the rock. Therefore, the shattering of rock or its fragmentation depends on its self-
sustaining failure and the energy available in the post-failure region. 
Thus, the fragmentation produced under this condition depends to a large extent 
on the energy available to cause fragmentation and its self-sustaining failure or 
brittle nature. In the literature, it appears that no research has attempted to link 
brittleness and fragmentation and the self-sustaining failure behaviour of rocks at 
the post-peak region. Rock failure under dynamic loading conditions as 
experienced in blasting, rockbursting, crushing, milling, as well as during 
conventional unconfined compressive strength testing of rock specimens and the 
subsequent fragments size distribution is a little-understood phenomenon. The 
brittleness of a rock has a significant effect on its behaviour under such loading 
conditions and in the fragments that result.  
At present, there is no satisfactory theoretical basis for predicting dynamic failure 
behaviour, brittleness and fragmentation, and such a prediction could be useful in 
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the solution to many practical mining and civil engineering problems. For 
example, effectiveness of all the subsystems in the mining operations (e.g. 
loading, hauling and crushing) depends on an optimal fragmentation quality 
prediction (control of fines and oversize of fragmented rocks). In addition, the 
rapid mining of ore bodies, design of stable structures and the efficiency of rock 
fragmentation processes can be designed and evaluated with more accuracy.  
Therefore, knowledge of the brittleness of the rock and its post-failure 
characteristics could enable the designer reduce potential hazards in relation to 
rock failure under compression and better understanding of rock fragmentation. 
For example, in the evaluation of the potential of rockburst near underground 
openings, the determination of the post-failure behaviour of rock is required to 
assess if a possible failure will be gradual or violent (Simon et al., 2003). 
Furthermore, an evaluation of rock mass response to mining or tunnelling 
activities as a result of dynamic processes particularly associated with 
fragmentation and seismicity, the correct determination of brittleness of the rock 
―at such loading conditions is important to better predict and mitigate these 
dynamic‖ and potential catastrophic events (Tarasov & Potvin, 2013, p. 57). 
These issues motivated this research. 
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1.3 Research Question 
 Rocks are classified into Class I or Class II based on the characteristic shape of 
their post-failure curve. The failure of brittle rock occurs explosively in a 
conventional testing machine. Stiff testing made it possible to obtain the post-
failure stress-strain curve of rock specimen. The characteristic shape of the curves 
(i.e. the pre-failure and post-failure moduli) is used to determine the brittleness of 
rock. It appears that no research has attempted to link rock brittleness, post-failure 
modulus (characterising Class I and Class II rocks) and its corresponding 
fragmentation under unconfined uniaxial compressive failure. This topic forms the 
focus of this research work. This research was undertaken to answer the question 
below: 
 What is the relationship between brittleness and fragmentation of rock?   
1.4 Objective of Research 
In an attempt to answer the research question above, the following was done: 
(a) Determination of the intact rock properties (uniaxial compressive strength, 
post-failure modulus, Brazilian tensile strength, sonic velocities, density, 
elastic parameters, dynamic parameters and the petrographic examination of 
rock specimens). 
(b) Determination of brittleness of the rocks and analysis of the fragments size 
distribution produced during blasting and compression tests.  
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(c) Comparison of the fragmentation of the rocks under compression and 
blasting tests with their brittleness. 
In addition, the research seeks to provide answers to the following questions: 
(d) Is there a link between fragmentation and brittleness from the compression 
tests? Therefore, can fragmentation of rocks be predicted from their 
brittleness? 
 In addition, Class II rocks have self-sustaining fracturing response during 
unconfined uniaxial compression test. Therefore, do Class II rocks relate 
more to fragmentation than Class I rocks under steady compressive test? 
(e) Is there a link between fragmentation and brittleness from the blasting test? 
Therefore, can fragmentation of rocks be predicted from brittleness under 
blasting tests? 
1.5 Contribution to Knowledge 
The study contributed to knowledge by providing: 
(a) An understanding of the relationship between the brittleness and 
fragmentation of rocks, 
(b)  An acceptable norm for describing the brittleness of rocks for the 
compression and blasting tests,  
(c) Information on Class I and Class II rocks behaviour under steady 
fragmentation. 
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1.6 Laboratory Determination of Rock Parameters and Stiff Testing of Rock 
Specimen 
In order to answer the research question and accomplish the set objectives so that 
the research could contribute to the body of knowledge, a well-planned and 
meticulous laboratory determination of the rock parameters was required. In 
addition, the rock samples were selected to include rock types that are 
homogeneous. The suggested ISRM (2007) standard was followed in the 
determination of the rock parameters. The reason for the choice of ISRM standard 
is provided in Chapter 2. 
There is difficulty with the laboratory determination of the post-failure curve of 
rocks using conventional equipment. Rock specimens are often in an unstable 
state at the point of failure as most testing machines tend to be soft. Rock 
specimens break explosively at their ultimate strength and no further information 
could be obtained. Simon et al. (2003) observed that the laboratory determination 
of the post-failure properties during uniaxial compression test on brittle rocks is 
often difficult to realise. Shimizu et al. (2010) concurred that there are still 
complications in achieving post-failure stress-strain curve of brittle rocks in the 
laboratory experiments. 
However, Okubo and Fukui (1996) and recently Brijes and Dachao, 2013 
obtained pre-failure and post-failure stress-strain curves for different rocks under 
uniaxial compression tests with the use of a closed-loop servo-controlled testing 
machine. A closed loop servo-controlled testing machine is the only practical way 
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to avoid explosive breakage of a rock specimen when the ultimate strength is 
reached. Figure 1.1 shows the principle of a closed loop, servo-controlled testing 
machine. A transducer is attached to the rock specimen. It generates a signal that 
is compared with the program instruction where constant strain rate or 
deformation is considered as the control variable. If the transducer signal is not 
equal to the program instruction value, the hydraulic system automatically adjust 
the servo-valve until the transducer signal agrees with the program value. The 
efficiency of the testing machine, therefore depends on the capability of the servo-
valve to respond quickly enough to correct the error and prevent release of strain 
energy after the peak strength of the rock is reached.  
     
Figure 1.1 Principles of closed-circuit servo-controlled system (Hudson et al., 
1971). 
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1.7 Class I and Class II Rocks 
Figure 1.2 shows the pre-failure and post-failure stress-strain curves that were 
obtained from a closed-loop servo-controlled testing machine. Wawersik and 
Fairhurst (1970) classified rocks into Class I and Class II according to their failure 
behaviour in a uniaxial compression tests. Beyond the post-peak region, either the 
curve increases continuously in strain or it does not.  If it increases in strain, it is 
Class I, if it does not, then it is a Class II rock. 
             
Figure 1.2 Classification of rock into Class I and Class II behaviour in 
uniaxial compression tests (ISRM, 2007). 
 Rock specimens that display characteristic curve of Class I are less brittle in 
nature under axial load and continue to increase in strain. The Class I part of 
Figure 1.2 is shown in Figure 1.3 (strain increases from a to d). Experiments 
performed in an axial strain control are usually satisfactory to obtain the Class I 
behaviour. A different control procedure is important to obtain the Class II curve 
as the curve does not show a continued increase in strain after the peak strength. 
Figure 1.4 illustrates the Class II part of Figure 1.2. Strain increases up to the 
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ultimate strength and decreases with decreasing stress after the ultimate strength 
was reached. Rock specimens that display Class II behaviour are likely to react in 
a brittle fashion to axial loading. Such stress-strain curve is characterised by a 
positive slope in the post-failure region, in contrast to the Class I behaviour with a 
persistently negative post-failure slope to the stress-strain curve. 
                   
Figure 1.3 Schematic stress-strain curve for constant strain rate loading of a 
Class I rock (Okubo & Nishimatsu, 1985, p. 324) (strain increases continually 
from a to c at peak strength and continues to increase to d). 
 
Figure 1.4 Schematic stress-strain curve of Class II rock (Okubo & 
Nishimatsu, 1985, p. 324) (strain increases from a to c at peak strength and 
decreases from peak strength to d). 
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1.8 Elastic Strain Energy 
As a rock is deformed under axial load it stores elastic strain energy per unit 
volume of the rock. Strain energy is stored within the specimen when the 
specimen is deformed under stress since the load or stress does work on the 
specimen which it deforms. Without energy losses, the strain energy is equal to 
the work done on the specimen by the external load or stress. By the principle of 
conservation of energy, the energy in the specimen is stored as elastic strain 
energy. Figure 1.5 below shows the stress-strain curve up to the elastic limit. 
 
Figure 1.5 Elastic strain energy per unit volume as the area under the stress-
strain curve. 
 When the stress is equal to the specimen‘s ultimate strength or lower (i.e. the 
specimen is in the elastic range), the strain energy per unit volume is the area 
under the stress-strain curve (the shaded area). This is expressed in Equation 1.1: 
 
2
1
ew                                                                                                         (1.1) 
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This is the energy absorbed by the specimen with stress,   in straining the 
specimen by  . The accumulated elastic strain energy per unit volume at failure is 
a direct function of compressive strength,   and elastic modulus, E and is 
expressed by. 
As 
E
   , it follows that:  
E
we 2
2                                                                                                             (1.2) 
 The equation above reveals that for any given increment in strength, accumulated 
elastic strain energy per unit volume increases in proportion to the square of the 
stress. Therefore, the energy required to initiate breakage is proportional to the 
square of the strength of the material.  
1.9 Laboratory Determination of Fragmentation and Brittleness of Rocks 
During the determination of uniaxial compression strength of brittle rocks, rock 
specimens often shatter at their peak load. Unfortunately, the fragments are not 
usually subjected to thorough analysis. Instead, the fragments are counted or by 
visual observation. For example, Whittles et al. (2006) and Jackson et al. (2008) 
determined the effect of strain rate on degree of fragmentation. They determined 
the degree of fragmentation by counting the number of fragments produced after 
each test. The method used to estimate fragmentation by these authors appears not 
to satisfactorily describe the fragments produced in a statistical sense. Instead, in 
this research the fragments are characterised by sieve analysis and statistical 
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analysis are used to show the relationship of selected particle size with widely 
used brittleness definitions.  
At present, the term ‗brittleness‘ has no clear definition. Different definitions and 
methods used to determine this term are based on the purpose and its use. 
Therefore, these values vary from method to method. These include: 
determination from stress-strain curves, strain ratio, energy ratio, ratio of internal 
friction and strength ratio. This research assessed different brittleness concepts in 
order to give a true definition to brittleness based on its characteristic brittle 
behaviour during unconfined uniaxial compression test. 
1.10 Thesis Layout 
The thesis contains eight chapters. It begins with an introduction and overview of 
its contents and provides an explanation of various terminologies framing the 
thesis topic. Chapter 2 gives detailed explanation of existing theories and 
experimentation on the brittle failure of rocks. It also reviews past research on 
brittle failure of rock in unconfined uniaxial compression test. The influence of 
increased strain rate, rock structure (e.g. grain size, quartz content) and specimen 
size on the strength parameters and fragmentation of brittle rock are also 
identified. In addition, the different methods used to determine brittleness are 
assessed.  
Chapter 3 describes the equipment and methodology used to determine the 
parameters of interest in the analysis. The methodology adopted is contained in 
the International Society of Rock Mechanics Commission on Testing (ISRM, 
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2007). Chapter 4 presents the results of the experimentation. The results are 
presented for discussion in tables and figures. Chapter 5 analyses the results based 
on fragments size at a certain selected percentage of sieve size for compression 
and blasting tests.  
Chapter 6 further analyse fragmentation in terms of the total number of fragments 
per volume of rock and the volume of fines per volume of rock as a measure of 
fragmentation. These are done for both the compression and the blasting tests and 
are compared with the brittleness of the rocks. Chapter 7 encapsulates the findings 
in Chapters 5-6 in order to suggest a better concept that can be used to quantify 
brittleness based on different measures of fragmentation for the compression and 
the blasting tests. It also provides the links between brittleness and fragmentation. 
Chapter 8 provides the conclusion based on Chapters 5-7. It includes further 
research and recommendations.  
1.11 Chapter Summary 
Rocks are classified into Class I and Class II as a result of their characteristic 
post-failure curve. A stiff testing system using a closed-loop, servo-controlled 
testing machine is the only practical method to achieve this. The characteristic 
post-failure curve of rock is an indication of their brittle nature. As a result, this 
research intends to show whether or not the self-sustained fracturing behaviour of 
rock during uniaxial compression test relates its fragmentation. In addition, this 
research attempts to show if there exist a relationship between fragmentation and 
brittleness under compression and blasting tests.  
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The next chapter reviews the theory of brittle failure of rock under compression 
and the factors that affect the determination of its strength parameters. It reviews 
the pre-failure and post-failure curves and factors that affect its shape, and discuss 
various methods of brittleness determination.  
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CHAPTER TWO 
 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
2.1 Introduction 
In order to study the relationship between the laboratory determination of rock 
brittleness and its fragmentation, it is essential to review the factors that can affect 
their determination. Therefore, this chapter reviews the factors affecting 
laboratory determination of rock strength parameters (macroscopic investigation). 
For better understanding of rock‘s brittleness, the use of a servo-controlled testing 
machine for classifying rocks into Class I or Class II is discussed. The methods 
used for assessing fragmentation are identified. In addition, various concepts used 
to quantify brittleness are assessed. Lastly, studies on brittleness and 
fragmentation of rocks that are relevant to this research are identified and 
discussed.  
2.2 Micromechanics of Brittle Failure (Microscopic Failure) 
All rocks contain some degree of imperfection (i.e. flaws or defects) which can be 
observed under the microscope. The strength of a rock is affected by the 
imperfection. The imperfection in rock acts as a zone of weakness which makes it 
exhibits low integrity compare with other parts. Hence, the presence of cracks in 
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rock reduces its strength. It is difficult to account for these imperfections in 
calculations based on laboratory test conducted on rock specimens. Nonetheless, 
reviewing the effect of the imperfection on the macroscopic deformation of a rock 
provides information for better understanding of the estimated parameters from 
laboratory tests.  
The cracks or the imperfection in rocks are randomly scattered within the rock 
body (Figure 2.1a). When a rock is subjected to stress, the stress concentrates 
around the crack‘s tip. The crack begins to extend from its tip to other part of the 
rock. As the stress increases, the crack grows and unites with other cracks 
growing towards the same direction, thereby forming bigger cracks (Figure 2.1b). 
When the bigger cracks unite or intersect with other bigger cracks (coalesce) the 
rock cannot support an increase in load and the specimen fails (Figure 2.1c), and 
breaks to pieces.  
As a consequence, when under compressive load some of the pre-existing and 
newly opened micro-cracks propagate, coalesce and finally lead to macro-crack. 
The growth of many cracks triggers interference and perhaps coalescence, both of 
which are capable of sustaining the growth to the extent to cause failure 
(Germanovich et al., 1994).  In fact, the failure of the specimen starts when a 
(primary) crack starts to propagate. There are many theories in the literature that 
relate the failure of rock to cracks propagation.  
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Figure 2.1 Randomly-spaced cracks, crack propagation and coalescence 
(Germanovich et al., 1994). 
                                                                    
Figure 2.2 Stress (σ=compressive, σt=tensile) concentrates around the crack 
tips of enlargement of the circled area in Figure 2.1b (modified by author after 
Broek, 1986). 
Most prominent of these theories is the Griffith Law. The Griffith Law postulates 
that when a material is under stress, the stress increases around a crack tip (Figure 
2.2). The crack may be stable or unstable. The condition for stability is expressed 
in the terms of the strain energy gain and surface energy (i.e. the energy needed to 
disrupt the inter-molecular bonds within a material when a surface of unit area is 
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created) on the crack tip. In brittle materials, crack propagation and shattering of 
the specimen results when a critical stress value is exceeded at the crack tip. 
Therefore, crack growth arises when surface energy gained during disruption of 
molecular bonds towards the crack pathway is equal to the net decrease in strain 
energy. In other words, the system is in a balanced state when the total potential 
energy (PE) of the system ―is balanced by the elastic strain energy stored in the‖ 
material ―and the surface energy in the free face‖ of the crack (Bieniawski, 1967c, 
p. 399).  The expression is written as: 
se wwPE                                                                                                       (2.1)                                           
The stored elastic strain energy, we and surface energy in the free face of the 
crack, ws are estimated as follows: 
E
T
we
22
                                                                                                                             (2.2)   
 
Where T is the crack surface tension and E is the elastic modulus 
As        aTws 4                                                                                                   (2.3) 
 Where ‗a‘ is the half length of the crack 
It follows that the applied critical stress,  which is necessary for stable crack 
propagation is given by: 
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ET


2
                                                                                                                                (2.4) 
Griffith (1924) claimed that a crowd of pre-existing, tiny cracks in a rock play 
considerable role in its brittle fracture under compression. Therefore, the rocks 
sampled in this research were, as far as possible, free from observable surface 
defects or cracks.  
The deformation and fracture characteristics of brittle rock have been studied by 
many researchers (Brace, 1964; Bieniawski, 1967b; Wawersik & Fairhurst, 1970; 
Lajtai & Lajtai, 1974; Martin & Chandler, 1994). The common agreement among 
them is that the failure process occurs in stages. The stages are determined from 
stress-strain characteristic curves obtained from axial and lateral deformation 
measurements during laboratory uniaxial compression test. In the determination of 
the uniaxial compression strength of the rocks used in this study, it was 
considered necessary to evaluate these stages in order to assess the process that 
lead to the failure of the rocks. 
  2.2.1 Stages in the Deformation Process 
Brace et al. (1966) and Bieniawski (1967a) evaluated stress-strain behaviour of a 
deformed material and classified the deformation steps in the brittle fracture 
process as follows: 
 Crack closure, 
 Linear elastic deformation,  
 Crack initiation and stable crack growth, 
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 Critical energy release and unstable crack growth and 
 Failure and post-peak behaviour.  
Figure 2.3 illustrates the steps in a schematic flowchart. 
.                                 
 
Figure 2.3 Scheme of brittle fracture processes in rock (Bieniawski, 1967a).  
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In order to evaluate the stages of deformation in rocks, Martin (1993) conducted 
uniaxial compression tests on cylindrical samples of continuous, homogenous, 
isotropic, linear and elastic (CHILE) massive Lac du Bonnet Granite obtained 
from the Underground Research Laboratory (URL) at 420 m below ground 
surface. The test was carried out to identity a suitable site for the disposal of 
radioactive wastes. The stages in the failure process are identified in the stress-
strain curves (Figure 2.4). 
              
 
Figure 2.4 Stress-strain diagram showing stages in the failure process 
(Martin, 1993; Martin & Chandler, 1994). 
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Similarly, a study of compression tests on two South African hard rocks, namely a 
Norite (igneous rock) and Quartzite (metamorphosed sedimentary rock) was done 
in ―order to eliminate, for the purpose of‖ the ―investigation, the influence of non-
homogeneity and anisotropy on the mechanism of rock‖ failure (Bieniawski, 
1967b, p. 407) (Figure 2.5).  It shows that there are similar steps in the failure 
process (with Figures 2.3 and 2.4). The steps in the failure process in Figure 2.4 
and Figure 2.5 are discussed next. 
        
 
Figure 2.5 Mechanism of brittle fracture of rock in compression showing 
stages in the failure process (Bieniawski, 1967d, p. 426) (extracted from main 
diagram by author). 
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Crack closure occurs during the early stage of loading (crack closure corresponds 
to Stage 1 in Figures 2.4 and 2.5). At this stage, the stress-strain curve is slightly 
inclined towards the axial strain. As a result, the pre-existing cracks inclined to 
the applied load are closed (Eberhardt, et al., 1998). At the crack closure stage, the 
stress-strain curve is nonlinear and expresses an increase in axial stiffness (i.e. 
deformation modulus). The size of this nonlinearity depends ―on the initial crack 
density and geometrical characteristics of the crack population‖ (Eberhardt, et al., 
1998. P. 222). After the pre-existing cracks are closed, linear elastic deformation 
begins. 
During the elastic deformation stage, the relationship between stress-strain curves 
is linear (Stage II in Figures 2.4 and 2.5). The elastic constants (Young‘s modulus, 
Poisson‘s ratio) of the rock are estimated from this linear portion of the stress-
strain curve. Crack initiation stress (shown in Figure 2.4) represents the stress 
level when micro-fracturing begins. Zhang et al. (2011) defined crack initiation as 
the stress level that marks the start of dilation and crack propagation.  
Moreover, crack propagation is considered as either stable or unstable (Martin, 
1993). Stable crack (fracture) propagation begins at the end of Stage II while 
unstable propagation starts at Stage IV. At Stage III, cracks increase by a small 
quantity as a result of increase in stress level but these do not continue to extend at 
this stage to form macroscopic failure. Also at this stage (Stage III) fracture 
propagation is a function of the applied stress. At the beginning of crack 
propagation Griffith‘s criteria in Equation 2.4 is obeyed. During the stable 
condition, crack development can be arrested by the removal of the applied stress.    
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On the other hand, unstable crack growth occurs at the point of reversal of the 
volumetric strain curve (Figures 2.4 and 2.5). This stage is known as the point of 
critical energy release or crack-damaged stress threshold (Martin, 1993). 
Bieniawski (1967c) defined unstable crack propagation as the condition which 
occurs when the relationship between the applied stress and the crack length 
ceases to exist. Therefore, this is when the crack growth velocity, takes over in the 
propagation process. Unstable fracture propagation starts when the strain energy 
release rate in Equation 2.4 attains a critical value (Kemeny & Cook, 1986). The 
cracks continue to extend because of the strain energy stored within the specimen.  
In addition, the velocity of the crack propagation increases from Stage III and 
reaches its maximum (terminal velocity) at Stage IV (Figure 2.5). In the opinion 
of Craggs (1960), as crack velocity increases, the force needed to uphold crack 
propagation decreases. Using Craggs analysis, Bieniawski (1967b) claimed that at 
the onset of unstable fracture propagation, the fracture process is self-sustaining 
until failure. According to Robert and Wells (1954); Dulaney and Brace (1960); 
and Bieniawski (1967b), the terminal velocity is given by: 
38.0

E
VT                                                                                                                                  (2.5) 
Where VT is the terminal velocity,  is the modulus of elasticity and   is the 
density of the rock. 
Also, the increase in velocity causes general increase in volume (dilation). Figure 
2.6 shows dilatancy in Quartzite under uniaxial compression test. Using dilatancy, 
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failure process was grouped into regions (Bieniawski, 1967d) (Figure 2.6). 
Bieniawski (1967d) stated that the stages of brittle fracture of rock shown in 
Figure 2.5 are also valid for the stress-strain curves in tension. In contrast, crack 
closure is absent in tension. The process of stable and unstable crack propagation 
has a short duration and, as a result, cracks propagate on their own accord. Figure 
2.7 shows the absence of crack closure and fracture propagation, in short-lived 
stable and unstable crack propagation on a stress-strain curve for South African 
Norite rock in uniaxial tension test.  
 
Figure 2.6 Relationship between axial stress and volumetric strain for South 
African Quartzite in uniaxial compression tested in a conventional loading 
machine (a) (Bieniawski, 1967c) (units converted by author). 
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Figure 2.7 Stress-strain curves for South African Norite in uniaxial tension 
(Bieniawski, 1967d) (units converted by author). 
Yathavan and Stacey (2004) summarised the procedure for obtaining the stages of 
the deformation process from laboratory tests, as shown in Table 2.1. This 
summary is adopted in this research to plot the stress-strain curves and to identify 
the stages of deformation. The microscopic studies are based on gaining an 
understanding on how the imperfections in a rock impact on the macroscopic 
failure of a rock sample under laboratory conditions. This is discussed in the 
following sections. 
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Table 2.1 Method of stress threshold identification based on stress-strain 
curves (Yathavan & Stacey, 2004). 
 Identifying 
Methods 
Crack 
Closure 
Crack Initiation Crack 
Damage 
Brace, 
Brace et al. 
1963; 
Bieniawski 
(1967a, 
1967b) 
 
Axial strain Point of 
nonlinear 
zone 
changes to 
linear zone 
  
Lateral 
strain 
 Point of departure 
from linearity to 
non-linearity 
 
Volumetric 
Strain 
 Point of departure 
from linearity to 
non-linearity 
Point of 
reversal 
Martin  
and 
Chandler 
(1994) 
Crack 
Volumetric 
strain 
 Dilation begins 
after crack volume 
unchanged during 
elastic deformation 
 
 
2.3 Factors Affecting Laboratory Determination of Mechanical Properties of 
Rocks (Macroscopic Failure). 
There are various standards available to determine the mechanical properties of 
rocks. The standard tests (methods) can be formalised into three groups: ‗branch‘, 
‗state‘ and ‗international‘ standards. For example, the Bulgarian State Standard 
(BDS) can be regarded as a ‗branch‘ standard. The Soviet State Standard (GOST) 
as a ‗state‘ standard and the suggested methods of the International Society of 
Rock Mechanics (ISRM) are an ‗international‘ standard. There are several other 
testing standards like the British standard (BS) and the American Society for 
Testing and Materials (ASTM). ISRM methods meet the international standard, 
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widely accepted and recognised by experts in rock mechanics. For this reason, this 
research has made use of the ISRM standards.  
The strength parameters, especially the UCS, are estimated from the stress-strain 
curve and are affected by many variables. The effect of the variables on the 
accuracy and reliability on the measured parameters needs to be understood. It is 
important to show from the literature which variables influence the parameters to 
be measured. The variables include: specimen shape and size; specimen-platen 
contact condition; rate of loading; temperature; mineral composition and 
heterogeneity.  
2.3.1 Effect of Shape and Size of Specimen on the UCS 
Contradictory reports exist in the literature about the effect of specimen shape on 
the UCS.  Hodgson and Cook (1970) and Obert et al. (1946) reported that there 
was no change in rock strength with specimen size (i.e. diameter) while a 
considerable decrease in strength with the increase of specimen size was reported 
by Bieniawski (1972), Hoek and Brown (1980), Hoskins and Horino (1969), 
Hudson et al. (1971), Koifman (1963), Mogi (1962); Protodyakonov et al. (1972) 
and Van der Merwe (2003).   
In addition, Hoskins and Horino (1969) performed the UCS tests on Limestone, 
Marble, Sandstone, Granite, and Plaster of Paris. The researchers kept the height 
to diameter ratio constant at 2 while a different diameter was used in the tests. In 
the graph (Figure 2.8), the UCS increases with an increase in diameter of the rock 
sample up to a diameter of 50 mm. Then the UCS appears constant between 50 
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mm to 75 mm diameter of rock sample (Figure 2.8).  However, the Hoek and 
Brown (1980) result shows that UCS decreases with an increase in specimen 
diameter (Figure 2.9).  
Hawkins (1998) carried out similar uniaxial compression tests on sedimentary 
rocks. In this case, the diameters of the test samples were chosen from 12.5 mm to 
150 mm. The result shows that the maximum strength values were for rock cores 
with diameters of approximately between 40 mm to 60 mm while below and 
above this diameter, the range of the UCS values was lower (Figure 2.10). Based 
on their findings, Hoek and Brown (1980) suggested that 50 mm was the optimum 
diameter to be used in a UCS test while Hawkins (1998) suggested 54 mm 
diameter (Figure 2.9 and Figure 2.10). 
 
Figure 2.8 Effect of specimen diameter on compressive strength of Longmont 
sandstone (unit adjusted after Hoskins & Horino, 1969) (units converted from 
Ibf/in
2 
to MPa by author). 
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Figure 2.9 Influence of specimen size on the strength of intact rock (Hoek & 
Brown, 1980). 
 
Figure 2.10 Uniaxial compressive strength of seven sedimentary rocks tested on 
specimens at eight different diameters (Hawkins, 1998). The values at each size 
have been reduced to dimensionless form relative to the strength of the 54 mm 
diameter specimen for each rock type. 
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ISRM (2007) suggested the specimen diameter to be 54 mm while ASTM (2002) 
suggested that the specimen diameter should be 47 mm. Both values are close to 
the estimates proposed by Hoek and Brown (1980) who calculated 50 mm and 
Hawkins (1998) who calculated it as 54 mm. Based on the conclusions of these 
researchers, it could be stated that diameter between 47-54 mm would be  
appropriate for most laboratory experiments. Nevertheless, Hawkins‘ results show 
that the maximum strength value for rock specimen diameter occurs within 40–60 
mm. Therefore, from Figure 2.10 it could be inferred that diameter within 40 mm-
60 mm could also be appropriate.  
However, Hodgson and Cook (1970) performed the UCS tests on different 
diameters of cylindrical Quartzite specimens. Their result showed no evidence of 
the effect of size on UCS after taking the precaution that all of the specimens were 
subjected to uniform stress. Obert et al. (1946) concurred that shape does not 
affect rocks under uniaxial compression test. Pan et al. (2009) used a three-
dimensional elasto-plastic cellular automaton (EPCA3D) code to simulate the 
process of failure of rocks when under uniaxial compression tests. They studied 
the effects of size and shape in the failure process of heterogeneous rocks. They 
used three different diameters of 101.6 mm, 50.8 mm and 19.05 mm respectively, 
to obtain a length to diameter ratio of 1:3, 1:1 and 3:1 constant for each test. The 
result is shown in Figure 2.11a. Even though the specimen was heterogeneous, the 
effect of size and shape on failure was minimal. The uniaxial strength and 
deformation behaviour was similar. Hence, the simulation of the characteristic 
curve of deformation behaviour of the specimens with the same diameter but 
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different lengths were consistent with the laboratory result obtained by Hudson et 
al. (1972) in Figure 2.11b. The results show that diameter plays no significant role 
on the UCS of rocks. 
                                                                                                                                              
    a      b 
Figure 2.11 Pre-failure and post-failure stress-strain curves for specimens with a 
certain value of length to diameter ratio 1/3:1, 1:1 and 3:1 but different sizes. (a) 
Numerical results by EPCA3D (Pan et al., 2009) and (b) laboratory results (Hudson 
et al., 1972) (units converted by author from psi to MPa in part ‗b‘ of the figure). 
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The variation in UCS over diameter was as a result of non-uniform distribution of 
stress within the specimen‘s volume. An experimental and theoretical analysis of 
stress and strain in rock and steel cylinders reveals that 'uniaxially-loaded' 
specimens in most laboratory tests were essentially ‗tri-axially stressed‘ (Pan, 
1971). This means that the stress is different in specific direction and they differ 
from point-to-point within the specimen. This prompted other researchers (Brady, 
1971a; Brady, 1971b; Brady, 1971c; Al-chalaby & Hiang, 1974) to look for 
analytical solutions about stress distribution within the specimen volume. There is 
common agreement that the basic problem in uniaxial compression test is the 
specimen to platen contact conditions and height to diameter ratio. This is 
discussed in the next sections.  
2.3.2 Height to Diameter Ratio Effect on the UCS 
The ratio of height to diameter of the specimen does have an influence on test 
results. Stress distribution in a specimen with a low height to diameter ratio tends 
to be tri-axially stressed and thus it exhibits a high UCS value (Vutukuri et al., 
1974). However, a specimen with a large height to diameter ratio (L/D) has low 
UCS value compared to specimen with a low height to diameter ratio. The low 
value in UCS is attributed to elastic instability with regards to large specimen. 
Lastly, the specimen with a height to diameter ratio about 2:1 was found to be 
elastically stable and the stress distribution within the specimen was uniformly 
distributed.  
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In addition, Pan et al. (2009) and Hudson et al. (1972) demonstrated this with the 
use of EPCA code simulation and laboratory tests on specimens with different 
height to diameter ratios but with constant diameters. They made use of a 
diameter to height ratio of 1/3:1, ½:1, 1:1, 2:1 and 3:1 with a constant diameter of 
19.05 mm, 50.08 mm and 101.6 mm respectively. Figure 2.12 illustrates this 
effect. It revealed that with the same height to diameter ratio the effect on UCS 
was small. However, with different height to diameter ratios (e.g. ratio 1/3:1 and 
3:1) the UCS and the curve shape differed widely.  
Similarly, Mogi (2007) performed laboratory tests on Dolomite, Granite and 
Trachyte core specimens with a diameter to height ratio ranging from 1:1 to 4:1. 
According to the result of this researcher, the UCS value was approximately 
constant for cores with a length to diameter (L/D) ratio of 2.5:1 or greater (Figure 
2.13). However, for the cores with a ratio less than 2.5, the strength was higher. 
John (1972) agreed that the UCS values obtained from test specimens with an L/D 
ratio of 2 or greater was approximately constant. For specimen with ratio lower 
than 2 the UCS value was higher (Figure 2.14). Both John (1972) and Mogi 
(2007) showed a similar trend in UCS value variation with the height to diameter 
ratio. 
Nevertheless, Andreev (1995) concluded that a test specimen could not be studied 
without also considering its size. The study suggested that the size of specimen 
have more significant effect than the shape, but disregarding the shape was 
illogical. He observed that the height to diameter ratio influences the stress 
distribution in the loading direction and the diameter affects stress distribution in 
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the perpendicular direction (Figure 2.15). In other words, with different specimen 
shapes, stress and strain distributions differ widely in respect to laws of similarity 
as illustrated in Figure 2.15. Andreev (1995) asserted that size effects are an 
attribute of brittle fracture and will become more significant with increasing 
brittleness.  
 
Figure 2.12 Pre-failure and post-failure stress–strain curves for different specimen 
shapes (a) Numerical results by EPCA3D (Pan et al., 2009) and (b) laboratory 
results (Hudson et al., 1972). With the same diameters of 19.05 mm, 50.8mm and 
101.6mm, but different lengths (units converted from psi in to MPa in part ‗b‘ in the 
figure by author). 
a 
b 
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Figure 2.13 Relationship between UCS and L/D ratio for the data on Westerly 
Granite rocks tested by Mogi (2007). 
 
Figure 2.14 Relationship between L/D ratio and UCS value for dry Sandstone 
(John, 1972). 
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Figure 2.15 Influence of the body shape and height-diameter ratio (H/D) on 
compressive strength (Andreev, 1995). 
ASTM recommended a ratio between 2 and 2.5 while ISRM suggested 2.5 to 3. 
The researchers in the previous paragraphs detailed that high UCS values are 
obtained for L/D ratios less than 2 and there was a very slight difference in values 
between L/D of 2 and 2.5. The UCS remains constant with L/D ratio 2.5:1 and 
above. The ratio of L/D of 2.5 coincides for both ASTM and ISRM. Therefore, in 
this research the specimen height to diameter ratio was chosen to be 2.5:1. A ratio 
of L/D of 2.5 was preferred to a ratio L/D of 3 because the effect of size (height) 
becomes stronger for brittle rocks in the determination of brittleness. 
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2.3.3 Non-homogeneity Effect on the UCS 
Pan et al. (2009) pointed out that the effect of height to diameter ratio on the UCS 
of rocks was as a result of the fact that larger specimen contained a low strength 
element to initiate failure. In other words, the height to diameter ratio effect was 
as a result of heterogeneity (non-homogeneity) of the rock specimens. Tang et al. 
(2000) studied the effect of brittle disorder (termed ‗heterogeneous‘) on UCS of 
rock using the numerical analysis method (2-dimension Rock Failure Process 
Analysis code). From the numerical simulation they concluded that heterogeneity 
played an important role in the deformation and strength value of rock specimens. 
A more homogeneous specimen has higher strength than the heterogeneous one, 
and has more linear deformation behaviour before peak stress was encountered.   
In addition, Yang et al. (2009) agreed with an investigation of the mechanical 
behaviour of brittle marble samples containing different defects under uniaxial 
compression tests. They showed that UCS values were higher for intact rocks than 
heterogeneous specimens and the deformation behaviour of the stress-strain 
curves also varied (Figure 2.16). 
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Figure 2.16 Pre-failure and post-failure axial stress–axial strain curves of 
marble samples with different flaw geometries (Yang et al., 2009). Types A–L 
under uniaxial compression, in which Type A is an intact sample; however Types 
B–L has different pre-existing flaws.  
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2.3.4 Contact Condition between Specimen End Surface and Platen 
In the laboratory determination of mechanical properties of rock, it is habitually 
presumed that loading platen and end surfaces of test specimens are flawless 
planes. Thus, close contact arises when the two surfaces are mated together in 
parallel arrangement. Strictly speaking, intimate contact is difficult to achieve in 
practice. The roughness of the surfaces and foreign particles causes departure 
from smoothness. This causes non-uniform stress distribution at the contact 
surfaces. Furthermore, the platens are made of steel, so the Young's modulus and 
Poisson‘s ratio are different from those of the rock specimen. During contact, 
stress distribution between the specimen-platen interfaces is not uniform. This is 
as a result of their end effects.  Many researchers (Bordia, 1971; Brady, 1971a; 
Pan, 1971) looked for an analytical solution for the stress distribution within the 
specimen body. The solution varied with the contact condition between the 
specimen ends and the platen pressing against it. 
Accordingly, Brady (1971b) performed an analytical solution (using Fourier 
series) with radially end-constrained elastic cylindrical specimen that was 
deformed axially between cylindrical end plates (platen) of different elastic 
properties (Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio) from those of the specimen. The 
result showed that the functional form of their elastic properties depends on the 
diameter of the specimen and platen. Other researchers, including Brady (1971c), 
Hoek (1977) and Pan (1971; 1972) agreed that the effect of elastic property was as 
a result of contact frictions between the platen-specimen end contacts. They 
showed that this effect vanishes if Equation 2.6 was satisfied. 
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                                                                                                              (2.6) 
Where vs, vp are Poisson‘s ratio for specimen and platen and Es, Ep is elastic 
modulus for specimen and platen respectively.  
Similarly, Tang et al. (2000) performed numerical simulation of uniaxial 
compression to evaluate the effect of the loading system and  specimen geometry 
on the deformation and failure behaviour of brittle and heterogeneous rock using a 
2-Dimension Rock Failure Process Analysis program (RFPA 2D). The numerical 
model employed a specimen with different Young's modulus of platen to 
specimen ratios (Ep/Es) of 0, 0.1, 1, 2, and height to diameter ratios of 0.5, 0.67, 1, 
1.5 and 3. The result showed that the UCS was highest when Ep equal Es (i.e. 
Ep=Es=1) (Figure 2.17).  
                 
Figure 2.17 Simulated strength reductions with end constraint for specimens 
with different loading platens in terms of Young's modulus using RFPA2D 
(Tang et al., 2000). 
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In addition, the difference between the diameter of the specimen and that of platen 
also contributes to the deformation mismatch between the two materials in 
contact. Often the diameter of the platen is bigger than that of the specimen. The 
effect of the deformation mismatch disappears when the diameters are equal 
(Equation 2.7) (Brady, 1971d; Jaeger, 1967; Pan, 1971; 1972). 
ps DD                                                                                                                                     (2.7) 
where Ds is the diameter of specimen and Dp is the diameter of platen 
Pan et al. (2009) used the EPCA3D to simulate the effect of the length to diameter 
ratio on rock specimens of different sizes with loading platen and without loading 
platen on uniaxial compressive strength. The result of their simulation is shown in 
Figure 2.18a. When there was no loading platen, the UCS was constant 
irrespective of the size of length to diameter ratio. However, with loading platen 
the UCS rapidly decreases as the length to diameter ratio increases up to a ratio of 
one. It then decreases slowly and becomes constant from ratio of two and above, 
when the ratio was large enough. 
It is evident that the friction between loading platens and specimen‘s ends is the 
factor that was responsible for the shape and size effect discussed in Section 2.3.1. 
As a result, when the length to diameter ratio is large enough, particularly when 
the ratio is larger than 2, the end effect of the loading platen can be disregarded. 
This result was consistent with the laboratory result of Yang et al. (2005) (as 
found in Pan et al., 2009) on the effect of loading platen friction on the UCS of 
rock. The result is shown in Figure 2.18b. 
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Figure 2.18 Relationship between uniaxial strength and length to diameter 
ratio of rock specimen with different sizes, with and without considering 
loading platen effect (a & c) EPCA3D simulated result (Pan et al., 2009) and 
(b) laboratory result (Yang et al., 2005 as contain in Pan et al., 2009). 
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This finding was also documented in the laboratory result of Dhir and Sangha 
(1973). Likewise, Pan et al. (2009) showed that when the specimen length was 
large enough then the influence of platen and specimen Young‘s moduli on the 
UCS may be ignored (Fig 2.18c).  
In the laboratory determination of UCS, the ISRM (2007) suggested that the 
diameter of platen (Dp) is between Ds + 2 mm of specimen. The thickness of the 
platen is suggested to be at least 15 mm and flatness of 0.005 mm. In this 
research, the diameter of platen (Dp) was equal to that of specimen (Ds) in the 
determination of UCS of the rocks. The thickness of the platen was 15 mm and 
their flatness was 0.005 mm or lesser. But in the determination of the pre-failure 
and post-failure curves the diameter of the platen was slightly larger than that of 
the test specimens. This becomes necessary because when rock deformation 
passes the peak stress the hard brittle rocks begin to crumble at the contacts points 
between platen and the specimen especially when the two are equal. When the 
platen was slightly bigger than the specimen then this effect was minimal. This 
behaviour was noticed during the pre-test done with the rock specimens. 
2.3.5 Effect of Moisture, Temperature and Mineralogy on Strength Parameters 
At high temperature and moisture levels, the UCS of rocks is lowered. Obert et al. 
(1946) studied the effect of moisture on different rocks types. The result of their 
tests is shown in Table 2.2. The table reveals the influence of moisture content on 
the UCS values of the rocks. However, for this research, since the specimens were 
tested at room temperature under laboratory condition and with a dry specimen, 
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the issue of temperature and moisture was found to have no significant role to 
play. However, the UCS value of rock is influenced by the moisture content of the 
rocks as a result of the age of the specimen. Therefore, ISRM (2007) suggested 
that specimens shall be stored for no longer than 30 days, and in such a way to 
preserve the natural water content. 
Table 2.2 Effect of moisture on UCS (Obert et al., 1946). 
Moisture 
Condition 
Ratio of oven-dried and saturated UCS to air-dried UCS 
Marble Lime-
stone 
Granite Sandstone1 Sandstone 
2 
Slate Average 
Oven-
dried  
Air-dried 
Saturated 
1.01 
1.00 
0.96 
1.03 
1.00 
0.85 
1.07 
1.00 
0.92 
1.01 
1.00 
0.90 
1.18 
1.00 
0.80 
1.06 
1.00 
0.85 
1.06 
1.00 
0.88 
 
Mellor (1973) measured the uniaxial compressive and tensile strength of granite, 
limestone, and sandstone over a range of temperatures from -197
0
C to 25
0
C. For 
each of the three rock types, the UCS of both air-dry and water-saturated 
specimens was determined. The researcher observed 35% increase in the 
compressive strength of the rock between 0
0
C and -120
0
C (Figure 2.19). The 
graph shows constant UCS values for both air-dry and water-saturated specimens 
between temperatures of about 0
0
C to 25
0
C. This reveals that the UCS is constant 
under room temperature conditions which can be assumed to be between 20
0
C to 
25
0
C. Lau et al. (1991) concurred that change in specimen temperature of less 
than 100
0
C appears to have little effect on ultimate stress, strain and elastic 
parameters of rocks (Figure 2.20).  
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Figure 2.19 Strength of Granite, Limestone, and Sandstone in uniaxial 
compression at low temperatures (Mellor, 1973).  
However, mineral composition, texture (grain size and shape) and fabric 
(arrangement of minerals and voids) affect the properties of rock (Irfan, 1996). In 
typical fresh igneous rock, the mineralogy and texture determines the strength and 
its elastic deformation characteristics (Johnson & De Graff, 1988). In addition, 
Tugrul and Zarif (1999) used correlation analysis to investigate the relationship 
between the mineralogical and mechanical properties of granitic rocks. They 
showed that the UCS values of rock increases with quartz to feldspar ratio and 
decreases with quartz grain size (Figure 2.21).  
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Figure 2.20 Effect of temperature on deformation parameters and strength 
values of Granite (Lau et al., 1991). 
  
Figure 2.21 Relationships between: (a) the uniaxial compressive strength and 
the quartz to feldspar ratio, (b) uniaxial compressive strength versus mean 
grain size (quartz size) (Tugrul & Zarif, 1999). 
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All the factors listed in the preceding sections, such as specimen shape and size, 
height to diameter ratio, non-homogeneity, contact surfaces between specimen 
and platen, mineralogy and water content are related to the rock samples and its 
preparation. These are the factors that can influence the result of the tests in 
regards to nature of rock samples and their preparation. On the other hand, one 
important factor that has not been discussed and which relates to the testing 
program is the strain rate. The effects of strain rate on a number of parameters 
determined during the uniaxial compression tests are discussed in the following 
sections. 
2.3.6 Effect of Strain Rate on Strength Parameters 
Strain rate affects rock parameters determined under the uniaxial compression 
test. These parameters are discussed in the later sections. Strain rate is the 
deformation,  /  per unit of time, t. It is the time required to build up a given 
strain. It is expressed in Equation 2.8. 
tr





 



                                                                                                                     (2.8) 
The UCS of rocks normally increases with an increase in the strain rate. 
Kobayashi (1970) showed an increase in the value of the UCS of different rocks 
with an increase in the strain rate (Figure 2.22a). At a lower strain rate of 10
-6 
to 
10
-1 
sec
-1
 the increase in the UCS value was gradual. But at a higher strain rate of 
10
-1 
to 10
3 
sec
-1 
the UCS of the rocks increases rapidly.  
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Figure 2.22 Variation of compressive strength with strain rate after 
Kobayaski (1970) (a) and uniaxial compression tests from earlier studies 
showing different strain-rate sensitivities of compressive strength (b)  
(Blanton, 1981). 
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A similar trend that is consistent with Kobayashi (1970) was given by several 
other authors (Green & Friedman, 1970; Green & Perkins, 1972; Kumar, 1968; 
Perkins et al., 1974; Logan & Handin, 1971; Stowe & Ainsworth, 1972 as 
reported in Blanton, 1981) (Figure 2.22b). Lindholm et al. (1974) result on 
Dresser Basalt and Green and Perkins‘ (1972)  on Westerly Granite showed a 
rapid and continuous increase in the UCS with an increasing log strain rate over 
an interval of strain rates of 10
-4
 to 10
3 
sec
-1
 (Figure 2.22b). However, Zhao et al. 
(1999) claimed that Young‘s modulus and the Poisson's ratio of granite are barely 
affected by changes in the loading rate (Figure 2.23) which implies that changes 
in strain rate does not affect the rock‘s elastic properties.  
   
Figure 2.23 The variation of the Young’s modulus and Poisson's ratio with 
the loading rate (Zhao et al., 1999). 
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Yashima et al. (1983) investigated the effect of strength parameters (Young‘s 
modulus and unconfined compressive strength) on the estimate of elastic strain 
energy during a laboratory compression test on rock specimens with varying 
strain rates. They found that the elastic strain energy increases over strain rates 
range of approximately 2 x 10
-7 
to 2.0 x 10
-1
 strain/second. Likewise, Whittles et 
al. (2006) performed a series of laboratory tests on three different rock types 
(strong Sandstone, strong Limestone and weak Chalk) over a series of strain rates 
varying from 2.6 x 10 
-5
 to 5.0 x 10
-2
 strain/second. The test was conducted with a 
RDP-Howden, 1000 kN stiff compression testing machine.  
 
Figure 2.24 Energy plotted against strain rate for the variable speed 
unconfined compressive strength test (Whittles et al., 2006). 
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They used the ISRM (1981) method for the determination of unconfined 
compressive strength. The elastic strain energy was determined in each test as the 
area under the load displacement curve up to the point of failure. The relationship 
between the elastic strain energy and the strain rate for each of the three rock 
types is shown in Figure 2.24. Although the correlations are weak, this shows that 
there is an increase in the elastic strain energy over an increase in the strain rates 
in each of the three rock types. 
In the laboratory determination of UCS, the rate of loading is constrained to 
certain limits in order to give a reasonable amount of time to carry out the test. 
The ISRM (2007) recommended a continuous loading at a constant stress rate 
such that failure occurs within 5-10 minutes of loading. This suggestion was 
applied with caution. It was found that the strength of the rocks used in this study 
is far apart. For instance, Quartz Arenite is about 35 MPa while Quartzite2 is over 
500 MPa. To achieve a consistent and even strain rate becomes what is relevant. 
This is because Quartz Arenite has to be loaded slower than Quartzite2 such that it 
fails within 5-10 min. This becomes necessary so that the strain rate of Quartzite2 
is not much faster than the soft rocks. This ensures that the strain rates for the 
rock‘ specimens are close to each other. Since a higher strain rate raises the UCS, 
at the same time it increases the degree of fragmentation and affects the post-
failure behaviour of the rock as discussed in the next sections.    
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2.4 Rock Classification  
When the ultimate strength of a rock is reached, there is progressive departure 
from elastic behaviour as the load bearing capacity of the rock passes through the 
peak stress and then decreases. The behaviour of the pre-failure curve of rocks is 
more or less similar. However, the post-failure behaviour differs. The post-failure 
behaviour of rocks after the peak stress is ascribed to two different classes. It is 
classified as Class I and Class II behaviour (Wawersik & Fairhurst, 1970).   
2.4.1 Post-Failure Characteristic Curves of Rock under Uniaxial Compression 
As has been discussed, the specimen‘s height to diameter ratio influences the 
characteristic shape of the post-failure part of stress-strain curves. This was 
illustrated in Figure 2.12 (as discussed in Section 2.3.2). Recent research 
corroborates the fact that specimen length influences post-failure shape. Tarasov 
and Potvin (2013) emphasised that the same rock with a different specimen length 
has different post-failure behaviour. They claimed that the amount of elastic 
energy stored within the specimen at the peak stress was proportional to the 
specimen length, as a result, it affects the post-failure characteristic curve. The 
effect of elastic energy stored in a specimen and its brittleness is discussed further 
in Section 2.6.5. 
In Class I rock, the behaviour exhibited demonstrated a gradual reduction in the 
load carrying capacity of the rock after the peak load is reached. On the other 
hand for Class II rock, there is a rapid reduction in the load-carrying capacity 
immediately after the peak load is exceeded. Wawersik and Fairhurst (1970) 
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observed that stable fracture propagation is a characteristic of Class I behaviour. 
A further reduction in the load-carrying ability of Class I rock requires work to be 
done on the specimen, thus retains some strength after the peak load. In the case 
of Class II rock behaviour, at peak stress the elastic strain energy stored in the 
specimen is sufficient to maintain fracture propagation to the residual strength 
(i.e. is self-sustaining). Fracture propagation can only be arrested if the strain 
energy is extracted from the test specimen.  
Figure 2.25 shows the post-failure behaviour of Charcoal Grey Granite, Indiana 
Limestone, Tennessee Marble, Solenhofen Limestone and Basalt (Wawersik & 
Fairhurst, 1970). All of the rock specimens are homogeneous and of a length-to-
diameter ratio of 2:1 while specimen diameters varied between 25.4 mm and 50.8 
mm. From the graph, the pre-failure behaviour of the slopes appears to be similar 
for the rocks but the post-failure behaviour slopes are quite different.  
 
Figure 2.25 Stress-strain curves for six representative rock types in uniaxial 
compression (Wawersik & Fairhurst, 1970). Unit converted from psi to MPa by 
author for possible comparison. 
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He et al. (1990) demonstrated that the striking difference between Class I and 
Class II types was due to the increase in non-elastic strain. Both Class I and Class 
II rocks tend to decrease in elastic strain in the post-failure region with a decrease 
in the load-bearing capacity. They showed that the difference between Class I and 
Class II was the magnitude of the non-elastic strain. In other words, if the 
decrease in elastic strain is accompanied by a faster increase in non-elastic strain, 
the rock demonstrates Class I, otherwise it shows Class II behaviour.  
In addition, Class II rock behaviour is characterised by localised fractures in fairly 
homogeneous rock (Pan et al., 2006; Chen et al., 2006). They observed that the 
pre-failure and post-failure stress-strain curves are influenced by the heterogeneity 
of the rocks and rock with higher homogeneity behave more like Class II rocks in 
the post-peak region. Pan et al. (2006) and Chen et al. (2006) also observed that 
homogeneity or heterogeneity of the rocks played a major role in the post-peak 
fragmentation of brittle rocks in two respects in that it affects the peak strength 
and determines how cracks initiate and develop into singular faults. The methods 
used to determine the post-failure curves of Class II rocks are examined in the 
next section. 
2.4.2 Studies on Class II Behaviour of Rocks 
The elastic strain energy stored in the specimen during loading and released 
during unloading to supply growing fractures with surface energy causes the two 
classes of stress-strain curves (Cook, 1965). The Class I curve increases 
continuously in axial strain, an experiment conducted in axial strain control is 
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sufficed to show this behaviour. In contrast, Class II rock does not show a linear 
increase in axial strain even with a stiff machine, therefore, a different control 
method is required to avoid an uncontrolled specimen failure.  
Many researchers reported different methods used to achieve Class II behaviour 
of rocks. Wawersik and Fairhurst (1970) determined Class II behaviour of rock 
with the use of a thermal contraction machine. They achieved pre-failure and 
post-failure stress-strain curves from the envelope of unloading-reloading loci. 
Soon after, many researchers attempted to find alternative and easier methods to 
obtain the pre-failure and post-failure stress-strain curves by using a servo-
controlled testing machine. Hudson et al. (1971) achieved pre-failure and post-
failure stress-strain curves for different rocks in uniaxial compression with servo-
controlled testing machines by using lateral displacement as a feedback signal.  
Besides, other authors tried alternative methods programmed to obtain Class II 
behaviour by controlling other rock parameters such as: a linear combination of 
stress and strain (Okubo & Nishimatsu, 1985), the acoustic emission rate (Terada 
et al., 1984) and the dilatant volumetric strain (Sano et al., 1982). However, few 
pre-failure and post-failure stress-strain curves were reported (He et al., 1990). 
Nishimatsu et al. (1981) and Saito et al. (1983) extended the idea of Hudson et al. 
(1971) with the use of lateral strain as the feedback signal for the determination of 
stress-strain curves. Nevertheless, smooth pre-failure and post-failure stress-strain 
curves were not achieved because the local lateral failure makes it problematic to 
correctly determine the lateral strain in the post-failure regime (Okubo & 
Nishimatsu, 1985).  
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Hudson et al. (1971) and Hudson et al. (1972) opined that the use of a constant 
lateral strain rate as the feedback signal in programming the stress-strain curves 
was the most effective method. This is because it continuously increases all 
through the failure process and in that case the axial strain can be separately 
controlled. The use of servo-controlled testing machines allows the failure 
behaviour of rock in the post-failure region to be studied.   
However, Simon et al. (2003) observed that the laboratory determination of the 
post-failure properties during uniaxial compression tests of brittle rocks is often 
difficult to realise. Shimizu et al. (2010) concurred that there are still 
complications to achieve post-failure stress-strain curves of brittle rocks in 
laboratory experiments. They pointed out that at present the Class II post-failure 
characteristic curve is not sufficiently clarified.  
Nevertheless, Okubo and Fukui (1996) obtained pre-failure and post-failure 
stress-strain curves for various rocks under compression and tension with the use 
of a closed-loop servo-controlled testing machine. They achieved it with a linear 
combination of stress and strain as the feedback signals (Figure 2.26). Rini and 
Mord (2008) obtained pre-failure and post-failure stress-strain curves for 
Sandstone under uniaxial compression with the use of a closed-loop servo-
controlled testing machine using axial strain control (Figure 2.27). Also, Brijes 
and Dachao (2013) obtained post-failure stress-strain curves for different 
Sandstone and Coal specimens under lateral strain control with the use of a 
closed-loop servo-controlled testing machine in uniaxial compression tests (Figure 
2.28 and 2.29). 
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Figure 2.26 Normalised stress-strain curves in tension and compression (a) 
lnada Granite (b) Sanjome Andesite (c) Akiyoshi Marble (d) Tage Tuff 
(Okubo & Fukui, 1996).  
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Figure 2.27 Stress-strain curve for sandstone tested under servo-controlled 
machine (Rini & Mord, 2008). 
 
 
Figure 2.28 Stress–strain curves of six different Sandstone specimens tested 
under later servo-controlled machine (Brijes & Dachao, 2013). 
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Figure 2.29 Stress–strain curves of different Coal specimens tested under 
servo-controlled machine (Brijes & Dachao, 2013) 
2.4.3 Effect of Strain Rate on the Post-failure Behaviour of Rock in Uniaxial 
Compression 
The post-failure curve tends to fall more rapidly with a steeper slope as the strain 
rate is decreased. The peak stress is reached at a smaller value of strain with a 
decrease in the strain rate. A laboratory-based study of the post-failure curve of 
Arkose Sandstone and Charcoal Granite with the use of a servo-controlled testing 
machine at various strain rates illustrates this (Pan, 1973). The sample was 
prepared to meet the ASTM standard of 31.7 5 mm diameter and 63.5 mm length. 
The stress-strain curve is shown in Figure 2.30. This behaviour was also observed 
in other rocks, like: Granite; Limestone and Marble (Pan & Podnieks, 1972; 
Rummel & Fairhurst, 1970; Wawersik, 1973).  
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It was consistent with Jackson, et al.‘s (2008) laboratory work and numerical 
(using Particle Flow Code in 3 Dimensions, PFC 3D Version 3.0 produced by 
Itasca, 2003) techniques. They performed a series of laboratory tests on three 
different rock types (Sandstone, Limestone and Chalk) with strain rates varying 
from 2.6 x 10
–5
 strain/sec to 5 x 10
-2
 strain/sec in order to examine the effect of 
strain rate on the breakage behaviour of rocks. The post-failure behaviour of the 
rocks changes with the different strain rates (Figure 2.31) and as the strain rate 
increases, the degree of fragmentation and the UCS increases. The effect of the 
strain rate on the degree of fragmentation is discussed in the next section. 
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Figure 2.30 Influence of strain rate on post-failure behaviour of Arkose 
Sandstone and Charcoal Granite in uniaxial compression in a servo-
controlled testing machine (Pan, 1973). Load normalised to stress using 
specimen diameter (31.75 mm) for possible comparison by the author.  
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Figure 2.31 Predicted stress-strain curves for the Ibbenburen Sandstone 
model cores with a different strain rate using PFC3D (Jackson et al., 2008). 
2.5 Rock Fragmentation  
Rock breakage is traditionally achieved either by mechanical means or using 
explosives. However, other novel practices of rock fragmentation include heat, 
high pressure, water jets and hydraulic. Under these processes, rocks are 
fragmented into various sizes and yield a characteristic distribution when analysed 
through sets of sieves. This is seen particularly during the steady loading of rock 
to determine its mechanical strength properties with a soft loading machine (e.g. 
Amsler Rock Testing Machine). Different rock types exhibit different fragments 
size distributions. This is also applicable in rock fragmentation using explosives. 
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2.5.1 Rock Fragmentation under Explosive or Dynamic Loading 
Moser et al. (2000) suggested that the particle size distribution of blasted 
materials is based on the natural breakage characteristics of the rock. They opined 
that there exists a comparable and material specific characteristic of particle size 
distribution from 0.1 mm to 10 mm for both full scale and laboratory-scale 
blasting tests. It was also observed that the characteristic curves of particle size 
distribution does not change because of energy input or for a specific charge used 
for blasting but can only shift their position on a log-log graph.   
Worsey and Rustan (1987) as contained in Sergey (2003) claimed that the tensile 
strength of rock (estimated from Brazilian tensile strength, BTS) is related to the 
blasting performance while compressive strength of rock has no significant 
influence on rocks‘ fragmentation. This is because, often rock breakages occur in 
tensile failure. This occurs as the shock waves from explosive detonation, passes 
through the rock body thereby causing tensile failure around the plane of 
weakness in the rock, while compressive failure only occurs around the charge 
holes. Thus, the tensile strength of rock is an important factor for determination of 
rock resistance to blasting. Gupta et al. (1990) suggested a relationship that 
estimates the charge factor for the rock using the effective burden and 
Protodyakanov strength index. They defined the Protodyakanov strength index 
using the compressive strength of rock and modulus of elasticity.  
On the other hand, the dynamic properties of rocks are used to estimate rock 
fragmentation. Recent research indicated that the mean fragments size passing at 
50% depends on the dynamic properties of the rock, and increases with an 
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increase in the P-wave velocity and dynamic modulus (Figure 2.32). The 
researchers concluded that the relationship is introduced for mine blasting practice 
in central Iran (Hossaini et al., 2013). 
 
 
Figure 2.32 Relationship of fragmentation with P-wave velocity and dynamic 
elastic modulus (Hossaini et al., 2013). 
High-quality fragmentation is important to successful mining operations and 
equipment maintenance. It is advantageous to have a uniform distribution of 
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fragments size, to avoid both fines and oversize. According to Gheibie et al. 
(2009) two different mechanisms are used to analyse rock fragmentation. The 
coarse part is produced by tensile fracturing, and the Kuz-Ram model is used to 
predict this part of the size distribution. In addition, Moser et al. (2000) claimed 
that the Kuz-Ram model predicts the coarse part of the fragmentation size 
distribution with good accuracy. Djordjevic (1999) predicted rock fragmentation 
based on the assumption that the zone close to the borehole produces the fines 
material i.e. failure through shearing and in the outer zone medium- to large-sized 
material. Djordjevic (1999) show a good correlation between blasting results and 
predicted results. More recent works agreed that it is vital to consider the rock 
fragmentation in the crushed zone to correctly understand the partitioning of the 
energy delivered by the explosive (Sellers et al., 2012a and Sellers et al., 2012b).  
However, both fines and coarse material are predicted with reasonable accuracy 
using the Rosin-Rammler distribution function. The Rosin-Rammler distribution 
function and Kuz-Ram model are widely used prediction models occurring in the 
literature on blasting. The Kuznetsov function, in combination with the Rosin-
Rammler distribution function is known as the Kuz-Ram and is often used to 
predict the fragments size distribution from blasting (Cunningham, 1983). It has 
been a generally recognised method for giving a reasonable description of 
fragmentation of blasted rocks. Equation 2.9 is proposed by Rosin and Rammler 
(1933). 
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where Rm is the proportion of material passing the screen, X is the screen size (cm), 
XC is the characteristic size (cm), and n is the index of uniformity.  
The characteristic size XC is one through which 63.2% of the particle passed. 
Equation 2.9 is rearranged for the characteristic size to yield: 
 n m
c
R
X
X


1ln
                                                                         (2.10) 
Since the Kuznetsov formula gives the screen size, Xm for which 50% of the 
material could pass, therefore, substituting the values X = Xm and Rm = 0.5 into 
Equation 2.10 gives: 
n
m
c
X
X
693.0
                                                                                (2.11) 
Kuznetsov (1973) developed a relation between the mean fragments size (k50, cm) 
and the explosive quantity used per unit volume, as a function of rock type 
categorised as ‗medium-hard‘, ‗hard and fissure‘ and ‗weak‘ rocks. The model is 
used to predict fragmentation from blasting in terms of the mass percentage 
passing versus the fragments size. Kuznetsov‘s equation is given in Equation 2.12 
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where Xm is the mean fragments size (cm), A is the rock factor, (7 for ‗medium-
hard‘ rocks, 10 for ‗hard, highly fissured‘ rocks, 13 for ‗hard, weakly fissured‘ 
rocks), Vo is the rock volume broken per blast hole (m
3
), and Qe is the mass of TNT 
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containing the energy equivalent of the explosive charge in each blasthole (kg) 
and the relative weight. 
Hence, Equation 2.12 based upon ANFO instead of TNT can be written as 
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Where Qe is the mass of explosive being used (kg) and Sanfo is the relative weight 
strength of the explosive to ANFO. 
Given that, 
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Where K is the powder factor (kg/m
3
), 
Therefore, 
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The Kuz-Ram ability in predicting fragmentation has been questioned by many 
authors that necessitated its modifications by several authors. Even at present the 
problem has not been completely resolved. Some improvements made to the 
model include modification to the rock factor. The rock mass categories defined 
by Kuznetsov (1973) are very wide and need more precision. Therefore, 
Cunningham (1983) developed a model to improve the Kuz-Ram model for the 
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estimation of rock factor ‗A‘ to vary between 0.8 and 22, depending on hardness 
and structure (Equation 2.16).  
A = 0.06 (RMD + RDI + HF)                                                                                                      (2.16) 
Where RMD is the rock mass description, RDI is the rock density influence and HF 
is the hardness factor, the values for these parameters being derived as follows: 
RMD, A number is assigned according to the rock condition; Powdery/friable = 10; 
massive formation (joints further apart than blasthole) = 50 and jointed rock 
factor. 
The vertically jointed – derive jointed rock factor (JF) is derived as follows: 
JF = (JCF JPS) + JPA                                                                                                                 (2.17) 
Where JCF is the joint condition factor, JPS is the joint plane spacing factor and 
JPA is the joint plane angle factor. 
The hardness factor (HF) is estimated as: 
If Y < 50, HF = Y/3; If Y > 50, HF = UCS/5 
Where Y = elastic modulus, GPa; UCS = unconfined compressive strength, MPa. 
In addition, Cunningham (1987) provided technique for the estimation of the 
uniformity index in the Rosin-Rammler formula as indicated in Equation 2.18, to 
further improve the Kuz-Ram prediction ability. Cunningham (1987) used 
Blastability Index earlier proposed by Lilly (1986) to fill this gap.                   
n = (2.2.-14Bd/ d)((1/md) / 2)0.5 (1-W/ Bd)(abs(((lb-lc) / Lch) +0.1)0.1(Lch/Hb)                 (2.18) 
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Where n is index of uniformity; Bd is burden in drilling (m), d is blast hole 
diameter (mm), md is spacing to burden ratio while drilling; W is standard 
deviation of accuracy in burden while drilling (m); abs is the absolute value; lb is 
base charge length (m); lc is column charge length (m); Lch is total charge length 
(m); Hb is bench height (m). 
After Cunningham (1987), major research works toward improving the Kuz–Ram 
model has been in the area of estimating fines. Prominent research addressing this 
has been done probably by Kanchibotla et al. (1999), Djordevic (1999), 
Ouchterlony (2005a), Spathis (2004) and Ouchterlony (2005b). The researchers 
noticed that the Kuz-Ram model is deficient in predicting fines and come out with 
modifications as discussed in the following paragraphs. 
Kanchibotla et al. (1999) presented the crushed zone model (CZM) to improve the 
Kuz-Ram model in estimation of fines. The CZM uses two functions; one 
describes the fines part while the second describes the coarse part of the curve. 
The coarse part is expressed in Equation 2.19. The coarsest particle size is 
assumed to be 1 mm and the characteristic size XC ranges from X50 for strong 
rocks to X90 for very soft rocks. 
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Where: 
P(X) is percentage of material passing sieve size X 
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P(XC) is percentage of material passing characteristic size XC 
X is sieve size, Xc is characteristic size  
The ncoarse is the uniformity index for the coarse part of the curve and is expressed 
in Equation 2.20; 
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Where: 
B is burden (m), D is drillhole diameter (mm), S is spacing (m), H is bench height 
and Ltot (m) is the total charge length. 
Similarly, the fine part of the size distribution curve is given in Equation 2.21 
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Where, 
Nfine is the uniformity index for the fine part of the curve and express as follows; 
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Where Fc is fraction of crushed material, P(Xc) is percentage of material passing 
characteristic size Xc,  Xc is characteristic size and nfine is the uniformity index for the 
fine part of the curve 
Djordevic (1999) work attributed the excess of fines to the crush zone around 
each blasthole, and introduces a term to incorporate into the Kuz–Ram model. The 
fragmentation curve is given by Equation 2.23. The Kuz-Ram model parameters 
X50 and n are similar to a and b in the CZM. 
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Where, 
P(X) is percentage of material below size X, X is size material (m), Fc is fraction of 
crushed material while a and b are mean fragments size (m) and uniformity 
coefficient outside the crushed zone; c and d are mean fragments size and 
uniformity coefficient within the crushed zone. 
Ouchterlony (2005a) recognised that the Rosin–Rammler curve has limited ability 
to follow the various distributions from blasting, and introduces the more 
adaptable Swebrec function, which is able to define fines better. It is called KCO 
model, an extension of Kuz-Ram model. It contains three parameters, the median 
fragments size x50, the maximum fragments size xmax and an undulation parameter 
b, which is similar to n in the Kuz-Ram model, as expressed in Equation 2.24. The 
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expression for X50 is the same for the Kuz-Ram model while the Swebrec function 
is given in Equation 2.25. 
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Where b is the curve undulation parameter, xmax is the maximum insitu block size 
(cm), X50 is 50% passing size and is the same as given in Kuz-Ram model (cm) 
and n is the uniformity index as given in the Kuz-Ram model. 
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Where P(X) is the percentage of material passing sieve size X. 
However, Spathis (2004) noticed that Ouchterlony (2005a, Spathis cited the wok 
before been published in EFEE conference proceedings) use of the X50 term in the 
Kuznetsov equation was at odd with the definition of the Rosin–Rammler 50% 
passing term. Spathis demonstrated that, for low values of n, i.e. the uniformity 
index in the Kuz-Ram model (which lies between 0.8 and 2.2), the characteristic 
sizes of the original model are in error of 179% and 105% respectively thereby 
showing a large deviation between the values.  
In addition, Spathis proceeded that the Cunningham (1983) expressions for the 
Kuznetsov mean size and the Rosin-Rammler 50% passing size yields an 
incorrect expression for the characteristic size, Xc
* given in Equation 2.26 
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Where dk is the mean size 
As a result of this, Spathis presented the correct expression for the characteristic 
size, Xc, of the Rosin-Rammler distribution, given the mean size, d in Equation 
2.27 as presented in the original Kuznetsov‘s analysis 
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Where  is the gamma function 
Furthermore, Spathis demonstrated that the difference between the scaling factors 
in Equations (2.26) and (2.27) is substantial. The correction is given in Equation 
2.28, when d=dK 
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Therefore, Ouchterlony (2005b) applied the correction pointed out by Spathis to 
the Kuz-Ram model as given below: 
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With the correction incorporated into Kuz–Ram model, the expression shifts the 
fragments size distribution to smaller values for X50 accounting for more fines 
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fraction. The modifications applied to the Kuz–Ram model has been largely 
towards fitting of size distribution curve into the fines. 
It is evident from the above literature that the Kuz-Ram empirical fragmentation 
model is based on the fact that increased levels of explosive energy result in 
increased fragmentation. In addition, high strength rocks require more explosive 
energy than the lower strength rocks. However, the fragments size may not only 
depend on the explosive energy input but may also depend on the rock resistance 
to fragmentation or its brittleness.  
The model inherently assumed that the brittleness behaviour of rocks is the same. 
As indicated above, there are modifications to the formulation of the equation due 
to its deficiency in accommodating fines in the fragmentation curve, but these do 
not consider the effects of rocks resistance to fragmentation or the brittleness 
behaviour of rocks. 
Therefore, in this work brittleness is considered a very important intact rock 
mechanical property because it has a strong influence on the failure process and 
on the rock mass response to fragmentation activities. No research had ever 
attempted to link the two. Part of the purpose of this investigation is to determine 
the influence of rock brittleness on fragmentation. A statistical analysis is 
developed using stepwise multiple regression technique to show whether or not 
brittleness is related to fragmentation of rock under unconfined uniaxial 
compressive failure using variety of widely used brittleness concepts in literature. 
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The various brittleness concepts are also compared with fragmentation by 
laboratory scale blasting tests. Relationships between them are established.  
Additional analyses are done with different brittleness concepts to see the validity 
of the relationship and provide suitable concept for describing brittleness of rock 
under compression and blasting tests. The relationship between brittleness and 
fragmentation by blasting test is analysed and the possibility of incorporating it 
into the Kuz-Ram model is assessed to account for the effect of rock brittleness on 
fragmentation.  
2.5.2 Rock Fragmentation under a Compression Loading Condition  
The fragmentation of rock under compression involved series of mechanisms that 
occur within the rock body during loading and results in splitting it into smaller 
pieces. A rock specimen under compression or tensile loading condition fails 
when the stress applied exceeds the strength of the rock specimen. Rocks fail 
across the slip surface in the form of shear failure, axial splitting and extension 
fracture. Extension of fracture occurs in a uniaxial tensile test as the specimen 
splits or divides normal in the direction of the applied tensile stress. The axial 
splitting or axial cleavage is the predominant fracture form during the uniaxial 
compression and Brazilian tensile tests.   
The magnitude of randomly growing cracks (like the one shown in Figure 2.1 
Section 2.2) is capable of influencing the result of fracture appearance. For 
instance, several authors (Dey & Wang, 1981; Wong, 1982; Du & Aydin, 1991; 
Lockner et al., 1992) observed that at a low concentration (i.e. the mean distance 
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between the cracks is large enough to prevent crack interaction) of cracks, they 
have enough spaces to extend. Subsequently, the task of crack‘s interference 
increases the chances of crack growth and results in axial splitting of the sample. 
They observed that when the concentration of cracks is high, their interaction 
produces disorder in the stress field which result to a bigger crack restricted by a 
thin band slanting to the orientation of the axial stress. They concluded that it may 
ultimately result in an oblique (shear) fracture even though the sample is under 
uniaxial loading and the stress distribution is uniform (Figure 2.33).  
Figure 2.33 Concentration of increasing rising cracks result in an oblique 
fracture (Germanovich & Dyskin, 1988; Horii & Nemat-Nasser, 1985). 
In Figure 2.33 (a) the presence of lateral pressure hampers growth of the largest 
cracks and, therefore, these cracks can no longer cause the fracture; (b) as the load 
increases, the smaller cracks can start to grow; (c) at the final stages of loading, 
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the initiation of new growing cracks is localised within an inclined band which 
eventually produces the shear failure indicated by a solid line (Germanovich & 
Dyskin, 1988; Horii & Nemat-Nasser, 1985) 
Ozkahraman (2010) opined that the brittle fracture of rock is basically grouped 
into two: ‗tensile fracturing‘ and ‗compressive-shear‘ failure depending on the 
level of the applied stress. The form of fractures and their orientation is influenced 
by the distribution of stress across the specimen, the nature of the material, and 
whether the applied stress is in tension or in compression (Ozkahraman, 2010). It 
was observed in previous sections that the behaviour of brittle rocks in 
compression is affected by strain rate, structure of the rock, heterogeneity and the 
extent of its internal damage. These factors also influence the degree of 
fragmentation produced under compression loading. 
Yang et al. (2009) showed that heterogeneity played an important role in the 
deformation characterisation of rock. This is illustrated in Figure 2.16 in Section 
2.3.3. Hajiabdolmajid and Kaiser (2003) also observed that in brittle fracturing, 
the rock type, grain size, pre-existing cracks, pore and the occurrence of flaky, 
soft and altered minerals influence the brittleness of rock (this is discussed further 
in Section 2.6.3). 
Donald et al. (1974) described a procedure for predicting fragments size 
distribution for rock under dynamic loading condition. They showed that 
fragmentation behaviour could be predicted from a few measurable rock 
properties using controlled impact experiments on Novaculite. Also Bohloli and 
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Hoven (2007) selected for laboratory testing four rock types: Amphibolites, 
Diabase, Diorite and Gneiss and, performed a series of Brazilian tensile tests on 
each of these. They established that there is a relationship between the percentage 
of fines produced and the tensile strength of the specimens.  
2.5.3 Fragmentation and Effect of Strain Rate  
Whittles et al. (2006) and Jackson et al. (2008) revealed the effect of strain rate on 
the degree of fragmentation. They determined the degree of fragmentation by 
counting the number of fragments produced after each test. They showed that the 
test at the lowest strain rate produce two main fragments, separated along a single 
shear plane. An increase in strain rate increases the number of fragments. This is 
illustrated in Figures 2.34 and 2.35 with the highest fragmentation at the highest 
strain rate for all the rock types. The increase in rock fragmentation with an 
increase in strain rates was in agreement with the findings of other researchers 
who observed that the degree of fragmentation varies as a function of strain rate 
(Brace & Byerlee, 1967; Grady & Kipp, 1987).  
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Figure 2.34 Photograph of the pre- and post-test sample core debris from the 
Ibbenburen Sandstone and Caldon low Limestone, showing changes in 
fragments size with strain rate (Whittles et al., 2006). 
 
Figure 2.35 Photographs of the pre- and post-test sample core debris from 
the Melton Ross chalk, showing changes in fragments size with strain rate 
(Whittles et al., 2006). 
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2.6 Concept of Rock Brittleness 
A general theory with regard to rock brittleness states that a more brittle rock will 
break under very little deformation (Gong & Zhao, 2006). Rock brittleness simply 
means the absence of ductility. The ductility of a material is the ability of the 
material to tolerate a large inelastic deformation with no loss of its load-carrying 
capacity. In contrast, the brittleness of a material is demonstrated by its decrease 
in load-carrying capacity as the strain increases with little or no inelastic 
deformation. This differs from the failure of ductile materials where shear slip 
surfaces form in such a way that continuity of material contact is maintained. 
However, brittle failure is a process whereby continuity is dislocated to create 
chunks or blocks that are separated with feasible failure modes (Hajiabdolmajid & 
Kaiser, 2003).  
A material can be considered brittle or ductile with respect to its mechanical 
properties as well as with respect to its behaviour under the loading conditions 
(Andreev, 1995). Since the definition of brittleness is described by deformation 
behaviour of rock and failure subject to the loading condition, the measurement of 
brittleness is not yet standardised (Gong & Zhao, 2006). An earlier work by 
Hucka and Das (1974) agreed that the notion of brittleness is not yet completely 
defined. They stated that with higher level of brittleness, the following is 
observed: low value of elongation, fracture failure, formation of fines, high ratio 
of compressive to tensile strength, high resilience, and a high angle of internal 
friction and formation of cracks on indentation. Ramsey (1967) defined brittleness 
as a loss of internal cohesion in rock, when this happen the rock is said to be 
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brittle. Obert and Duvall (1967) described brittleness of a material such as cast 
iron and brittle rocks to end by fracture at or after the yield stress. Brittleness is 
also defined as a property of a material that shatters or fractures with slight or 
absent of plastic flow (Yarali & Soyer, 2011). 
At present there is no clear cut method accepted by the mining community to 
quantify brittleness. Therefore, its meaning is vague. However, there are number 
of methods to determine it in the literature. Different definitions and methods that 
are used to determine it are based on the purpose and the use. Definitions that 
appeared in the literature are coined from the methods of its determination. Some 
of the lists of the definitions in the literature are discussed in the next section. 
The following brittleness indices (referred to in this research as Bi where B stands 
for brittleness and ‗i‘ is the number of various brittleness‘ indices that exist in 
literature; i takes a whole number based on the sequence it appears in this section) 
exist in the literature with their method of estimation. The indices are subdivided 
into ‗dimensionless‘ (without any form of unit) and ‗dimensional‘ (with a sort of 
unit). The different concepts for brittleness measurement are discussed in the 
following sections. 
2.6.1 Dimensionless Brittleness Indices 
Baron (1962) estimated brittleness as a percentage of the reversible energy from 
pre-failure and post-failure stress-strain curve (Figure 2.36 with ―o‖ as the origin). 
This figure shows the pre-failure and post-failure curves under deviator stress (
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1- 3), axial strain ( 1 ) and total volumetric strain (  v). The maximum stress is 
denoted as Rm .The brittleness is estimated as follows:  
areaOCF
areaDCFB 1                                                                                       (2.30)  
where B1 is the brittleness estimated from this concept.   
According to Coates (1966), brittleness is the ratio of the reversible strain to the 
total strain at the point of failure. Brittleness, B2 (brittleness from ratio of strain) is 
estimated from Figure 2.36 as follows: 
OF
DFB 2                                                                                                        (2.31)            
Andreev (1995) used various concepts to estimate brittleness from pre-failure and 
post-failure stress-strain curves in Figure 2.36. This is discussed as follows. 
Brittleness, B3 is determined from the ratio between the difference in peak strength 
and residual strength deviator, Rm- 3 , and Rr- 3  in Equation 2.32 (Andreev, 1995). 
The parameter used is in Figure 2.36. 
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Andreev (1995) also determined brittleness (B4) as the ratio of residual, Rr to peak 
stress Rm. In addition, brittleness, B5 is determined from initiation stress, i1 to peak 
strength, Rm using Figure 2.36 in Equation 2.33 and Equation 2.34. 
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Figure 2.36 Quantities participating in brittleness determination in stress-
strain curve (Andreev, 1995). 
Brittleness, B6 is estimated from the ratio of residual strain, r1 to post-peak strain, 
( tr 11   ) from Figure 2.36 in Equation 2.35 below (Andreev, 1995). 
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Bergman and Stille (1983), and Stavrogin and Protossenia (1985) as contained in 
Andreev (1995) estimate brittleness, B7 from the ratio of post-peak modulus, M to 
the pre-peak modulus, E (i.e. modulus of elasticity) from Figure 2.36 in Equation 
2.36. 

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E
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B7                                                                                                             (2.36) 
Furthermore, the ratio of M to the sum of M and E is used to estimate brittleness, B8 
(Batougina et al., 1983; Stavrogin & Protossenia, 1985; as contained in Andreev, 
1995). The ratio is expressed in Equation 2.37. 
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They suggested that material turns out to be brittle when the value of B8 > 0.5.  
They opined that in such a case B8 is expressed in Equation 2.38 for B9 (Manjikov 
et al., 1983; as contained in Andreev, 1995). 
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Brittleness is determined from strain-dependent strength mobilisation (cohesive 
and frictional strength components). Hajiabdolmajid and Kaiser (2003) introduced 
a strain dependent brittleness index, B10. It is expressed by Equation 2.39 with 
plastic strain limits
p
c
p
f  ,  in Figure 2.37 using plasticity theory and the concept of 
strain-dependent strength mobilisation.  
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Figure 2.37 Illustration of cohesion-loss and frictional strengthening as a 
function of plastic strain (Hajiabdolmajid & Kaiser, 2003). 
Brittleness is estimated from Brazilian tensile and uniaxial compressive strength 
of rock (Gong & Zhao, 2007; Kahraman, 2002; Altindag, 2002; Yagiz, 2009). 
Using the ratio of Brazilian tensile, t  and uniaxial compressive, c  strength of 
rock, brittleness, B11 and B12 are estimated as follows: 
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tcB 12                                                                                                                              (2.41) 
2.6.2 Dimensional Brittleness Indices 
In addition, using the product of uniaxial compressive strength and Brazilian 
tensile strength of rock, brittleness, B13 is estimated as follows: 
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Additionally, a brittleness concept is proposed as the square root of brittleness B13 
(Altindag, 2008 as contained in Altindag & Guney, 2010). 
Yarali and Soyer (2011) proposed a new brittleness, B14 concept as a result of their 
study on the effect of mechanical properties of rock on drillability. The relation is 
expressed is Equation 2.43. 
  72.014 tcB    (MPa)
 2
                                                                                                       (2.43)                    
Brittleness, B15 is estimated and is based on the absolute irreversible longitudinal 
(parallel to 1 ) strain, i1  at failure in Figure 2.36.  
%100115  iB     (%)                                                                                                         (2.44) 
Based on this brittleness estimation, rocks are classified as follows: 
i1  < 3% brittle rock 
3% < i1 <5% brittle-ductile transition 
i1  > 5% ductile 
Similarly, brittleness is determined as a product of pre-peak modulus, E and post-
peak modulus, M from Figure 2.36 as shown in Equation 2.45 (Batougina et al., 
1983; as contained in Andreev, 1995). They opined that a rock specimen is 
unstable and accordingly it is brittle if B16< 1.   
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Brittleness is determined from the measurement of the oblique shear in the Mohr 
envelope. Hucka and Das (1974) estimated brittleness from Mohr's 'Theory of 
Strength' in which the maximum resistance to deformation is given by Equation 
2.46:  
 tanncr                                                                                                     (2.46) 
Where r is the resistance to deformation at failure, n  is the normal stress, c is 
cohesion and angle of friction, . From Equation 2.46,   is given by the equation 
below: 
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It follows that B17 
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
 1/sin17   (degree)                                                        (2.48) 
Also, according to Hucka and Das (1974), brittleness is estimated from the 
oblique shear. The oblique shear,   is the inclination of the failure plane to the 
principal stress, 1 . The relationship between friction angle and oblique shear is 
given by: 
 
2
2                                                                                                                              (2.49) 
Therefore, B18 is given by: 
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24
18

 B                                                                                                                       (2.50) 
Brittleness, B19 is also determined from the amount of fines formed during an 
impact test for estimating the rock‘s strength. Protodyakonov (1963) estimated 
brittleness from the percentage of fines (-28 mesh) formed in the Protodyakonov 
impact test. The relation below is used: 
cqB 19      (MPa)                                                                                                                  (2.51) 
Where q is the percentage of fines formed in the Protodyakonov impact test and 
c  is uniaxial compressive strength. 
Blindheim and Bruland (1998) estimated brittleness in Equation 2.52 from the 
percentage of fines (<11.2 mm) formed in an impact test for TBM (Tunnel Boring 
Machine) performance prediction with the NTNU (Norwegian University of 
Science and Technology) model. The brittleness, B20 determined here is a measure 
of the ability of the rock to resist crushing by repeated impacts. 
2020 SB  (%)                                                                                                                        (2.52) 
Where 20S  is the percentage of fines (<11.2 mm) formed in an impact test for 
TBM performance prediction with the NTNU model.  
The brittleness value 20S  equals the percentage of material that passes the 11.2 
mm mesh after the aggregate has been crushed by 20 impacts in a mortar. The 
brittleness value is the mean of 3 to 5 parallel tests (Dahl, 2003). 
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Brittleness is determined from hardness and toughness values. The brittleness is 
estimated from the difference between macro-indentation hardness and micro-
indentation hardness. The difference in the values is used to quantify brittleness. 
Macro-indentation hardness means hardness is determined from the experiment 
carried out with a macro or large size indenter or small size indenter as with 
micro-indentation hardness (Honda & Sanada, 1956). The relation for B21 is given 
by Equation 2.53: 
K
HH
B



21   (N/mm
2
)                                                                                                        (2.53) 
where Hµ is micro-indentation hardness, H is macro-indentation hardness and K is 
a constant. Using Vickers‘s micro and macro-hardness, K = 2.6. 
Quinn and Quinn (1997) proposed brittleness, B22 for ceramic materials from 
hardness (H), Young‘s modulus (E) and fracture toughness (Kic) in Equation 2.54:  
222
icK
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B   (MPa m
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)                                                                                                              (2.54) 
Fracture toughness is defined
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, as v is Poison‘s ratio and 
f  is the 
effective fracture surface energy. 
Lawn and Marshall (2006) determined brittleness, B23 as a ratio of hardness, H 
(resistance to deformation) to toughness, Kc (resistance to fracture) in Equation 
2.55:  
cK
H
B 23       (MPa)                                                                                                                  (2.55)  
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 Yagiz (2009) proposed a brittleness concept, B24 from the result of a punch 
penetration test as given in Equation 2.56:  
P
F
B max24     (kN/mm)                                                                                                           (2.56)  
where B24 is the brittleness estimated from the slope of force and displacement 
curve in a punch penetration test. Fmax is the force on the specimen (kN), and P is 
the penetration at ultimate force (mm). 
Brittleness, B25 is also determined from the crushing of rocks. The rock brittleness 
is estimated as a ratio of work done, w in rock crushing to Brazilian tensile 
strength t  as given in Equation 2.57 (Andreev, 1995): 
t
w
B

25    (J/MPa)                                                                                                                   (2.57) 
Brittleness, B26 is also determined from rock core drilling. ―After sound drilling, 
very often the core is divided into discs with a thickness h and a diameter d‖ 
(Andreev, 1995, p.127). The relation is given below: 
 
3
26
d
hB       (mm)                                                                                                           (2.58) 
If the relation above holds, the rock is assumed to be brittle. 
2.6.3 Factors Influencing Brittleness Determination 
The twenty-six brittleness indices determined from various concepts are listed in 
the previous section. Brittleness determination that are similar in concept and 
theory but differ only with the symbols are omitted to avoid duplication. 
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However, the list of 26 different meanings and equations used to quantify rock 
brittleness shows that the determination of brittleness is not clear. The reason for 
this is that brittleness is affected by many factors. These factors include the rock 
properties, the geometry and size of specimen and the loading conditions. These 
factors create conditions under which it is difficult to use a general meaning and 
equation that embraces all of the above factors. 
Rock properties like: hardness, grain size and mineral composition, influence 
brittleness determination. For instance, hard rock is more brittle than soft rock. 
Hajiabdolmajid and Kaiser (2003) opined that different rocks have different 
indices of brittleness as a result of their distinctive textural and mineralogical 
constituent. As shown in Figure 2.21 in Section 2.3.5, UCS decreases with an 
increase in grain size of rock. Several researchers also show that the UCS of 
granitic and other rock types decreases with the increase in the mean grain size 
(Fredrich et al., 1990; Hugman & Friedman, 1979; Olsson, 1974; Onodera & 
Kumara, 1980; Prikryl, 2001). Yilmaz et al. (2009) stated that the grain size 
influences their relative brittleness index values in granitic rocks. Generally, rock 
brittleness index increases with increasing grain size (Gong & Zhao, 2006).  
In addition, Onodera and Kumara (1980) showed that the proportion of boundary 
connected cracks (inter-granular cracks) decreases with increasing grain size 
whereas the number of intra-granular cracks increases. Therefore, Hajiabdolmajid 
and Kaiser (2003) suggested that for fine-grained polycrystalline rocks, the inter-
granular cracks are more profuse than in the coarse-grained rocks. Consequently, 
fine-grained rocks are more brittle than coarse-grained rocks. Goktan and Yilmaz 
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(2005) showed that for a given rock group, an increase in the brittleness index is 
accompanied by an increase in uniaxial compressive strength (Equation 2.59): 
 2log065.2 cikB                                                                                                                          (2.59) 
Where B is brittleness, ki is dependent on rock type as grouped by Hoek (1983) 
taking values from 0.170 to 0.659, and c is compressive strength expressed in 
kilopascals. 
Hajiabdolmajid and Kaiser (2003) demonstrated in their work that the 
mineralogical composition of rock affects its brittleness. They showed that the 
occurrence of a small proportion of flaky, soft and distorted minerals tends to 
increase the rock‘s brittleness and lower its strength. Quartz mineral in rock 
affects the strength predominantly due to the interlocking structure between its 
grains. The presence of cleavable minerals (such as feldspars) in rocks leads to 
reduction in the strength and results in a higher brittleness index. Hence, the ratio 
of quartz to feldspar contents can be considered as a signal for higher brittleness 
(Liu et al., 2004). This is perhaps as a result of the comparatively weak bonds 
along the cleavage planes in feldspars which apparently have substantive and 
negative effect on the brittleness of the rock (Liu et al., 2004). 
In addition, a mica-poor rock exhibits higher brittleness (Liu et al., 2004). 
Therefore, mica is a mineral that affects the brittleness properties of a rock in a 
similar way as the basic mineralogy does. An inverse effect is seen with an 
increase in the mica content of a rock on brittleness, it becomes less brittle. Since 
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mica is a soft mineral, it is likely that an increase in its content might have a 
significant negative effect on the brittleness of the rock (Liu et al., 2004) 
Hajiabdolmajid and Kaiser (2003) observed that rock‘s brittleness is influenced by 
the loading rate and size (i.e. geometry) of the rock. As shown in Figure 2.12, the 
longer the specimen length, the more brittle the specimen becomes after the peak 
stress. This shows that rock specimen with longer length but the same diameter 
has a higher brittleness value than those with shorter lengths. The lower the 
loading rate, the more brittle rock becomes (Figure 2.30). Therefore, the 
brittleness of a rock increases with a decrease in the loading rate (time dependent) 
and an increase in the size of the sample (size dependent).  
Earlier research by Kaiser and Morgenstern (1981) explained that a lower loading 
rate advances a more brittle behaviour as loads are distributed in a different way 
between cracking elements. The reduction in the loading rate advances the period 
for more cracks to proliferate. Therefore, a lower loading rate promotes 
brittleness. Temperature is another factor that influences the brittleness of a 
material. However, since this test is conducted under room temperature, this is not 
a concern in this research. 
2.6.4 Assessment of the Various Brittleness Concepts  
The factors in the previous section explained the reasons for the variability in 
brittleness determinations. However, most of the determinations and methods 
used to quantify brittleness do not express the real meaning or definitions of 
brittleness. The reason for this is that the definitions of brittleness expressed in 
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Section 2.6 point to the fact that brittleness is a mode of fracture accompanying 
material deformation. For instance brittleness B15 expresses absolute irreversible 
strain before failure. Also B1 and B2 estimate the percentage of reversible strain and 
the energy before failure. It gives an ideal of brittleness but what happens at post-
failure regime is unknown. However, brittleness based on extension strain is 
analysed in this research as a brittleness concept. 
Brittleness B3 and B4 expresses the ratio of strength at peak to residual strength. 
The physical meaning of these parameters does not explain the meaning of the 
brittleness concept of rock. For example, during a uniaxial compression test, the 
equation suggests that if the residual strength is equal to zero then B3=1 and B4=0 
which may suggests for example ‗perfect‘ brittleness or absolute brittleness (while 
Tarasov, 2010 assumed that absolute brittleness=0 at over 300MPa confining 
pressure). Nevertheless, brittleness based on strength ratios are analysed in this 
research as a brittleness concept.  
The theoretical meaning of B5 is uncertain as it expresses the ratio of fracture 
stress initiation to peak strength. It is a fact that the more brittle a material is the 
later micro-fracturing begins (Andreev, 1995). Brittleness, B6, give an idea about 
brittleness but not sufficient information. It can be seen that when ε1r becomes 
smaller, the brittleness decreases. However, according to Andreev (1995) 
brittleness is supposed to increase with elastic-brittle behaviour. Brittleness B7, B8, 
B9 and B16 give an idea of brittleness of rock but the parameter of estimation (pre-
failure modulus and post-failure modulus) is expressed as an angle and not as a 
stress or strain. Therefore, their value depends on the scale adopted to plot the 
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values on the stress-strain graphs. However brittleness based on pre-failure 
modulus and post-failure modulus expressed as a stress and strains is analysed in 
this research as a brittleness concepts. 
Brittleness B7, B8 and B9 are ideas of stability based on Drucker‘s postulation (for 
the postulate see Romanov, 2001). The postulate is applied to the stability 
condition for plastic materials (e.g. metals). There are two categories of 
deformation of the material for this purpose, either ‗elastic plastic‘ or ‗rigid 
plastic‘ (Figure 2.38). The postulate applied the theory of plasticity. All materials 
are stable in Drucker‘s sense. There is nothing that suggests that a real material 
like rock could satisfy Drucker‘s stability. Drucker provides a link between 
material behavior (during plastic deformation) and the mathematics and it has 
nothing to do with the understanding of the brittleness of rock.  
   
Figure 2.38 Stress-strain relationships for elastic perfectly plastic and a rigid 
plastic material.   
Brittleness B10 used the old theory of plasticity for its determination. The stresses 
are calculated in-situ using back analysis of stresses. The stresses are input into 
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the Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion called the ‗cohesion weakening-frictional 
strengthening model‘ to capture the failure mechanism involved during brittle 
failure of an underground opening. The model is then used to estimate the 
parameters to determine its brittleness. The parameters might not be of interest 
here in the determination of brittleness using a stress-strain curve based on 
laboratory work. Moreover, Mohr-Coulomb does not give any information about 
brittleness of a rock. It contains no information on the post-failure characteristics 
of the rock. It is a combination of mechanisms used to estimate the strength of 
material. The envelope is drawn to fulfil the following requirement: 
a. The circle is drawn to pass through the principal stresses 
b. A  line to touch all the Mohr circles 
c. The line to touch the effective tensile stress circle i.e. uniaxial tensile 
Brittleness B17 and B18 are also based on Mohr-Coulomb envelopes as explained in 
the previous paragraph. It has nothing to do with the brittleness of rocks. It is 
about strength behaviour rather than failure behaviour. Mohr Coulomb depicts 
rock strength against confining pressure (Figure 2.39). 
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Figure 2.39 Mohr Coulomb’s equation from a plot of axial stress against 
confining pressure.  
The concepts from plasticity and Mohr‘s envelope discussed above are based on 
shear stresses. The concept used to analyses brittleness must satisfied the test 
condition since brittleness is subject to the loading condition. This is explained 
further in Chapter 5 Section 5.11. Brittleness B19, B20 and B25 give a relationship 
between the impact of crushing on the compressive strength, tensile strength of 
rock and quantities of crushed rock passing through a particular sieve size. It 
measures the ability of the rock to resist crushing by repeated impacts. It gives no 
information about the behaviour of rock under brittle deformation. Brittleness B21, 
B22, and B23 give an indication of the hardness of a material by impact of an indenter 
or resistant to fracture toughness. It has no relationship with the deformation of 
material under brittle failure in compression. The author is investigating only the 
relationship between drillability and the parameter of interest, hardness of rock 
and fracture toughness.  
B11, B12, B13 and B14 do not give any information about the failure mechanism. These 
are simply strength ratios or products. This was discussed and criticised by 
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Altindag (2000, 2002, 2003 and 2010b). The researcher pointed out that the ratio 
and products of rock strengths are basically intended to investigate their influence 
on rock drillability. These brittleness concepts are estimated from the static 
mechanical properties and are frequently used in many studies as a brittleness 
index. However, the researcher claims that this parameter is not ‗brittleness‘, 
because it has nothing to do with the relation between elastic to plastic strain and 
pre and post-failure behaviour. However, this brittleness expressed as a stress 
ratio and products is analysed in this research as a brittleness concepts. Brittleness 
B26 is meaningless. It‘s just a diameter of drill core divided by 3. It has nothing to 
do with the rock‘s property or behaviour. 
In summary, instead of the stress-strain curve in Figure 2.36 a normalised stress-
axial strain version is used. The normalised stress-axial strain curves of the tested 
rocks are evaluated as a brittleness concept (chapter 5 section 2.10). 
2.6.5 Brittleness and Fragmentation in Relation to the Research Study 
All the brittleness indices discussed in the previous section do not consider the 
brittle behaviour of the rock characterising the post-failure stress-strain curve 
from which a rock could either be classified as Class I or Class II on a 
classification scale to show when a rock is brittle or appear to be ‗ductile‘ or less 
brittle apart from B16 (with Class I having negative sign and Class II positive). 
Similarly, brittleness k has a classification scale as discussed in the following 
paragraph.  
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The modulus of the post-failure curve is used by many scholars to quantify 
brittleness as shown in brittleness B7, B8 and B16. In addition, Tarasov (2010; 2011; 
2013) introduce a new brittleness concept ‗‘k‘‘. This brittleness, k, was quantified 
as the capability of the rock to self-sustaining failure due to the elastic strain 
energy that accumulates in the material body during loading and available for 
rupture development in the post-peak region. Tarasov derived the relation below 
to estimate brittleness index, k. The formulation involves energy balanced at the 
post-peak response of the rock. 
It is based upon, the balance between the post-peak elastic energy withdrawn from 
the specimen body at the rupture development with the rupture energy and the 
excess (released) energy that are associated with the failure process at post-peak 
(Figure 2.40). In Figure 2.40, the failure process between points B and iB  
illustrates the variation in the energy balance at post-peak, where E and M are the 
pre-failure and post-failure moduli. 
 
Figure 2.40 Calculation of Energy released at post-peak (Tarasov, 2012). 
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The elastic energy withdrawn, dWe from the material body corresponds to the area 
ABCC
i
BiA
i. The corresponding rupture energy, dWr represent the area ABBiAi. The 
area CiBiBC represents the excess (released) energy, dWa. The energy are given by 
the following equations: 
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Tarasov (2012) mentioned that the energies are calculated on the basis of elastic 
modulus, E and post-peak modulus, M as given below: 
M
EM
dw
dw
k
e
r 1                                                                                                 (2.63) 
Brittleness‖ k‖ takes into account the sign of post-peak modulus M for Class I and 
Class II behaviour as expressed in Equation 2.64. 
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1                                                                         (2.64) 
The brittleness index k2 represents the ratio between the excess (released) and the 
withdrawn elastic energy as expressed in Equation 2.65. 
M
E
dw
dw
k
e
a 2                                                                                                                (2.65) 
The brittleness concepts, k, k1, k2 are able to represent brittleness on a scale, with 
brittleness increasing from Class I rock to Class II rock (Figure 2.41), except for 
brittleness k1.  
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Figure 2.41 Scale of rock brittleness index, with brittleness increasing from 
left to right (Tarasov & Potvin, 2013). 
 
Figure 2.42 Estimation of elastic strain energy and rupture energy from pre-
failure (a) and post-failure (b) stress-strain curves (Tarasov, 2011). 
All of the parameters in the equations are determined from the pre-failure and 
post-failure stress-strain curves in Figure 2.41. The area of the triangle is outlined 
with dotted lines and corresponds to the strain energy density ew  stored within the 
rock material at the peak stress. The post-peak parts of the curves differ for 
different curves while the pre-failure curves are similar. The shaded area is the 
strength reduction at failure from the peak stress to the residual strength. Figure 
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2.42 illustrate how ew  and rw  are estimated. Within the range of brittleness index 
-1< k< 0 the elastic energy, ew available in the material exceeds the rupture 
energy, rw  and provides energy for the self-sustaining failure. 
The physical justification that implies the Tarasov brittleness measurements are 
direct measures of the energy released can be inferred from Griffith energy 
balance concept. Fundamentally, Griffith postulate form the basis of brittle failure 
process as discussed at the beginning of this chapter (Section 2.2, micromechanics 
of brittle failure). Griffith‘s idea is based upon fundamental physics to model a 
static crack as a reversible thermodynamical system. Griffith thought about the 
energy required to create new crack surface area, Us (measured in Joules per 
metre
2
, J/m
2
) and the change in the mechanical energy (Um) that resulted from 
this. The mechanical energy is the sum of the stored elastic energy (Ue) and the 
potential energy of the applied loading system (Ua) under compression, U is the 
total energy as expressed in Equation 2.66. 
sm UUU                                                                                                                                 (2.66) 
At equilibrium between the testing system and the specimen when there no crack 
extension or contraction. At infinitesimally increase in crack length, C, there is 
no overall change in energy. Thus, the Griffith energy balance concept can be 
expressed thus: 
0


C
U
                                                                                                                                       (2.67) 
It can be stated by the comparison that the Griffith energy balance concept and 
Tarasov brittleness measurements are similar. The elastic energy withdrawn, dWe 
from the material body and the excess (released) energy, dWa can be regarded as 
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the summed mechanical energy (Um) while rupture energy, dWr represent the 
energy for breaking crack.  
Therefore, as shown in Equation 2.66, applying the first law of thermodynamics, 
Tarasov brittleness energy concept can be written as  
rm dWUU                                                                                                                              (2.68) 
Therefore, at equilibrium between the testing system and the specimen when there 
is no crack extension or contraction. At infinitesimally increase in rupture energy, 
dWr, there is no overall change in energy. Thus, as Wr tends to zero this can be 
compared with Griffith energy balance concept and can be expressed as: 
0
0

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
rW
U
                                                                                                                                 (2.69) 
However, there was inconsistency in the behaviour of this brittleness concept as a 
result of changes in confining pressure, because brittleness of a rock is subject to 
the loading condition. The increase in the confining pressure changes the post-
failure characteristic curves of the rock from Class I to Class II and then to Class I 
again or vice versa. For hard and brittle rocks, the instability and brittleness 
increases even at low confinement but they become controllable under high 
confining pressure since all rocks become ductile under high confinement.  
Usually, the failure process associated with tensile crack formation is considered 
as brittle while shear rupture development is treated as ductile behaviour.  At low 
confining pressures specimens failed with the formation of a number of long 
tensile cracks. At higher confining pressures, the failure mode changes to one with 
a shear plane inclined to the specimen axis. So, the gradual transition from one 
fracture mode to the other is accompanied by increasing instability of the failure 
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process as a whole (Santarelli and Brown, 1989). Such dual rupture mechanism 
creates conflicting results when samples are tested under triaxial compression.  
For instance, at an early stage of testing an increase in confining pressure leads to 
an increase in brittleness but at a certain high confining pressure it decreases and 
increases again at very high pressure reaching absolute brittleness (absolute 
brittleness=0 as defined by Tarasov, 2010). This variation in confining pressure 
changes the angle of shear rupture orientation in relation to the specimen axis. 
Therefore, it becomes necessary to correct the value of the brittleness index, post-
peak properties, and energy balance as a result of failure localisation at a specific 
angle (Tarasov & Potvin, 2013). As a result of the inconsistency in brittleness 
determination under confining pressure, this research therefore investigates the 
brittleness of rock under unconfined uniaxial compressive test since brittleness is 
subject to the loading condition. 
Sections 2.4.3 and 2.5.3 show how the strain rate relates to a number of 
parameters. For example, an increase in strain rate causes an increase in the elastic 
strain energy and fragmentation of the rock. On the other hand, a decrease in the 
strain rate makes the post-failure characteristic curves of the rock more brittle. 
The quantification of brittleness depends more on the post-failure modulus of the 
rock (Equation 2.64). In addition, the elastic strain energy is also used to quantify 
the brittleness of rocks (brittleness k). Hence, elastic strain energy appears to be 
related to brittleness.  
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Therefore, it appears that fragmentation and brittleness may be connected with the 
strain rate. Fragmentation is linked to the elastic strain energy and the brittle 
nature of the rock. Whittles et al. (2006) stated in their work on the laboratory and 
numerical investigation into rock fragmentation that as the strain rate increases 
both the energy requirement for breakage and the degree of fragmentation of the 
samples also increases. This is in agreement with dynamic fragmentation process 
as suggested by Li et al. (1992). Li et.al (1992) also stated that there is a certain 
relationship between the degree of fragmentation and energy consumption in that 
the higher the energy, the greater the degree of rock fragmentation. Later research 
by Hong et al. (2009) concurred that the higher the energy, the finer the 
fragmentation and better the graduation of fragmentation of rocks. 
Wang and Park (2001) claimed that elastic strain energy is a key factor that 
induces rockburst in mines. They estimated the elastic strain energy in Equation 
1.2 from a laboratory experiment using a closed loop servo-controlled testing 
machine (MTS815). They related elastic strain energy ( ew ) to rockburst as 
follows: 
 ew =50 kJ/m
3
, then the rockburst hazard is very low; 
 50< ew =100 kJ/m
3
, then the rockburst hazard is low; 
 100< ew =150 kJ/m
3
, then the rockburst hazard is moderate; 
 150< ew =200 kJ/m
3
, then the rockburst hazard is high; and 
 ew >200 kJ/m
3
, then the rockburst hazard is very high. 
In addition, they related brittleness (B) to rockburst as follows: 
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 B>40, then no rockburst; 
 B=40-26.7, then weak rockburst; 
 B=26.7-14.5, then strong rockburst; and 
 B<14.5, then violent rockburst. 
Therefore, brittleness might be related to strain rate. The brittleness, B is estimated 
from the ratio of UCS to Brazilian tensile strength of the rocks as given in 
Equation 2.41. Therefore, rocks have the potential to store elastic strain energy 
under load (which is shown to relate to brittleness in Equation 2.41 and also 
shown to relate with ―k” in Equation 2.64) and release this energy at failure which 
is usually accompanied with rock fragmentation. Therefore, the brittleness indices 
based on these concepts (on the static mechanical properties, UCS and the 
Brazilian tensile strength, B11, B12, B13 and B14) are evaluated in this study and other 
concepts based on rock moduli (E and M) i.e. k, k2 B7, B8 and B16. 
In the review of literature, it appears that no research has attempted to link 
brittleness and fragmentation in a quantified manner. Rock failure under dynamic 
loading conditions as experienced in blasting, rockbursting, crushing, milling, and 
also during conventional unconfined compressive strength testing of rock 
specimens and the subsequent distribution of fragments sizes is a little understood 
phenomenon. At present, there is no satisfactory understanding of the theoretical 
or experimental basis to explain the phenomenon responsible for fragmentation 
during uniaxial compression failure and the dynamic failure of rock from blasting. 
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Understanding the relationship between brittleness and fragmentation could be 
useful in the solution to many practical mining and civil engineering problems. 
For example, recent research concurs that in the evaluation of a rock mass 
response to mining or tunnelling activities as a result of dynamic processes 
particularly associated with fragmentation and seismicity, the correct 
determination of brittleness under such loading conditions is important to better 
predict and mitigate these dynamic catastrophic rockbursts events (Tarasov & 
Potvin, 2013). 
 Furthermore, effectiveness of all the subsystems in mining operations (e.g. 
loading, hauling and crushing) is dependent on the quality of the prediction of the 
fragmentation. The production of fines and oversize in rock breakage processes 
(such as in blasting, crushing etc.) impose additional problems. For instance, fines 
from blasting and crushing in the aggregate industry have a low value while 
oversize incurs additional cost during secondary blasting. Moreover, 
understanding this relationship might result in better efficiency of rock 
fragmentation processes. This will lead to optimised mining of ore bodies and 
design of stable structures with more accuracy. Therefore, the knowledge of the 
brittleness of the rock and its post-failure characteristics curve can guide the 
designer to reducing any potential hazards concerning rock failure under 
compression and aid mining engineers in understanding rock fragmentation.  
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2.7 Chapter Summary 
The behaviour of brittle rock under microscopic and macroscopic failure has been 
reviewed. Under a compressive load, some of the pre-existing microcracks initiate 
crack propagation, coalesce and finally macroscopic fracture of the rock. The 
stages of failure are identified based on the microscopic failure. 
In this research, the specimens are tested within 30 days of collection in a way to 
preserve the natural water content. In addition, a 42 mm diameter of specimen is 
selected as it falls within the range of 40-60 mm (from the results of Hawkins, 
1998). A specimen diameter of 42 mm is large enough to remove the influence of 
grain size. Again, shorter specimens contain fewer defects and therefore contain a 
higher degree of homogeneity. In addition, a ratio of L/D of 2.5 is preferred to a 
ratio L/D of 3 because the effect of size (length) becomes stronger for brittle rocks 
in the determination of brittleness. The amount of elastic energy stored within the 
specimen at the peak stress is proportional to the specimen length; as a result it 
affects the post-failure characteristic curve (Tarasov & Potvin, 2013). The loading 
rate was selected such that the failure of the rocks occurs within 5-10 minutes of 
loading. The diameter of platen was equal to that of specimen in the determination 
of UCS of the rocks.  
However, in the determination of the pre-failure and post-failure curves the 
diameter of the platen was a little bigger than that of the test specimen. This 
becomes necessary because as the rock deformation passes the peak stress hard 
brittle rocks begin to reduce in area at the contacts between platen and the 
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specimen especially when the two are equal. When the platen was slightly bigger 
than the specimen this effect was minimised. This behaviour was noticed during 
pre-tests done with the rock specimens. The literature reviewed suggested a 
closed-loop servo-controlled testing machine as the only practical laboratory test 
program to obtain a post-failure stress-strain curve for different rocks in 
compression. Various concepts used for the determination of brittleness are 
reviewed. The ability of the concepts to determine brittleness is assessed and their 
shortcomings identified. At present, there is no universally accepted concept to 
describe brittleness. However, brittleness concepts estimated from the rock moduli 
are able to classify the whole brittle failure process on a scale of brittleness for 
Class I and Class II rocks and will be assessed. In addition, brittleness concepts 
estimated from strength parameters are frequently used in the literature to quantify 
brittleness and these concepts are also evaluated in this study. 
The method used to determine the fragmentation of rock specimens under 
compressive failure is identified. The method used to estimate fragmentation 
(counting of fragments produced) from the literature appears not to satisfactorily 
describe fragments produced in a statistical sense. Instead, in this research the 
fragmentation is characterised by sieve analysis. The fragmentation produced 
under this condition depends to a large extent on the energy available to cause 
fragmentation. From the literature, it appears that no research has attempted to 
link brittleness and fragmentation. It was pointed out that the determination of 
brittleness and fragmentation are influenced by the loading rate, specimen 
diameter to height ratio, specimen-platen contact condition and heterogeneity. The 
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possible influence of these factors was avoided by proper choice of materials, 
equipment and methods. The procedural experimental set up was meticulously 
carried out. This is discussed in the next chapter.  
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CHAPTER THREE 
 
TEST MATERIALS DESCRIPTION AND EXPERIMENTAL SET UP 
 
3.1 Introduction 
In order to examine under laboratory conditions the connection between 
fragmentation and brittleness, different rock parameters need to be determined. 
Therefore, rock specimens are subjected to axial load in order to fragments them 
under compressive failure. The rocks were also subjected to dynamic failure with 
the use of explosives. The fragmentation produced were analysed. This also made 
it possible to estimate both the static and dynamic parameters of rocks. The 
brittleness of the rocks was estimated from the static mechanical properties and 
rock moduli. It was shown from the literature reviewed, that a closed-loop servo-
controlled testing machine is the only practical laboratory test program to obtain 
post-failure modulus of brittle rocks in compression. 
The literature review showed that rock strength is affected by strain rate, 
specimen geometry, anisotropy, heterogeneity and moisture. These influences 
were avoided by following the suggestion in the literature review and by 
meticulously adhering to the suggested ISRM (2007) methods. This research 
makes use of the ISRM standard as guidelines for sample preparation, 
equipment/instrumentation as the testing procedure. Where the method was not 
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applicable the method used was described. The tests were performed at the 
Genmin Laboratory (Rock Engineering Laboratory) facilities of University of the 
Witwatersrand while the post-failure curve determination was done at the Rock 
Engineering Laboratory, Aalto University, Finland. The blasting tests were 
conducted at AEL (Ltd) Mining Services. 
The following sections provide the description of the rock specimens and methods 
used to prepare them. The description of the rock specimens‘ and their preparation 
is contained in Appendix 1.1. The following sections is a short description of the 
test facilities and test controlling methods for the determination of the parameters 
of interest. The testing procedures and equipment description information 
provided in this thesis are contained in the manuals of the manufacturer of the 
testing machine (e.g. MTS), ISRM suggested methods and pre-tests done with the 
rock specimens.  
3.2 Description of Rock Specimens  
The rock samples were selected such that they cover all rock types, igneous, 
sedimentary and metamorphic. In addition, the choice of the rocks was such that 
the strength varies from low, to intermediate and very high strength rocks. The 
texture varied from fine-grained, to medium-grained and to coarse-grained rocks. 
The rocks were free from visible cracks and without any surface alteration or 
defects.  
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3.2.1 Petrographic Examination of Rock Sample and Equipment Description 
Petrographic examination of rock samples is necessary to identify the rocks based 
on their mineral composition. It was pointed out in Section 2.6 that different rocks 
differ in their brittleness characteristics as a result of their distinctive textural and 
mineralogical constituents. Since grain size and mineral composition influence the 
brittleness determination. Therefore, it is pertinent to indicate the grain size and 
mineral composition of rock specimens. 
The equipment items used for the determination of mineral composition includes 
a petrographic microscope and materials for thin section preparation. The material 
used to prepare the thin section includes a diamond saw with a saw blade size 150 
mm in diameter; cast iron plate of size 250 x 250 x 20 mm and two glass plates of 
size 250 x 250 x 20 mm for rough grinding. Silicon carbide grinding powder of 
grain numbers 180 or 220 was used to improve the surface roughness which was 
produced from rough grinding. Silicon carbide grinding powder of 600 size grit 
was used for the fine grinding and 1200 (6.5 μm) and 3000 (3.5 μm) grit sizes for 
finishing. Other material includes glass slides of approximate size of 25 x 45 mm 
and thickness of l mm on top of which the thin section of the rock specimen was 
placed. An epoxy resin was used for mounting the rock specimen on the glass 
slide. Stains were impregnated into the thin section to distinguish minerals when 
placed under a petrographic microscope. This method is easy to interpret and is 
dependable. 
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3.2.1.1 Procedure for Petrographic Examination of Rock Specimen 
Petrographic examination of rock specimens under a microscope was done to 
reveal the microstructure, composition, texture and mineralogy of the rocks. A 
high energy beam of electrons was used to scan the surface of the thin section to 
reveal its mineral constituents. The ground surface of the specimen was then cut 
into a thin section. The ground surface of the specimen was further re-sectioned 
with a diamond wafering saw. A thin section from the specimen was prepared by 
additional grinding and polishing with finer abrasives of 1200 (6.5-μm) and 3000 
(3.5-μm) grit sizes respectively. Before cementing the thin section onto the glass 
slide of the petrographic microscope, it was cleaned and dried to avoid 
interference during scanning with the microscope.  
3.3 Sonic Velocities Determination and Equipment Description 
Sonic velocity is the measurement of velocity of propagation of elastic waves 
through laboratory rock specimens. Sonic velocities are used to estimate the 
dynamic moduli of rock specimens. Since fragmentation is a dynamic process, it 
was considered necessary to compare fragmentation with dynamic properties such 
as sonic velocities and dynamic moduli.  
To study the propagation of elastic sonic waves through rock, a dual-beam 
cathode ray oscilloscope (i.e. two oscilloscopes in one cabinet) type 565 was used. 
The cabinet is 43.18 cm width, 34.29 cm height, 58.51 cm depth and it weighs 
28.12 kg. The cathode ray tube (CRT) is the type T5650-2-1 aluminised tube with 
its face coated with phosphor-type P2 standard fluorescent material. The dual-
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beam oscilloscope generates two beams: an upper beam and a lower beam (Figure 
3.1).  
 
Figure 3.1 A dual-beam oscilloscope at centre with it main parts enlarged by 
it sides. 
The dual beam oscilloscope was connected to a Portable Ultrasonic Non-
destructive Integrity Testing (PUNDIT) device. This connection made it possible 
to detect and record the arrival time of the wave form with greater accuracy. 
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3.3.1 Procedure for Determination of Sonic Velocities of Rock Specimens  
The electronic arrangement for the propagation of elastic sonic waves through 
rock specimens in order to determine the sonic velocities is shown in Figure 3.2. 
The transmitter was coupled to one end of the specimen by a thin layer of grease. 
It was pressed by a stress of about 10 N/mm
2
 with a cylindrical disc perpendicular 
to the plane of direction of wave propagation. The receiver was positioned at the 
opposite end of the specimen to the plane to which the transmitter was pressed in 
a similar arrangement.  
The sensitivity of the oscilloscope, voltage output of the pulse generator, counter 
and the gain of the amplifier were amplified to an optimal level with a higher 
pulse front to promote a precise time reading. The wave that first arrived on the 
oscilloscope screen from the transmitter was the longitudinal, P-wave while the 
transverse wave was the first change in the wave amplitude. The travel time was 
measured to precision and accuracy of 1 part in 100. The velocities of P (vp) & S-
waves were determined from the measured distance between the transmitter and 
the receiver (d) divided by the travel time (t) for the waves using Equation 3.1. 
Five tests was performed per rock type. 
t
dv p                                                                                                                   (3.1) 
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Figure 3.2 Layout of the electronic component for sonic velocities 
determination (ISRM, 2007). 
3.4 Brazilian Tensile Strength Determination and Equipment Description 
It is necessary to correlate fragmentation with the strength of rock in tension. In 
the literature, several authors estimated the brittleness of rock from ratio of tensile 
strength to the uniaxial compressive strength (as discussed in the Literature 
Review, Section 2.6).  
The testing machine used was MTS Criterion
®
 Model 45. It was recently installed 
and calibrated. The machine is shown in Figure 3.3 while its features are shown in 
Figure 3.4a. The platens are designed to withstand dynamic compressive stress of 
276 MPa and the static compressive stress of 690 MPa on the contact area. The 
handset was used to perform standard functions (Figure 3.4a). The machine was 
connected to a computer with force and displacement recorder software 
(Testworks
® 
software 4). This machine made it possible to monitor the load 
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deformation curve. Therefore, the load at failure was easily detected and with 
more accuracy than other machines without X-Y recorders. 
3.4.1 Procedure for Determination of Brazilian Tensile Strength of Rock 
Specimens 
The procedure for the determination of the Brazilian tensile strength of the rock 
specimens is as follows: one level of masking tape was wrapped around the end of 
the test specimen. It was inserted securely into the Brazilian test fixture in a way 
that the curved spherical seated platen centre coincides with the specimen 
diameter and the axes of rotation of the apparatus.  
The fixture with the specimen was placed between the upper and lower 
compression platen of the MTS Criterion®
 
machine. The load was applied by 
clicking on the start icon. The software has an on-screen real-time auto-scaling 
graphics that display the test in a Testworks
® 
Virtual Control Panel (Figure 3.4c). 
The load and displacement curves were monitored during the tests so that the peak 
load at failure is correctly detected. The load applied, was at a constant rate of 200 
N/s until failure occurs within 15-30 sec. Ten valid tests were done per rock 
sample (see for Appendix 2.1 for compression-extension curves). The Brazilian 
tensile strength is calculated as expressed in Equation 3.2  and average result 
reported.  
Dt
P
t
636.0    (MPa)                                                                                                              (3.2) 
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Where P is the load at failure (N), D is the diameter of the test specimen (mm), t is 
the thickness of the test specimen measured at the centre (mm). 
                
                                
Figure 3.3 MTS Criterion 45.  
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Figure 3.4 (a) MTS Criterion
TM
 45 features (b) TestWorks
®
 4 test window (c) 
graph review window. 
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3.5 Description of Uniaxial Compressive Strength Determination and 
Equipment 
Uniaxial compressive strength was used to estimate the elastic strain energy 
stored in the test specimen and brittleness based on static mechanical properties. 
The uniaxial compression tests were performed on the test specimens using the 
Amsler Rock Testing Machine type 200 DB 76. The operation of the machine was 
by hydraulic transmission of load on the test specimens to a separate house load 
indicator. A complete unit of the testing machine consists of two separate parts; 
the press and the pendulum dynamometer (Figure 3.5). A brief description of the 
testing machine and its control method is given below. 
Figure 3.5a shows the press. It consists of the hydraulic loading cylinder with two 
straight threaded steel columns. The movement of the cross-head was done by 
pressing the up and down buttons on the pendulum dynamometer (PD) type PM 
103 (Figure 3.5b). The spherical seat of the upper platen was lightly lubricated 
with mineral oil so that it locks after the deadweight of the cross-head is picked 
up. Its diameter was the same as the diameter of the test specimens.  
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Different 
loads can be 
added here 
 
         
Figure 3.5 (a) The press, below it is the specimen-platen arrangement (b) 
pendulum dynamometer, PD, below it is the pulley system.  
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The specimen, the platens, the spherical seats and the loading ram are precisely 
centred such that the curvatures of their centres coincide. This arrangement is to 
lessen the effect of elastic property and non-uniform stress distribution as a result 
of contact friction between the platen-specimen end interfaces. In addition, the 
diameter of specimen and that of loading platens used are equal. The effect of 
deformation mismatch disappears as the diameters are the same. The spherical 
seats compensate for the initial misalignment of the specimen ends thereby 
minimising specimen bending.  
The configuration of the machine can be changed without compromising its 
integrity. This becomes necessary to suit some peculiar situations. For instance, 
the rocks used in this research vary from very soft Quartz Arenite to very hard 
Quartzite2. The machine configuration was changed in case of Quartz Arenite and 
Sandstone to 100 kN scale so that a very small fractions in load could be read. In 
the case of Quartzite2 and Mottled Anorthosite, the configuration was changed to 
2000 kN in order to apply enough load to cause the failure of the rocks, see Figure 
3.5b. This is not possible with some other testing machines. The machine is 
periodically calibrated to ensure reliability.  
3.5.1 Procedure for Determination of Uniaxial Compressive Strength of Rock 
Specimen     
Before conducting the test, the pointer on the PD was set to zero. Both the 
delivery regulating valve and the release or return valves were closed. When the 
two valves are closed, oil from the pump by-passes the testing machine to the 
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reservoir. The delivery valve was opened slowly so that some quantity of oil 
passes to the cylinder of the testing machine. This forces the ram upwards and 
thus stresses the specimen. The hand-wheel of the delivery regulating valve is 
provided with a scale which makes it possible to read off fractions of a turn on the 
delivery regulator. The loading rate was selected for each different rock type so 
that failure occurred within 5-10 minutes of loading. Five specimens are tested per 
rock sample and average result reported. The Uniaxial compressive strength is 
calculated as given in Equation 3.3 and average result reported for each rock 
sample. 
oA
P
                                                                                                                   (3.3) 
Where, P is the compressive force on the specimen, and Ao is the initial cross-
sectional area. In this test procedure, compressive stresses and strains are 
considered positive. 
Axial strain, εa, is calculated as 
o
a
l
l

                                                                                                                 (3.4) 
Where, ∆l is the change in measured axial length (positive for a decrease in axial 
length) and lo the axial length of specimen prior to loading.  
The diametric strain, εd, is calculated as 
o
d d
d
                                                                                                           (3.5) 
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Where ∆d is the change in diameter (negative for an increase in diameter) and do 
the diameter of the specimen prior to loading.  
3.6 Deformation Parameters and Equipment Description 
This test was intended to determine the deformation parameters (Young's modulus 
and Poisson's ratio) from the stress-strain curves. The Young‘s modulus was used 
to estimate the stored elastic strain energy in the test specimen prior to its failure 
or at peak stress. Additional testing materials to the one described in the previous 
section (i.e. under determination of uniaxial compressive strength) are needed to 
determine the deformation parameters. This includes an electrical resistance strain 
gauge and an apparatus for recording the load and deformation. The strain gauge 
used (in Figure 3.9a) was a bonded metallic gauge of 120 Ω with a constantan 
wire grid embedded in a phenolic resin backing (i.e. carrier). The carrier enables 
attachment of the strain gauge directly to the test specimen.  
3.6.1 Procedure Used for Determination of the Deformation Parameters of the 
Rock Specimens 
Two circumferential and two axial electrical strain gauges with strain sensitivity 
of the order of 5 × 10
-6
 were installed with adhesive (glue) at an equally spaced 
distance along the axis and circumference of the test specimen. This was installed 
in such a way that the length of the gauges (axial and circumferential or diametric) 
does not encroach within half a diameter of the specimen ends. The four strain 
gauges (two axial and two circumferential) were connected in series (i.e. 
Wheatstone bridge connection) by soldering one end of the axial together and the 
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other ends of circumferential together. This was done carefully so that the wires 
do not touch each other or overlap. With Wheatstone bridge connection the bridge 
were balanced as in Figure 3.6b.  
 
Figure 3.6 (a) Strain gauge dimensions and (b) strain gauges in Wheatstone 
bridge connection configuration. 
The specimen with the strain gauges was centred with respect to the platens and 
the loading machine. The free ends of the strain gauges were then connected using 
jockeys to a computer with software capable of automatically plotting each 
increment in stress and strain. The loading rate was selected for different rock 
types so that failure occurs within 5-10 minutes of loading. Five tests were done 
per specimen and average result reported. The elastic modulus (also referred to as 
pre-failure modulus) is calculated as given in Equation 3.6 and average result 
reported. Elastic modulus, E, is measured at a stress level of 70% to 30% of the 
ultimate strength (Figure 2.7) 
a
E

                                                                                                             (3.6) 
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Figure 3.7 Elastic modulus, E, determination  
Poisson's ratio, ʋ, is calculated from the equation below 
ʋ = (slope of axial stress-strain curve, E) divided by (slope of diametric stress-
strain curve)    
Where the slope of the diametric stress-strain curve is calculated in the same 
manner the elastic modulus is calculated 
3.7 Description of the Determination of Pre-failure and Post-failure Stress-
Strain Curves in Uniaxial Compression and Equipment  
The post-failure modulus was used to estimate the brittleness of the rock based on 
rock moduli. It was also used to classify the rocks into Class I or Class II. A 
closed-loop servo-controlled testing system was used to accomplish this test. 
Firstly, before discussing the working principle of this machine it is relevant to 
explain the testing machine (i.e. closed-loop servo-controlled system). 
A closed loop control is a procedure by which a desired output is constantly 
obtained by adjusting its input through a controller to result in a stable system. 
Figure 3.8b illustrates a closed loop control in which the measured output from 
70% 
 50% 
0% 
ε
a
 
σ 
30% 
 
a 
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the system is monitored by the controller through a feedback signal. The 
efficiency of the deformation process thus depends on the sensitivity of the 
controller to respond quickly enough to correct the measured error and prevent the 
release of strain energy after the peak strength, thereby, ensuring stable specimen 
failure. A closed-loop control contains the input variable, controller, system and 
feedback (Figure 3.8b). It is the absence of feedback in open-loop control that 
differentiates it from closed-loop control (Figure 3.8a). 
 
Figure 3.8 Schematic diagrams showing (a) open-loop control (b) closed-loop 
control. 
The controller then compares the feedback signal with system programmed 
instructions. The difference between the two gives the measured error. The error 
is used to manipulate the system until the two signals are equal. This manipulation 
involved the control of the applied load through a series 252.xx servo-valve (i.e. 
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servo-controlled). The servo-valve does this through its inlet and outlet 
connection with the two pressure chambers of the actuator (Figure 3.9). The 
working principle of the MTS machine is discussed in Appendix 1.2 
 
Figure 3.9 (a) Cross-section of a typical two-stage servo-valve (b) double 
acting hydraulic actuator (MTS, 1996).  
3.7.1 Procedure for the Determination of Pre-failure and Post-failure Stress-Strain 
Curves for the Rocks in Uniaxial Compression 
During uniaxial compressive testing to determine the pre-failure and post-failure 
stress-strain curves using the servo-controlled testing machine, the following 
control steps were employed:  
The axial extensometer was installed at 120
0
 apart and contacts the specimen at 
25% and 75% of its full length while the circumferential extensometer was 
located at mid-height of the specimen. The specimen was then installed on the 
lower platen of the load unit assembly.  
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A small preload was applied with the force cell drive to contact the specimen in 
force control mode using the output of the axial force as the feedback signal. This 
made the specimen ‗seat‘ to the lower loading platen and the upper loading platen 
becomes spherically seated. The readings of both axial, radial extensometer and 
axial force were reset to zero. The procedure template for determination of the 
pre-failure and post-failure of the rocks is shown in Appendix 1.3. The template is 
modified each time the tests were conducted.  
Ductile (i.e. less brittle) specimens were continuously loaded at an axial strain rate 
of 0.001 mm/mm/sec. This was continued up to 70% of the predetermined peak 
load of the specimen. After this point the loading rate was reduced by switching to 
a lower strain rate of 0.000001 mm/mm/sec. The loading continued at an axial 
strain rate of 0.000001 mm/mm/sec until the applied load drops close to 50% of 
its peak load. At this point, a pre-failure and post-failure load-deformation curve 
was obtained. 
 In the case of specimens with a brittle behaviour, the control switch over method 
is as follows. The control mode was switched from axial force to axial strain 
control mode. The specimens were continuously loaded at an axial strain rate of 
0.001 mm/mm/sec. This was continued up to 70% of the predetermined peak load 
of the specimen. At 70% of peak load, instead of a slower or reduced axial strain 
rate, the control mode was switched to circumferential control mode at a rate of 
0.0001 mm/mm/sec. This continued until the applied load reduces to about 50% 
of peak load. At this point a pre-failure and post-failure load-deformation curve 
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was obtained. Five tests were performed per each rock type and the average result 
reported. 
The post-failure modulus, M, is determined from the peak stress to 70% of the 
peak stress, the linear part of the descending curve (Figure 3.10 and Equation 3.7). 
a
M




                                                                                                                                     (3.7) 
 
Figure 3. 10 Post-failure modulus, M, determination for Mottled Anorthosite 
3.8 Fragmentation by Blasting and Equipment Used for Analysis of 
Fragments 
Blocks of rocks measuring 150 mm in length, 100 mm in height and 100 mm in 
width were prepared from dimensional stones of Granite1, Granite2, Quartz 
Arenite, Sandstone, Norite1, Gabbro and Marble. The blocks were cut to 
dimension using a diamond cutting machine. A template was prepared measuring 
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150 mm length x 100 mm width. On the template 4 holes were cut with a spacing 
of 44.7 mm between 2 holes on a row and 28 mm across holes forming a 
rectangular pattern. With the template taped on the rock block surface, a drilling 
machine with a 8 mm diameter drill bit was used to drill into the blocks to the 
depth of 80 mm. The template ensures that the holes in the rocks‘ blocks are of 
identical geometry.  
A 720 mg electric detonator with two lead wires was inserted into each of the 
holes in the block of rock that had been prepared for blasting. Therefore, each 
hole contained one 720 mg electric detonator thereby ensuring consistent charge 
per hole and per rock block. Each lead wire was connected to the lead wire by the 
side‘s holes in series. The two free ends of the lead wires were connected to an 
instantaneous electric exploder. This arrangement was performed inside a large 
cylindrical steel blasting chamber measuring 2 m in diameter and 4 m in height at 
AEL (Ltd) Mining Services, see Figure 3.11.  The inside of the chamber was 
encircled with thick rubber mats in order to reduce secondary fragmentation as a 
result of the blasted fragments hitting the wall of the chamber. The firing of the 
rock block was done outside the blasting chamber. After firing all fragments from 
each rock block were gathered and screened using a vibrating sieve shaker. 
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Figure 3.11 (A) shows the 720 mg electric detonators, (B) shows one 
detonator inserted into each hole on the rock block, (C) shows the outer view 
of the blasting chamber and (D) shows the blasting pattern. 
3.9 Procedure for Estimating Fragmentation by Sieve Analysis 
Sieve analysis was used to classify the rock fragments produced during explosive 
and compression failure of the samples. The screen sizes were selected on the 
basis of the diameter of the rock specimen (from the compression test). The 
following screen sizes were selected as a percentage of the diameter of specimen.  
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 1% of 42 mm diameter of rock specimen, (0.5 mm screen size selected 
since 0.42 mm screen size was not available),  
 2.5% of 42 mm (screen 1mm selected), 
  5% of 42 mm (2 mm screen selected since 2.1 mm was not available),  
 15% of 42 mm (6.3 mm screen selected),  
 30% of 42 mm (13.2 mm screen selected because 12.6 mm screen was not 
available), 
 45% of 42 mm (19 mm screen selected, 18.9 mm screen was not 
available), 
 60% of 42 mm (25 mm screen selected, 25.2 mm screen was not 
available), 
 75% of 42 mm (31.5 mm screen selected),  
 90% of 42 mm (37.5 mm screen selected).  
A total of 10 screens were used for the size screening. The screens were arranged 
with an additional bigger screen which had an aperture larger than the specimen 
diameter (45mm screen), placed on top of the screens of a Powermatic sieve 
shaker.  
3.10 Chapter Summary 
The specimens from each rock type were meticulously and carefully prepared to 
meet the suggested ISRM (2007) standard. All the deformational tests (Brazilian 
tensile test, UCS tests and control damage tests i.e. pre-failure and post-failure 
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stress-strain curves) could be used to plot the stress-strain curves from a load-
deformation recorder. 
Considerable effort was made to minimise the effect of non-uniform stress 
distribution as a result of contact friction between the platen-specimen end 
interfaces. The specimen, the platens and the loading ram were precisely centred 
so that the curvatures of their centres coincided. Again, to minimise the effect of 
deformation mismatch, the loading platen used and the specimen are equal in 
diameter. The spherical seats of the platens compensate for the initial 
misalignment of the specimen ends thereby minimising specimen bending. 
However, in the case of the determination of the post-failure curves, the platen 
used was a little larger in diameter than the specimen diameter. This was 
necessary in order to minimise size reduction at the specimen ends. This was 
observed when specimen and platen diameters were equal. 
It was shown that the use of MTS axial and circumferential direct contact 
extensometers has an advantage over other deformation measuring instruments 
(Appendix 1.2). These are easy to install and reusable for a large number of test 
specimens. As for the LVDT, it does not measure directly the actual deformation 
of the test specimen. In addition, it was difficult to use the LVDT to control post-
failure of Class II rocks as a result of its slow response to a closed-loop control 
rate.  
The axial extensometers were attached at 120
0
 apart and contact the specimen at 
25% and 75% of full length. The gauge length of the axial extensometer was large 
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enough to give a representative average value. The circumferential extensometer 
was located at the specimen mid-height. The circumferential extensometer 
measures change in chord length rather than change in specimen circumference. 
The correction equation was given.  
At the beginning of the determination of pre-failure and post-failure stress-strain 
curves for both Class I and Class II rocks, the control rate and feedback signal 
were the same. The specimen was loaded at an axial strain rate of 0.001 
mm/mm/sec. This was continued up to 70% of the predetermined peak load of the 
specimen. After this point, the loading rate was reduced by switching to a lower 
strain rate of 0.000001 mm/mm/sec for the less brittle rock. Instead of a slower or 
reduced axial strain rate, the control mode for brittle rock was switched to 
circumferential control mode at a rate of 0.0001 mm/mm/sec. The tests are 
meticulously carried out and the results are presented for discussion in Chapter 4. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
 
RESULTS OF THE LABORATORY WORK 
 
4.1 Introduction 
This chapter presents the results of the tests described in Chapter 3. It starts with a 
description of the rock specimens used for the tests. It is followed by results 
obtained from the non-destructive and the destructive tests. Finally, the brittleness 
indices based on static mechanical properties is followed with brittleness indices 
based on moduli. 
4.2 Rock Specimen Description 
The thin sections of the rocks were examined under a petrographic microscope. The 
objective of this examination was to provide a semi-quantitative analysis of the rocks 
samples. This was done to identify the mineral composition (%), grain sizes and shapes, 
the degree of packing, any fabrics or textures and micro-cracks in each rock specimen. In 
addition, estimates of the amount of dark minerals relative to light minerals were reported 
along with the estimated proportions of the minerals in the sample. This includes the ratio 
of quartz to feldspar and where applicable the ratio of multiple feldspar varieties. The 
rocks were then identified based on their mineral composition as contained in the 
subsequent sections. 
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The summary of the percentages of the dark-coloured and the light-coloured 
minerals of the rocks selected for blasting tests are shown in Table 4.1 and are 
also contained in the description of the rock specimens used in the study. Marble 
does not fit into this category as it contains entirely CaCO3 (over 99% calcite).  
Table 4.1 Percentage of light coloured minerals and dark coloured minerals 
for rocks selected for blasting tests. 
Rocks 
  Light coloured 
minerals (%) 
Dark coloured 
minerals (%) 
Quartz 
content (%) 
Feldspar 
content (%) 
Gabbro 30.00 70.00 10.00 20.00 
Granite1 75.00 25.00 35.00 35.00 
Granite2 85.00 15.00 40.00 40.00 
Norite1 60.00 40.00 15.00 45.00 
Quartz Arenite 95.00 5.00 90.00 3.00 
Sandstone 90.00 10.00 85.00 5.00 
 
4.2.1 Gabbro 
Based on its mineralogy, this sample is a Gabbro. The sample is composed of dark 
minerals such as plagioclase, amphibole, and olivine. The remaining minerals are 
pyroxene in form of orthopyroxene and clinopyroxene (which average 1-2 mm in 
size), biotite laths (some with a high iron-titanium oxide concentration), and 
hornblende and opaque minerals which formed later and therefore are irregularly 
shaped. These minerals are referred to as the intercumulus phase. The sample is 
severely altered (Figure 4.1). The sample also exhibits some iron staining caused 
by oxidation of the heavy minerals.  
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Mineral preferred fabric – none; degree of alteration – major 
Micro-cracks or fractures – intragranular veins of either the opaque mineral or 
chlorite  
Figure 4.1 XPL photograph of an opaque intragranular vein in sample 
Gabbro (field of view 2 mm). 
4.2.2 Granite1 
This rock sample is a Tonalite. It is a medium-grained rock with a granular texture 
(meaning that the minerals are equally developed). Hence, roughly equal 
proportions of quartz and feldspar of ±35% respectively and muscovite (±5%).  It 
is composed of ±25% of the darker minerals which are biotite with high iron 
concentration (±15%), hornblende (±5%), chlorite (±2%) and opaque minerals 
(±3%). The euhedral (well-formed) mineral is plagioclase which is on average 2-3 
mm in size, as well as the smaller biotite (±0.5 mm). In addition, there are smaller 
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and less abundant muscovite laths which can be found around the edges of the 
quartz and feldspar grains (Figure 4.2).  
 
Mineral preferred fabric – none; micro-cracks or fractures – none  
Degree of alteration – major 
Figure 4.2 XPL photograph of the relationship muscovite has with other 
minerals in Tonalite (Granite1) (field of view 2 mm). 
The quartz tends to be more irregularly shaped and shows evidence of possible 
strain but is essentially the same size as the feldspar. The opaque minerals on the 
other hand form a cracked hexagonal shape; the largest are ±0.5 mm in size. This 
sample is affected by weathering in the form of alteration of the feldspar to 
sericite (a fine-grained muscovite), and by the alteration of hornblende to chlorite 
(Figure 4.2). 
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4.2.3 Granite2 
This sample is a medium-grained Syeno-Granite because of the higher proportion 
of microcline to plagioclase among the feldspars. The thin section is shown in 
Figure 4.3. This is illustrated by the slight pinkish colouration of the sample, 
which is due to the higher proportion of alkali feldspar. The sample also exhibits a 
granular texture as well as isolated instances of intergrowths between quartz and 
feldspar indicating that the sample is made up of roughly equal proportions of the 
two minerals.  
 
Mineral preferred fabric – none; degree of alteration – intermediate 
Micro-cracks or fractures – some of the quartz contains intergranular muscovite 
veins a few microns wide  
Figure 4.3 XPL photographs of micro-cracks and vein-lets in Syeno-Granite 
(Granite 2)(field of view 2 mm). 
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The quartz and the feldspars are both irregularly shaped and vary between 1-2 mm 
in size; together they make up ±85% of the sample (with ±40% quartz, ±10% 
plagioclase feldspar and ±30% microcline feldspar). Both minerals have been 
variably altered to sericite. The remainder of the sample is composed of 
muscovite ±5% and dark minerals which are made of biotite laths (±8%) and 
irregularly shaped grains of hornblende (±3%) both of which range in size 
between 0.5-1.5 mm. In addition there are roughly cubic opaque minerals (±4%) 
which appear silvery to the naked eye. 
4.2.4 Granite3 
This sample is a coarse-grained Monzo-Granite with phenocrysts (large grains in 
a finer-grained matrix) of microcline and plagioclase feldspar which reach sizes of 
5 mm or larger. The feldspar phenocryts not only show a graphic texture 
indicating that the quartz and feldspar grew simultaneously but also show 
replacement by sericite. The sample is also leucocratic (light-coloured) because of 
the larger proportion of quartz (±40%) and feldspars (microcline and plagioclase 
of equal proportion, contributing around 50% of the sample). The dark mineral is 
a small amount of biotite (±8%) and opaque minerals (±2%). There are 
intergranular veins of either muscovite or fine-grained quartz which are a few 
microns wide in both the quartz and feldspar minerals. There are also narrow 
intra-granular fractures (as seen in Figure 4.4) that run the length of the thin 
section around the quartz and through the feldspar. 
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Degree of alteration – minor; mineral preferred fabric – none 
Figure 4.4 XPL photographs of the intragranular fractures in Monzo-
Granite sample (Granite3) (field of view 2 mm). 
4.2.5 Granite4 
This sample is Leucocratic Alkali Feldspar Granite due to a large constituent of 
the sample being made up of perthitic orthoclase feldspar grains which are 
roughly 3 mm in size. The perthitic texture is the result of exsolution of separation 
or un-mixing of a homogeneous mineral by solid solution into its component 
minerals. This can be the result of slow cooling; an example of this texture is seen 
in Figure 4.5.  
The sample is made up of ±40% feldspar (±10% plagioclase, ±30% orthoclase) 
and ±40% quartz (averaging 1-2 mm) giving the sample a medium-grained 
granular texture. The sample has also experienced alteration (in the form of 
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sericitisation of the feldspar) and possibly strain. At least 20% of the sample is 
made up of dark minerals such as biotite laths (±10%) and irregular grains of 
hornblende (±5%) which show evidence of alteration to chlorite (±5%) with their 
size range from 0.5-1 mm. 
 
Mineral preferred fabric – none; degree of alteration – intermediate 
Micro-cracks or fractures – randomly orientated intergranular fractures in the 
quartz  
Figure 4.5 XPL photograph of Alkali Feldspar Granite (Granite4) showing 
the perthitic texture seen in feldspars (field of view 2 mm). 
4.2.6 Granite5 
This sample is a fine-to-medium-grained Leucocratic Monzo-Granite. It has a 
granular texture with roughly equal proportions of feldspar and quartz (±40%) as 
well as between the two feldspars: plagioclase (±20%) and microcline (±20%).  It 
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also contains about 10% muscovite. Both the feldspar and quartz are irregularly 
shaped and can be found in two different sizes, namely ±1 mm and < 0.5 mm.  
 
Mineral preferred fabric – there is a vague alternating grouping of coarse and fine 
grains; micro-cracks or fractures – intergranular fractures in the coarse-grained 
quartz and feldspar. Degree of alteration – major 
Figure 4.6 XPL photograph of the vague layering within sample of 
Leucocratic Monzo-Granite (Granite5) (field of view 2 mm). 
The quartz in particular looks like it has been recrystalised. The feldspar shows 
evidence of sericitisation with some slightly coarser grained muscovite at the 
grain boundaries. The dark minerals contain small clusters of fine-grained biotite 
with possible chlorite make up ±10% of the sample. The thin section is shown in 
Figure 4.6. 
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4.2.7 Marble 
This rock is a Marble with about 99% calcite. Other minerals may be present but 
not noticeable.  Calcite makes up the whole rock with no (or very little) matrix. It 
contains no impurity with high order interference colours (birefringence) resulting 
in pure white rock. It was originally a calcite dominated limestone but has 
undergone metamorphism and/or diagenesis. It is very well packed with 
interlocking grains/crystals. It has no significant alteration. The thin section is 
shown in Figure 4.7. 
 
Figure 4.7 XPL photograph of Marble (field of view 2 mm). 
4.2.8 Mottled Anothosite 
This Anorthosite is a crystalline igneous rock. It is mafic and fairly coarse-
grained, consisting 90% of plagioclase feldspar, 5% othopyroxene and 4% 
clinopyroxene (Figure 4.8). The pyrite, chalcopyrite and the ilmenite together 
make up to 1%. The plagioclase crystals are subhedral to euhedral with crystal 
sizes vary from <1 mm to ~4 mm with small alteration but noticeable.   
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Figure 4.8 XPL photograph of Mottled Anorthosite (field of view 2 mm). 
The orthopyroxene crystals are anhedral to subhedral in shape and vary in size but 
generally between 4-6 mm. The smaller crystals (still coarse) are 2-3 mm in size. 
The clinopyroxene crystals are anhedral but not abundant. The crystal sizes are 
between 1 and 3 mm. No major signs of alteration, but likely to be altered in some 
way (this includes metamorphism).  
4.2.9 Norite1 
Based on the greater proportion of orthopyroxene (±25%) to clinopyroxene 
(±15%), this sample is a Norite. The sample consists of cumulus phenocrysts of 
plagioclase and orthoclase feldspar, ranging between 2-3 mm in size with some as 
large as 6 mm (Figure 4.9). Cumulus minerals are more or less euhedral in shape 
and indicate that it was formed early; the cumulus to intercumulus relationship is 
also depicted in Figure 4.10.  
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Mineral preferred fabric – the pyroxenes form an interconnected network of 
grains  
Micro-cracks or fractures – intergranular cracks that are in the feldspars but do not 
go the length of the grain; degree of alteration – minor 
Figure 4.9 XPL photograph illustrating exsolution in pyroxene in Norite1 
(field of view 2 mm). 
The phenocrysts have been affected by sericitisation and possible strain as well as 
having formed around the same time as some of the quartz. Both varieties of 
pyroxene show exsolution (see Figure 4.9) and grow between the cumulus 
minerals because of their irregular shapes; they range between 1-2 mm in size. 
The proportion of dark minerals makes up to 40% of the sample whereas the rest 
is predominantly feldspar (±30% plagioclase, ±15% orthoclase) with some quartz 
(±15%).  
 
phenocryst
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4.2.10 Norite2 
This sample is also a Norite (Figure 4.10).  
 
Mineral preferred fabric – none; degree of alteration – minor 
Micro-cracks or fractures – minor amounts of intergranular cracks in feldspar  
Figure 4.10 XPL photograph illustrating the cumulus intercumulus 
relationship in Norite2 (field of view 2 mm). 
A high percentage of the sample is made up of plagioclase (±40%) and orthoclase 
feldspar (±10%) as well as some quartz (±10%) which together amounts to at least 
60% of the sample with the remaining 40% constituting the dark minerals (±20% 
orthopyroxene, ±10% clinopyroxene, ±5% olivine and ±5% biotite) (Figure 4.10).  
The feldspar grains which are on average ±1 mm form the cumulus phase (Figure 
4.10) and occur as tightly packed grains with sutured edges. The olivine and 
orthopyroxene grains are up to 3 mm in size and are semi-rounded. The latter 
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mineral is more abundant than the intercumulus clinopyroxene and biotite. Both 
pyroxenes exhibits ex-solution and are enclosed in some smaller quartz or 
feldspar crystals. 
4.2.11 Norite3 
This sample of Norite has cumulus plagioclase (±30%) and orthoclase (±10%) 
which is affected by sericitisation and possible strain. There are also isolated 
instances of intergrowth between the feldspar and quartz (±10%) meaning that 
they are formed at roughly the same time.  
 
Mineral preferred fabric – none; micro-cracks or fractures – none  
Degree of alteration – minor 
Figure 4.11 XPL photograph of the intercumulus orthopyroxene in sample 
Norite3 (field of view 2 mm). 
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The sample contains orthopyroxene (±30%) and clinopyroxene (±20%), both of 
which show exsolution. Clinopyroxene is less abundant than the orthopyroxene 
which forms at least two different phases of a worm-like network of irregularly 
shaped grains as shown in Figure 4.11. 
4.2.12 Quartz Arenite 
This rock sample is classified as Quartz Arenite based on its mineralogy. It 
consists of at least 90% quartz. It also contains ±3% plagioclase feldspar, 5% 
opaque minerals and 2% lithic fragments.  
 
Mineral preferred fabric – none; degree of alteration – intermediate 
Micro-cracks or fractures – yes, but likely due to the thin section making process  
Figure 4.12 PPL photograph illustrating the features described in sample 
Quartz Arenite (field of view 2 mm). 
The sample has two types of cementing minerals; quartz and haematite. The latter 
is because of the oxidation of the heavy minerals which makes the thin section 
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look brown. Some of the quartz grains are cracked, angular in shape and are on 
average < 0.5 mm in size and moderately sorted, see Figure 4.12. The opaque 
minerals are fine-grained, whereas, the lithic fragments are made up of clusters of 
igneous quartz grains and are also < 0.5 mm in size. 
4.2.13 Quartzite1 
This rock consists of 95% quartz, 1% muscovite, 3% sericite. The quartz is 
rounded to sub-round but there are some sub-angular grains. It size range between 
0.1-3.5 mm. Its grains exhibits 120
0
 triple junction in lots of places 
(metamorphism indicator of recrystallization as shown in Figure 4.13). Its matrix 
comprises of polycrystalline quartz (fine-grained) and sericite.  
 
Figure 4.13 XPL photograph of Quartzite1 (field of view 2 mm). 
Undulating extinction is common with the quartz grains which suggest that the 
grains have undergone stress (deformation) at some point. The muscovite is less 
120
0 
triple junction 
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abundant with mottled extinction. This sample is meta-sedimentary, it was a 
sediment before but is now metamorphosed. The sericite fine-grained muscovite 
is formed because of alteration. There is presence of minor haemitisation (Fe-
alteration) but it is not significant. The rock has a moderate to well-packed grain.  
4.2.14 Quartzite2 
The protolith of this sample is Quartz Arenite before it was metamorphosed into a 
Quartzite. This is because of the high proportion of quartz (±90%) in the sample, 
with minor amounts of muscovite (about 5%) and lithic fragments (about 5%). 
 
Mineral preferred fabric –compaction of the grains likely due to metamorphism  
Micro-cracks or fractures – none; degree of alteration – minor 
Figure 4.14 XPL photograph illustrating the cementation of the quartz grains 
in Quartzite2 (field of view 2 mm). 
The quartz grains are roughly 0.5 mm in size, sub rounded and is well sorted; this 
includes the lithic fragments, which are rounded clusters of igneous quartz 
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cemented by haematite. The quartz grains are fused together by a quartz cement 
during metamorphism (see Figure 4.14), which may have also produced the 
muscovite (which is ±0.25 mm in size) that can be found along the grain 
boundaries. This sample has a high degree of packing because of how the grains 
are sorted which is then enhanced by the cementation of the grains.  
4.2.15 Sandstone 
This Sandstone is similar to the Quartz Arenite in Section 4.2.12 except that it 
contains less than 90% quartz. It is immature or sub-mature Sandstone. The thin 
section is shown in Figure 4.15. 
 
Figure 4.15 XPL photograph of Sandstone (field of view 2 mm). 
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4.2.16 Spotted Anorthosite 
The descriptions for this sample are identical with the Mottled Anorthosite except 
for proportion of othopyroxene which is lesser. The thin section is shown in 
Figure 4.16. 
 
Figure 4.16 XPL photograph of Spotted Anorthosite (field of view 2 mm). 
4.2.17 Troctolite1  
This sample of Troctolite has a similar composition to Norite except for reduced 
amount of pyroxenes (±15% orthopyroxene, ±5% clinopyroxene) with the 
addition of more feldspar (±40%) and (more) olivine (±15%). The sample 
contains cumulus plagioclase feldspar with semi-rounded olivine (Figure 4.17) 
and orthopyroxene. The plagioclase grains range from 0.5-1 mm and show 
possible strain whereas the olivine and orthopyroxene are ±0.5 mm and between 
0.5-1.5 mm in size respectively. The intercumulus phases and accessory minerals 
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include quartz, clinopyroxene (which is less abundant than the orthopyroxene and 
also exhibits exsolution) and magnetite. Together with the magnetite, the dark 
minerals making up ±40% of the sample. 
 
Mineral preferred fabric – none; degree of alteration – intermediate 
Micro-cracks or fractures – small intergranular cracks in the feldspars  
Figure 4.17 PPL photograph illustrating the relationship the olivine grains 
have with one another in Troctolite1 (field of view 2 mm). 
4.2.18 Troctolite2  
This Troctolite sample contains cumulus plagioclase feldspar (±50%) and sub-
angular olivine (±10%) and orthopyroxene (±15%), all of which range between 2-
3 mm with some of the orthopyroxene being larger than 3 mm. Other minerals 
include quartz, ±10% (which has inter-grown with the feldspar in some areas) and 
clinopyroxene (±15%), which like the orthopyroxene shows ex-solution but is 
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very irregularly shaped since it is an intercumulus phase and tends to surround 
other minerals (Figure 4.18).  
 
Figure 4.18 PPL photograph of a cluster of olivine grains in Troctolite2 (field 
of view 2 mm). 
Approximately 40% of the sample is composed of the dark minerals, therefore, 
the rest is mostly plagioclase with minor quartz. It contains intragranular cracks 
around the olivine grains and in the feldspar. Figures 4.17 and 4.18 illustrate how 
(clusters of) olivine can affect the surrounding minerals by either expansion 
(formation of cracks) or alteration. 
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4.3 Sonic Velocities and Dynamic Parameters 
This is a non-destructive test. The estimation of the dynamic properties of the rock 
are presented in Table 4.2 (the rocks are grouped in the table according to the sign 
of their post-failure modulus, negative for Class I and positive, Class II.). This 
table shows that the arrival time of the P-wave of the rocks varies from 14.900 μs 
to 44.300 μs while the S-wave varies from 24.000 μs to 75.200 μs. 
Table 4.2 Dynamic properties of rocks. 
 
Rocks 
P 
waves 
(μs) 
S 
waves  
(μs) 
P wave 
Velocity 
(m/s) 
S wave 
Velocity 
(m/s) 
Dynamic 
Modulus 
(GPa)  
Dyn. Mod.  
of Rigidity 
(GPa)  
Acoustic 
Impedance 
(Kg/sm2) 
Gabbro 17.900 27.900 5832.402 3741.935 95.080 41.332 17.216 
Quartzite2 17.700 31.400 5898.305 3324.841 71.169 28.083 14.984 
Class II 
       Granite1 18.800 31.900 5553.191 3272.727 71.230 28.863 14.965 
Granite2 19.400 36.400 5381.443 2868.132 56.385 21.66 14.169 
Granite3 18.700 36.500 5582.888 2860.274 55.232 20.889 14.255 
Granite4 21.700 36.100 4811.060 2891.967 53.233 21.868 12.580 
Granite5 20.700 33.300 5043.478 3135.135 59.816 25.236 12.949 
MottledAnorthosite 14.900 25.700 7006.711 4062.257 112.551 45.134 19.164 
Norite1 16.400 31.100 6365.854 3356.913 84.858 32.453 18.333 
Quartzite1 22.400 37.900 4660.714 2754.617 49.246 19.993 12.280 
Quartz Arenite 37.400 60.200 2791.444 1734.219 15.183 6.402 5.943 
Troctolite1 15.100 25.400 6913.907 4110.236 124.109 50.586 20.703 
Troctolite2 14.900 25.400 7006.711 4110.236 119.737 48.372 20.062 
Class I 
       Marble 16.900 28.600 6177.515 3650.350 88.449 35.903 16.645 
Norite2 15.300 26.100 6823.529 4000.000 114.574 46.266 19.731 
Norite3 15.400 24.000 6779.221 4350.000 133.684 58.121 20.823 
Sandstone  44.300 75.200 2356.659 1388.298 10.262 41.57 5.083 
SpottedAnorthosite 15.200 25.700 6868.421 4062.257 116.644 47.171 19.764 
minimum 14.900 24.000 2356.659 1388.298 10.262 6.402 5.083 
maximum 44.300 75.200 7006.711 4350.000 133.684 58.121 20.823 
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The dynamic modulus has the smallest value for Sandstone (10.262 GPa) and 
highest value for Norite3 (133.684 GPa). Also Norite3 has the highest value of 
dynamic modulus of rigidity (58.121 GPa) and acoustic impedance (20.823 
kg/sm
2
). Quartz Arenite has the lowest value (6.402 GPa) for dynamic modulus of 
rigidity while Sandstone has lowest value for acoustic impedance (5.083 kg/sm
2
). 
4.4 Static Mechanical Properties of Rock 
The static mechanical properties of the rocks are presented in Table 4.3. The rocks 
are grouped in the table according to the sign of their post-failure modulus, 
negative for Class I and positive Class II. The Brazilian tensile strength of the 
rocks range from 2.617 MPa for Quartz Arenite to 27.609 MPa for Quartzite2. 
The compression-extension curves for the rocks are shown in Appendix 2.1. The 
failure modes are identical for the Brazilian tensile tests with an extension fracture 
across the specimen (Appendix 2.1). Quartzite2 has the highest UCS value of 
514.244 MPa and elastic strain energy density of 1530.701 kN/mm
2
. On the other 
hand, Quartz Arenite has the lowest UCS of 35.228 MPa while Marble has the 
lowest strain energy density of 44.848 kN/mm
2
. Sandstone has the lowest 
modulus of elasticity and highest Poisson‘s ratio.  
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Table 4.3 Static mechanical properties of rock. 
Rocks 
 Brazilian 
Tensile 
Strength 
( MPa) 
   UCS 
 (MPa) 
Elastic 
Modulus 
(GPa) 
Strain 
Energy 
(kN/mm2) 
Post. 
Failure 
Modulus 
(GPa) 
Poison's 
ratio 
Gabbro  22.029 390.463 94.389 807.622 - 0.264 
Quartzite2  27.609 514.244 86.381 1530.701 - 0.178 
Class II Rocks  
      Granite1  13.971 238.560 70.387 404.271 81.137 0.292 
Granite2  12.679 192.804 68.957 269.540 118.269 0.274 
Granite3  9.151 129.615 62.841 133.671 74.524 0.344 
Granite4  11.728 193.501 59.525 314.512 97.931 0.276 
Granite5  12.664 180.708 45.262 360.737 71.255 0.294 
Mottled Anorthosite    16.804 276.307 96.772 394.461 96.949 0.322 
Norite1  14.599 220.194 91.035 266.301 106.595 0.302 
Quartzite1  15.666 249.880 62.359 500.650 79.908 0.215 
Quartz Arenite  2.617 35.228 10.742 57.764 16.770 0.409 
Troctolite1  16.796 225.960 102.499 249.065 130.687 0.297 
Troctolite2  16.852 215.682 109.175 213.047 111.265 0.275 
Class I Rocks  
      Marble  5.555 76.819 65.790 44.848 -7.126 0.329 
Norite2  12.278 186.208 97.306 178.167 -151.644 0.293 
Norite3  15.977 205.492 107.194 196.965 -40.584 0.247 
Sandstone  2.940 40.326 10.640 76.419 -14.095 0.490 
Spotted Anorthosite  13.866 201.321 98.831 205.048 -73.468 0.273 
Minimum  2.617 35.228 10.64 44.848 -151.644 0.178 
maximum  27.609 514.244 109.175 1530.701 130.687 0.490 
 
The post-failure modulus ranges from -151.644 MPa to 130.687 MPa. The results 
show a wide spread in properties. The post-failure modulus with negative values 
are the Class I rocks while those with a positive values are Class II rocks. In 
addition, the water content for most of the rocks varies from 0.05 to 0.070. The 
extreme values are 0.020 for Quartzite2, 0.196 for Quartz Arenite and 0.393 for 
Sandstone. The values for the post-failure moduli of Gabbro and Quartzite2 could 
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not be determined because specimen failed abruptly as result of their higher 
strength. 
4.5 Pre-failure and Post-failure Curves 
The pre-failure and post-failure moduli of the test rocks are shown in Table 4.3. 
The tests were calibrated by testing with a material with a known property. An 
aluminium specimen of 56 mm diameter and 105 mm length was tested to 
determine its elastic constants: elastic modulus, E and Poisson‘s ratio, v. The 
result was found to be in agreement with the property of the material. The 
experimental set up and characteristic curve is shown in Appendix 2.2. 
Photographs of the rock specimens were taken before and after each test and are 
also contained in the appendix. The failure modes and characteristic curves for the 
rocks are discussed in the following paragraphs. 
The pre-failure and post-failure curves for the Granites are shown in Appendix 
2.2.3 to 2.2.7. Tonalite (Granite1) failed with a vertical crack extending from its 
bottom and close to the top of the specimen. The characteristic post-failure curve 
is Class II. On the other hand, Syeno-Granite (Granite2), Monzo-Granite 
(Granite3), Alkali Feldspar Granite (Granite4) and Leucocratic Monzo-Granite 
(Granite5) show failure modes that are different to the mode of failure in Tonalite 
(Granite1). These specimens failed with spalling (i.e. small fragments falling out) 
from the sides. The spalls from Syeno-Granite (Granite2) and Monzo-Granite 
(Granite3) occurred at the mid height of the specimens around the circumferential 
chain. The Alkali Feldspar Granite (Granite4) and Leucocratic Monzo-Granite 
(Granite5) spalls occurred close to the specimen top at the point of contact with 
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one of the axial extensometers. All of the granites displayed post-failure curves 
that are characteristic of Class II rocks (Appendix 2.2.3 to 2.2.7). 
However, Norite1, Norite2 and Norite3 unlike the granites show different post-
failure curves (Appendix 2.2.10 to 2.2.12). Both Norite2 and Norite3 show the 
characteristic shape of Class I while Norite1 shows the characteristic behaviour of 
Class II. Norite1 failed with vertical cracks extending from top to bottom of the 
specimen. Norite2 failed with a big spall close to specimen top. As for Norite3 it 
failed in a shear mode with a crack extending from the bottom and close to the top 
of the specimen.  
Remarkably, Norite1, Norite2 and Norite3 belong to different classes of rocks. 
However, this is not unexpected because the brittleness of rocks depends much on 
their distinctive textural and mineralogical constituents (Hajiabdolmajid & Kaiser, 
2003). The Class II Norite1 contains larger grain size of about 6 mm minerals of 
plagioclase and orthoclase feldspars. The phenocryst (i.e. large grains) of 
feldspars was responsible for the Class II behaviour. It has already been 
established that grain size influences the brittleness of the rock because rock 
brittleness index increases generally with increasing grain size (Gong & Zhao, 
2006; Yilmaz, et al., 2009). With an increase in grain size, the number of intra-
granular cracks increases and gives the mineral a preferred fabric/matrix (refer to 
Figures 4.9 to Figure 4.11 for the photo-micrograph of these thin sections). In 
addition, the higher value of the UCS of Norite1 contributed to the brittle 
behaviour. Since the increase in the uniaxial compressive strength is accompanied 
by increase in the brittleness index (Goktan & Yilmaz, 2005). 
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Similarly, Quartz Arenite and Sandstone have different post-failure characteristic 
curves (Appendix 2.2.13 and 2.2.16). From the Appendix, it can be seen that the 
Sandstone exhibits shear failure and has the characteristic curve of Class I. 
However, the Quartz Arenite, which is another type of Sandstone at the stage of 
metamorphosing into Quartzite, exhibits different failure behaviour. The 
characteristic curve of Quartz Arentite is Class II with the failure mode more or 
less an axial splitting.  
The Mottled Anorthosite and Spotted Anorthosite also exhibit different post-
failure curves. Mottled Anorthosite has a characteristic Class II curve while 
Spotted Anorthosite has a curve characteristic of Class I (shown in Appendix 
2.2.9 and 2.2.17). The post-failure curve for Mottled Anorthosite was difficult to 
obtain because of the abruptness of the specimen failure immediately after the 
curve reached the peak strength. The specimen shattered into pieces causing 
damage to the extensometers. However, it was much easier with Spotted 
Anorthosite. In this case, the post-failure curve descended from the peak strength 
and increases in strength again. Just before the peak strength the specimen failed 
with spalling at the point of contact with the circumferential chain.  
Both Troctolite1 and Troctolite2 rocks showed the same behaviour that is 
characteristic of Class II. Troctolite1 and Troctolite2 specimens and the 
characteristic curves are shown in Appendix 2.2.18 and 2.2.19. When Troctolite1 
failed there was a small spall from the top of the specimen and Troctolite2 had a 
big spall from the bottom of the specimen. Because the specimen failure was close 
to the circumferential chain, it resulted in large increase of circumferential 
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displacement which exceeded the extension limit of the chain. This leads to the 
test being terminated as a result of program interlock.  
A typical Class I curve is shown for Marble and the specimen before and after 
failure is shown in Appendix 2.2.8. Although it was easy to obtain the 
characteristic curve for Marble, the radial strain exceeded the circumferential 
chain extension limit and also resulted in terminating the test because of program 
interlock. The failure mode was ductile. 
The curve of Gabbro is shown in Appendix 2.2.2. It was not possible to obtain the 
post-failure curve for this rock. The specimen failed abruptly and catastrophically 
on reaching the peak strength with the specimen shattering into pieces of almost 
equal sizes. The failure was accompanied by damage of the metal knife holding 
the circumferential chain and also to the extensometer springs. Several attempts 
were made with reduced circumferential control rates and with smaller specimen 
sizes, and in addition under low confinement pressure (up to15MPa) without 
success.  
It was also practically difficult to obtain the characteristic curves for Quartzite1 
and Quartzite2. Although, the Quartzite1 characteristic curve was obtained after 
several attempts, it was just impossible for Quartzite2. In the case of Quartzite1, 
there was lot of cracking noise and small pieces of spall falling from the specimen 
when load was close to the peak. This is characteristic of Class II behaviour 
(Appendix 2.2.14).  
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For Quartzite2, the specimen tends to reduce in area often from the bottom and 
top of specimen at the point of contact with the platens and failed suddenly at 
peak load. The attempts made after several failed post-failure tests to control 
Quartzite2 was to reduce the length to diameter ratio to 2 and then at much slower 
circumferential control rate. Nevertheless, the specimen failed explosively and 
damaged the system (Appendix 2.2.15). In another attempt, 4 MPa confinement 
was applied with the triaxial control system after the system was fixed back on. 
Similar series of attempts of testing under confinement up to 15 MPa was done.  
However, when the load of the specimen was about 530 MPa it produced loud 
cracking noises. The system was terminated to prevent damaging the test 
equipment again. 
4.6 Stress-Axial, Radial and Total Volumetric Strain Curves  
An attempt was made to determine why it was easy to control the post-failure 
behaviour of some rocks, especially the Class I rocks while others were difficult 
to control, e.g. Gabbro and Quartzite2 as described in the two previous 
paragraphs. Stress-axial, radial and total volumetric strain curves were constructed 
according to Martin and Chandler (1994) and Bieniawski (1967a) to show the 
stages in the deformation process as discussed in Section 2.2.1 of the literature 
review. Three types of curves were identified. The first type has a negative total 
volumetric strain and with a point of reversal at crack damage stress. The second 
type has positive total volumetric strain with reversal point at crack-damaged 
stress and the third type has a positive total volumetric strain without a reversal 
point.  
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The difficulty in obtaining the post-failure curves increases as the total volumetric 
strain approaches a positive value. In other words, difficulty in obtaining the post-
failure curves increases from the first type to the second type and finally the third 
type. For the first and second types, the four stages of deformation process are 
identifiable while only three stages of deformation process can be identified with 
the third type. For rocks that exhibit the first type of deformation process the 
stress-axial, radial and total volumetric strain curves are shown in Figures 4.19 to 
4.31. 
 
Figure 4.19 Normalized stress-strain curves for Granite1.  
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Figure 4.20 Normalized stress-strain curves for Granite2.  
 
Figure 4.21 Normalized stress-strain curves for Granite3. 
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Figure 4.22 Normalized stress-strain curves for Granite4. 
 
Figure 4.23 Normalized stress-strain curves for Granite5. 
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Figure 4.24 Normalized stress-strain curves for Marble. 
 
Figure 4.25 Normalized stress-strain curves for Norite1. 
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Figure 4.26 Normalized stress-strain curves for Norite2. 
 
Figure 4.27 Normalized stress-strain curves for Norite3. 
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Figure 4.28 Normalized stress-strain curves for Quartz Arenite. 
 
Figure 4.29 Normalized stress-strain curves for Sandstone. 
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Figure 4.30 Normalized stress-strain curves for Spotted Anorthosite. 
 
Figure 4.31 Normalized stress-strain curves for Trocolite1. 
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Figures 4.32 to 4.34 show the second type and the stages of deformation process. 
For this type of stress-axial, radial and total volumetric strain curves, the process 
of unstable crack propagation (stage IV) has a small duration and for this reason 
cracks propagate by their own accord. Thus, the rocks exhibit a higher velocity of 
micro-crack propagation. This made it difficult to control the post-failure curves 
than the type one stress-axial, radial and total volumetric strain curves because of 
the short duration of the crack damage stress threshold to rupture.  
 
Figure 4.32 Normalized stress-strain curves for Mottled Anorthosite. 
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Figure 4.33 Normalized stress-strain curves for Quartzite1. 
 
Figure 4.34 Normalized stress-strain curves for Troctolite2. 
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In the third type of stress-axial, radial and total volumetric strain curves, the crack 
induced stress and the structural failure of the rock specimen occurred together 
(Figures 4.35 and 4.36). There was no reversal of the total volumetric strain so 
there was continued decrease in rock volume. The control feedback, the 
circumferential strain, does not continuously increase with the applied load after 
the peak load. Instead, the deformation became a self-sustaining failure and, as a 
result the micro-cracking of the material continued on its own accord.  
Furthermore, unstable crack growth occurs at the onset of the crack initiation 
stress. The critical energy release rate or crack damage stress threshold started 
much earlier for this type of curve than observed with others. Under this 
condition, the relationship between the applied stress and the crack length ceases 
to exist and other parameters, such as the crack growth velocity, take control of 
the propagation process. 
 
Figure 4.35 Normalized stress-strain curves for Gabbro. 
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Figure 4.36 Normalized stress-strain curves for Quartzite2. 
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of cohesion. This is what contributed to the difficulty of following the post-failure 
regime on the stress-strain curve.  
4.7 Brittleness Based on Static Mechanical Properties of Rock 
Table 4.4 shows the various brittleness indices based on the static mechanical 
properties of rock (The rocks are grouped in the table according to the sign of 
their post-failure modulus, negative for Class I and positive, Class II). From the 
table, letter ‗B‘ with number subscripts are different brittleness concepts and the 
equations used to estimate them are shown above them. This was discussed in 
Section 2.6 of the Literature Review. From the values of the various brittleness 
concepts it was not just possible to identify or classify the rocks as either Class I 
or Class II except with the use post-failure modulus sign. 
For example B11 values are almost the same, around 0.8, for both Class I and Class 
II rocks. The other concepts as well have no clear cut way to classify the rock 
brittleness. For instance Troctolite2 has minimum brittleness index for B11 and B12. 
On the other hand with brittleness B13 and B14, Quartz Arenite has the minimum 
brittleness index. From the laboratory results, Marble was least brittle while 
Troctolite2 and Quartz Arenite rocks are actually brittle in behaviour. The post-
failure moduli of the rocks reveal the same. 
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Table 4.4 Brittleness indices based on static mechanical properties of rock. 
 Brittleness concepts (σc-σt)/(σc+σt) (σc*σt)/2 σc/σt (σc*σt) 0.72 
Rocks B11 B13 B12 B14 
Gabbro 0.875 4300.755 15.001 767.480 
Quartzite2 0.898 7098.881 18.626 976.334 
Class II     
Granite1 0.889 1666.461 17.075 343.902 
Granite2 0.877 1222.281 15.207 275.109 
Granite3 0.868 593.053 14.164 163.444 
Granite4 0.886 1134.690 16.499 260.767 
Granite5 0.869 1144.243 14.269 262.346 
Mottled Anorthosite 0.885 2321.531 16.443 436.616 
Norite 1 0.876 1607.306 15.083 335.068 
Quartzite1 0.882 1957.310 15.950 386.133 
Quartz Arenite 0.862 46.096 13.461 25.976 
Troctolite1 0.862 1897.612 13.453 377.617 
Troctolite2 0.855 1817.337 12.799 366.046 
Class I     
Marble 0.865 213.365 13.829 78.291 
Norite2 0.876 1143.131 15.166 262.163 
Norite3 0.856 1641.573 12.862 340.196 
Sandstone 0.864 59.279 13.716 31.134 
Spotted Anorthosite 0.871 1395.758 14.519 302.695 
minimum 0.855 46.096 12.799 25.976 
maximum 0.898 7098.881 18.626 976.334 
 
4.8 Brittleness Based on Moduli 
Table 4.5 shows the different brittleness concepts based on the moduli for the 
different rocks (the rocks are grouped in the table according to the sign of their 
post-failure modulus, negative for Class I and positive, Class II). These concepts 
were discussed in Section 2.6 of the Literature Review. From the values of the 
different concepts, it is obvious that the concepts have clearly classified the rocks 
into Class I and Class II, except for B8 with no clear cut difference between Class I 
and Class II rock types. For instance, B16 and B7 show that values with a negative 
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sign are Class I, while values with a positive sign are Class II rocks. If that is the 
case, then B16 for example, index -14755.871 for Norite2 is at the extreme end of 
the scale of Class I behaviour, i.e. it is the least brittle. Likewise, the value of 
13395.287 for Troctolite1 is at the extreme end of the scale for Class II behaviour 
i.e. it is the most brittle. Similarly, for B7, -1.558 value for Norite2 is most Class I 
and 1.715 value for Granite2 is the highest in Class II. This value shows that these 
rocks are the strongest in their classes. 
Table 4.5 Brittleness concepts based on moduli. 
                                                                       Brittleness Concepts   
  Rock B8 B16 B7 K K2 
Rocks Class M/(E+M) EM M/E (E-M)/M E/M 
Granite 1 Class II 0.535 5710.990 1.153 -0.132 0.868 
Granite2 Class II 0.632 8155.475 1.715 -0.417 0.583 
Granite3 Class II 0.543 4683.163 1.186 -0.157 0.843 
Granite4 Class II 0.622 5829.343 1.645 -0.392 0.608 
Granite5 Class II 0.612 3225.144 1.574 -0.365 0.635 
Mottled Anorthosite Class II 0.500 9381.949 1.002 -0.002 0.998 
Norite 1 Class II 0.539 9703.876 1.171 -0.146 0.854 
Quartzite1 Class II 0.562 4982.983 1.281 -0.220 0.780 
Quartz Arenite Class II 0.610 180.143 1.561 -0.359 0.641 
Troctolite1 Class II 0.560 13395.287 1.275 -0.216 0.784 
Troctolite2 Class II 0.505 12147.356 1.019 -0.019 0.981 
Marble Class I -0.121 -468.820 -0.108 -10.232 -9.232 
Norite2 Class I 2.791 -14755.871 -1.558 -1.642 -0.642 
Norite3 Class I -0.609 -4350.361 -0.379 -3.641 -2.641 
Sandstone  Class I 4.080 -149.971 -1.325 -1.755 -0.755 
Spotted Anorthosite Class I 149.842 -9833.190 -1.007 -1.993 -1.345 
minimum   -0.609 -14755.871 -1.558 -10.232 -9.232 
maximum   149.842 13395.287 1.715 -0.002 0.998 
 
All the values in brittleness in concept k are negative, so it can not follow the sign 
convention used above. However, the author (Tarasov, 2011) of the concept has 
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defined brittleness index k to range from -∞<k<0. Using this definition, then -
10.232 values for Marble indicates that it is the least brittle or Class I behaviour 
while -0.002 value for Mottled Anorthosite is most brittle Class II. The closest 
value to Mottled Anorthosite on the table is Troctolite2 and to Marble on the 
Class I side is Norite3 and so on for all the other samples. This is also applicable 
to brittleness k2 with Marble rating -9.232 and Norite3 having -2.641 as least 
brittle, also Mottled Anorthosite with brittleness 0.998 and Troctolite2 with 
brittleness 0.981 as most brittle Class II. Therefore, brittleness k and k2 appear to 
be more convincing than B7 and B16 (refer to Appendix 2.2 for photographs of post-
failure curves for the rock specimens). 
4.9 Chapter Summary 
The results of the laboratory work are presented in this chapter. The rock samples 
were identified on the basis of their mineral composition. Destructive and non-
destructive tests were performed to determine the rock properties. Post-failure 
moduli of the rocks were determined and subsequently used to classify the rocks 
into Class I and Class II. The same rock type can be classified as Class I or Class 
II depending on its textural characteristics, as shown in Norite1-3. 
Stress-axial, radial and volumetric strain curves were constructed according to 
Martin and Chandler (1994) and Bieniawski (1967a) in order evaluate the stages 
of the deformation process. In addition, this was done to see why it was difficult 
to obtain the post-failure curves for some rocks.  
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From the assessments, three types of deformation stages were observed. Type one 
has negative total volumetric strain and with a point of reversal at crack damage 
stress. The second type has positive total volumetric strain with a reversal point at 
crack damage stress while the third type has a positive total volumetric strain 
without a reversal point at the crack damage stress. It was observed that there was 
difficulty in obtaining the post-failure curves when the total volumetric strain 
approaches a positive value. The second type has Class II post-failure behaviour. 
Gabbro and Quartzite2 rocks tested in this work belong to the difficult type (third 
type) to determine. 
It was observed on the basis of the brittleness concepts based on static mechanical 
properties of rock that it was difficult to classify the rocks into either Class I or 
Class II. The brittleness concepts based on moduli classify the rocks into the two 
different classes particularly B16, B7, k2 and k. However, the concept of brittleness 
described as k2 and k appear to be more logical than the other brittleness concepts 
in grouping the rocks into these classes. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
 
ANALYSIS OF FRAGMENTS SIZE FROM THE COMPRESSION AND 
BLASTING TESTS  
 
5.1 Introduction  
The goal of this research is to investigate a possible relationship between 
fragmentation and brittleness. Therefore, the analysis involves the comparison of 
results of laboratory work (in Chapter 4) for both the compression and the blasting 
tests. As stated previously, fragmentation was obtained in two ways: by steady 
compression of the samples and by laboratory scale blasting tests as described in 
Chapter 4. The rocks blasted were Granite1 and Granite2 (Class II rocks), Norite1 
(Class II), Sandstone (Class I), Quartz Arenite (Class II), Marble (Class I) and 
Gabbro.  It was not possible to determine the post-failure modulus of Gabbro as a 
result of abrupt specimen failure due to its high strength, 390 MPa. Therefore, 
cannot be classified into either Class I or Class II, so its data was not used in the 
analysis, this is explained in the next sections. 
As there is no universally accepted definition of the term ‗brittleness‘, 
fragmentation is compared with brittleness according to a number of definitions, 
split into those based on static mechanical properties and those based on the 
moduli. In addition, the normalised stress-axial strain curve and the extension 
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strain criterion were evaluated and compared with both the fragmentation results 
of steady (also refer to as static) compression and by blasting tests.  
To overcome the problem of comparing brittleness, a single number, with 
fragmentation, which is a distribution, fragmentation is viewed as the aperture at 
which selected percentages of the fragmented material passed through the sieves. 
Using just a single point, e.g. the commonly used 50% passing sieve size or X50 
index, could be misleading. Therefore, 50% and 10% or X10 passing sieve size are 
considered. This will make it possible to compare fragmentation at smaller 
fragments size with brittleness. Henceforth, X50 and X10 are used in place of 50% 
and 10% passing sieves size. In order to distinguish the percentage passing for 
static, also refer to in this work as steady, the subscript ‗s‘ for static and ‗b‘ for 
blasting were used. For example, X50s, X50b stand for 50% passing sieve size for 
static and blasting tests respectively. 
The following comparisons were investigated: 
 Brittleness concepts based on static mechanical properties with fragments 
size from compression and blasting tests.  
 Brittleness concepts based on moduli with fragments size from 
compression and blasting tests.  
These two brittleness concepts were used for comparison with the fragments size 
because it has been shown in the Literature Review that static mechanical 
properties are frequently used in the literature to quantify brittleness. Brittleness 
concepts based on moduli on other hand made it possible to characterise the 
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brittleness of the rocks into Class I or Class II. This will also allow evaluating the 
self-fracturing behaviour of Class II rocks under compressive test.  
The analyses are discussed in the following sections. It begins with an overview 
analysis of the fragments size distribution for both the static and blasting tests 
using probability density distribution models. Following is a statistical analysis to 
investigate a possible relationship of fragmentation with the rock properties and 
their brittleness (based on the concepts of static mechanical properties and 
moduli) under compressive failure for the combined rock sample. As it will be 
shown latter, brittleness concepts estimated from the normalised stress-axial strain 
curve and the extension strain criterion show no relationship with the combined 
sample. The relationship between fragmentation (both static and blasting) and 
various brittleness concepts were investigated.  
5.2 Fragments Size Produced During Uniaxial Compression Test  
The fragments produced from failed specimens during uniaxial compression tests 
were examined by plotting the sieves size against the cumulative percentage 
passing. For the Class II rocks, Mottled Anorthosite was more fragmented 
(because higher percentage of the fragments was passed at each sieve size) than 
the rest of the rocks and next to it was Troctolite2. Likewise for the Class I rocks, 
Marble was found to be least fragmented (Figures 5.1 and 5.2). Mottled 
Anorthosite is the most brittle while Marble is least brittle among the rocks tested 
(using brittleness k in Table 4.5 in Chapter 4, show similar trend). Next to Mottled 
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Anorthosite on the side of Class II rocks is Trotolite2, Figures 5.1 and 5.2 actually 
reveal the same.  
 
Figure 5.1 Sieve sizes against cumulative percentages passing for the Class II 
rocks. 
 
Figure 5.2 Sieve sizes against cumulative percentages passing for Class I 
rocks. 
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The cumulative percentage passing against the sieves size from compression tests 
for the rocks that were selected for blasting tests are shown in Figure 5.3A. For 
the Gabbro sample the percentage passing under the compression test lies between 
the Class I and the Class II rocks. For the blasting tests, it was least fragmented, 
Figure 5.4A. It was observed that the difficulty in the determination of the post-
failure modulus for Gabbro was principally due to its high strength.   
From Figure 5.3B, it can be seen that the Class II rocks are more fragmented than 
the Class I rocks. Since Marble is least brittle, its fragments (which are two 
separated lumps with little fines) were retained on the top screen. Sandstone was 
also poorly fragmented. The curves show that Class II rocks are more fragmented.  
The sieves size against the cumulative percentage passing for the blasting tests are 
shown in Figure 5.4B. Marble was again poorly fragmented when compared with 
the other rocks. The higher fragmentation of Sandstone was because of its lower 
strength. Despite, Quartz Arenite (35.23Mpa, see Table 4,3) of similar strength 
with Sandstone (40.32Mpa but Class II) is more fragmented than Sandstone. It 
can therefore be stated that by breaking rocks under the same loading conditions, 
the Class II rocks tend to be more fragmented than the Class I rocks. This in a 
sense qualified the self-fracturing nature of the Class II rocks. 
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Figure 5.3 Comparison of the sieve sizes against the cumulative percentage 
passing from compression test of the rocks selected for blasting test. 
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Figure 5.4 The sieve sizes against cumulative percentage passing for blasting 
test. 
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5.3 Comparison of Percentage Passing for Steady Compression Tests for 
Rocks of Similar Strength 
The percentage passing (at both X50s and X10s) for the Class I and Class II rocks 
were compared. The comparison was done for rocks of similar strength using their 
UCS value for the pairing. Figure 5.5 and 5.6 show that more fragments are 
passed at X50s and X10s for Class II rocks than the Class I rocks. The differences in 
the percentage passing become larger as the difference in the value of their 
brittleness k increases. For instance there is much difference between the 
percentage passing for Marble which is towards the extreme Class I (brittleness k 
-10.232) and Granite3 (brittleness k -0.157) which is more brittle Class II rock. 
This analysis show that much of X50s and X10s are passed for the Class II rocks 
than the Class I rocks, therefore the Class II rocks are more fragmented. 
 
Figure 5.5 Comparison of X50s for Class I and Class II rocks of similar UCS 
values. 
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Figure 5.6 Comparison of X10s for Class I and Class II rocks of similar UCS 
values. 
A similar trend is observed when close Brazilian tensile strength (BTS) value for 
Class I and Class II rocks are used. The comparison shows that more fragments 
are passed at X50s and X10s for Class II rocks than Class I rocks (Figure 5.7 and 
5.8). Also the differences in their percentage passing become larger as the 
difference in the value of their brittleness k increases. This analysis show that 
much of X50s and X10s are passed for the Class II rocks than the Class I rocks of 
similar strength (using BTS value), therefore the Class II rocks are more 
fragmented. This may also in a sense qualify the self-fracturing nature of Class II 
rocks under compressive failure. It can therefore be stated that by breaking rocks 
under steady loading conditions, the Class II rocks tend to be more fragmented 
than the Class I rocks of similar strength. 
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Figure 5.7 Comparison of X50s for Class I and Class II rocks of similar 
Brazilian tensile strength values. 
 
 
Figure 5.8 Comparison of X10s for Class I and Class II rocks of similar 
Brazilian tensile strength values. 
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5.4 Analysis of Fragments Size from Compression Using Probability Density 
Distribution Models  
Probability density distribution models were constructed to show the difference in 
the fragments size for the Class II and the Class I rocks for the steady 
compression tests. The distributions show a lognormal distribution that are 
positively skewed. The calculated probability of the distribution for X50s and X10s 
for the combined and segregated samples (Class I and Class II rocks) are 
compared. The calculated probabilities of the distribution at X50s and X10s for the 
segregated models and the combined model are shown in Figures 5.9 to 5.11 and 
are summarised in Table 5.1.  
 
Figure 5.9 The probability density distribution model for the combined 
sample. 
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Figure 5.10 The probability density distribution model for the Class II rocks. 
 
Figure 5.11 The probability density distribution model for the Class I rocks. 
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Table 5.1 Comparisons of passing sieve size at X50s and X10s for segregated 
and combined models. 
  Combined 
sample 
Class I 
only 
Class II 
only 
X10s (mm) 12.91 15.77 11.74 
X50s (mm) 27.56 30.27 26.33 
 
Although the differences are not substantial, this overall view indicates that both 
the X50s and X10s points are reached at smaller apertures for the Class II rocks than 
the Class I rocks, therefore the Class II rocks are more finely fragmented. 
5.5 Analysis of Fragmentation from Blasting Using Probability Density 
Distribution Models  
Probability density distribution models were constructed to show the difference in 
the fragmentation of Class I and Class II rocks for the blasting test. The 
distribution (lognormal distribution) is positively skewed. As expected, the rocks 
are more finely fragmented for the blasting tests than the compression tests. The 
distribution becomes more positively skewed with the skewness greater than 5.5 
(Figure 5.12) compared with the compression results, with skewness of less than 
2.0. The X50b for the combined sample model is 10.954 mm (compared with the 
compression tests at 27.563 mm) while the X10b is 2.011 mm (compared with 
compression at 12.905 mm), see Figure 5.12.  
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The calculated probabilities of the distribution at X50b and X10b for the Class I and 
Class II rocks are compared. The calculated probabilities of the distribution at X50b 
and X10b for the segregated models and the combined model are shown in Figures 
5.12 to 5.14 and are summarised in Table 5.2. The result shows that the Class II 
rocks are more fragmented.  
 
Figure 5.12 The probability density distribution model for the combined 
sample. 
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Figure 5.13 The probability density distribution model for the Class II rocks. 
 
Figure 5.14 The probability density distribution model for the Class I rocks. 
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Table 5.2 Comparisons of X50b and X10b for the segregated and combined 
models. 
  Combined 
sample 
Class I 
only 
Class II 
only 
X10b (mm) 2.01 1.77 1.40 
X50b (mm) 10.95 11.21 8.39 
 
Although the differences is not large, this overall view indicates that both the X50b 
and X10b points are reached with smaller apertures for the Class II rocks than the 
Class I rocks, therefore, the Class II rocks are more finely fragmented. It is 
expected that the X10b for the combined sample would be between the two 
segregated samples but this is not the case. The reason for this is not clear, but 
may be due to the nature of the lognormal probability distribution and, of course 
due to the fact that there were only 2 Class I samples. 
5.6 Assessment of the Relationship of Brittleness Concepts, Rock Parameters 
and Fragmentation Using Statistical Analysis 
Firstly, to address the aim of the research, that is to show whether a relationship 
exists between brittleness and fragmentation of rock. The relationship between 
Fragmentation and brittleness is assessed using statistical analysis. Fragmentation 
is compared with all the rock properties from mechanical, dynamic and widely 
used brittleness concepts using multiple regression technique with a statistical 
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package (SPSS version IBM 18). The first thing is to analyse altogether the 
relationship of the various brittleness concepts with fragmentation in order to 
reveal the dependence of fragmentation on the various brittleness concepts. Later 
a stepwise multiply regression technique is done to screen out potentially 
interrelated independent brittleness concepts from the model.  
Table 5.3 shows the summary of coefficients of correlation of the various 
properties with fragmentation. From the table dynamic modulus of rigidity and 
post-failure modulus has the highest correlation and are the most significant 
parameters from both static mechanical properties and dynamic mechanical 
properties influencing fragmentation by steady compression. Similarly, brittleness 
concepts k and k2 are next to the two properties showing the same correlation 
coefficients. 
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Table 5.3 Coefficients of correlation with fragmentation 
Model 
t Sig. Correlation 
Collinearity 
Statistics 
Tolerance 
1 B11 -1.520 .226 -.660 .740 
B13 -3.452 .041 -.894 .651 
B12 -1.290 .288 -.597 .761 
B14 -3.491 .040 -.896 .617 
Brazilian Tensile strength -3.752 .033 -.908 .565 
UCS -3.112 .053 -.874 .594 
Elastic Modulus (Gpa) -3.425 .042 -.892 .154 
Strain Energy (kN/mm
2
) -2.077 .129 -.768 .814 
Post. Modulus(Gpa) -6.038 .009 -.961 .827 
Poison's ratio 2.101 .126 .772 .339 
Mod. Rigidity (Gpa) -3.527 .039 -.898 .169 
Dynamic Mod. Rigidity (GPa) 28.585 0.000 .998 977 
P waves (us) 2.060 .131 .765 .090 
S waves  (us) 1.453 .242 .643 .085 
P wave Velocity (m/s) -2.484 .089 -.820 .042 
S wave Velocity (m/s) -.782 .491 -.411 .014 
Dynamic Modulus (GPa)  -1.854 .161 -.731 .003 
Acoustic 
impedance.(Kg/sm^2) 
-3.016 .057 -.867 .051 
 B8 .472 .669 .263 .500 
 B16 -5.256 .013 -.950 .791 
 B7 -2.092 .128 -.770 .942 
 k -5.651 .011 -.956 .824 
 k2 -5.650 .011 -.956 .824 
 Dependent Variable: 0.5 
Moreover, Table 5.3 shows that brittleness estimated from rock moduli have 
higher correlation coefficients, tolerance and are more significant than brittleness 
estimated from static mechanical properties. Therefore brittleness from rock 
moduli is used in further analysis.. 
A further analysis is done in order to establish a relationship that contribute most 
between brittleness concepts based on moduli and fragmentation since they all 
show some degree of correlation with fragmentation. From the analysis, the model 
summary, Table 5.4 shows the coefficient of correlations of various brittleness 
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concepts from moduli with fragmentation. From the coefficients table brittleness k 
has the highest value and significant with p<0.5. Brittleness k contributes most to 
the relationship. 
 
 5.6.1 Stepwise Statistical Analysis of Brittleness k with Fragmentation from 
Compression 
The relationship between fragmentation and brittleness k estimated from the rock 
moduli are modelled using stepwise multiple regression technique. Stepwise 
multiple regression technique allows for screening of a number of potentially 
interrelated independent variables (predictors) to separate those few variables that 
contribute most to the model. The variables or predictors included in the model 
are the static mechanical and dynamic properties. Since all these parameters are 
interconnected or related to fragmentation, the outcome resulted into high 
multicollinearity problem. It is therefore necessary to lessen data redundancy by 
removing parameters whose influence are taken over by other parameters. The 
results of the analyses are shown in Table 5.5 to Table 5.9. 
 
Table 5.4 Correlations 
 0.50 Sig. (1-tailed) 
Pearson Correlation 0.50 1.000 0.10 . 
B8 -.097 B8 .366 
B16 -.161 B16 .283 
B7 -.197 B7 .241 
k -.929 k .000 
k2 -.923 k2 .000 
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Table 5.5 Model Summary 
 
 
Table 5.6 ANOVA 
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Table 5.7a Coefficients at 10% passing sieve sizes 
 
 
Table 5.7b Coefficients at 50% passing sieve sizes 
Model Unstandardized 
Coefficients 
Standardized 
Coefficients 
t Sig. 
Correlations 
B 
Std. 
Error Beta 
Zero-
order Partial Part 
1 (Constant) 28.744 1.180  24.351 .000    
k -1.391 .417 -.666 -3.339 .005 -.666 -.666 -.666 
a. Dependent Variable: 0.5 
Table 5.8 Collinearity Diagnostics 
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Table 5.9 Excluded Variables. 
 
 Table 5.5: Excluded Variablesc 
Model Beta In t Sig. 
Partial 
Correlation 
Collinearity Statistics 
Tolerance VIF 
Minimum 
Tolerance 
 1. Brazilain Ten. σt (MPa) -.118a -.995 .339 -.276 .744 1.343 .744 
UCS (MPa) -.071
a
 -.555 .589 -.158 .689 1.452 .689 
Elastic Modulus (GPa) -.150
a
 -1.535 .151 -.405 .997 1.003 .997 
Strain Energy (kN/mm
2
) .100
a
 .770 .456 .217 .651 1.537 .651 
Post. Modulus(GPa) .283
a
 3.240 .007 .683 .800 1.250 .800 
Poison's ratio .046
a
 .434 .672 .124 .982 1.018 .982 
Mod. Rigidity (GPa) -.159
a
 -1.641 .127 -.428 .996 1.004 .996 
P waves (m/s) .035
a
 .326 .750 .094 .999 1.001 .999 
S waves  (m/s) .057
a
 .535 .602 .153 .995 1.005 .995 
P wave Velocity (m/s) -.100
a
 -.969 .352 -.269 .993 1.007 .993 
S wave Velocity (m/s) -.145
a
 -1.452 .172 -.387 .977 1.023 .977 
Dynamic Modulus (GPa)  -.184
a
 -1.958 .074 -.492 .980 1.021 .980 
Dyn. Mod. Rigidity (Gpa)  -.200
a
 -2.180 .050 -.533 .974 1.027 .974 
Acost. Imp.(Kg/sm
2
) -.138
a
 -1.386 .191 -.371 .993 1.007 .993 
 2. Brazilain Ten. σt (MPa) -.152b -1.822 .096 -.482 .736 1.359 .651 
UCS (MPa) -.110
b
 -1.175 .265 -.334 .678 1.474 .614 
Elastic Modulus (GPa) -.123
b
 -1.677 .122 -.451 .984 1.016 .789 
Strain Energy (kN/mm
2
) .012
b
 .116 .910 .035 .599 1.669 .599 
Poison's ratio .064
b
 .800 .441 .234 .977 1.023 .793 
Mod. Rigidity (GPa) -.129
b
 -1.783 .102 -.474 .981 1.019 .787 
P waves (m/s) .054
b
 .669 .517 .198 .993 1.007 .796 
S waves  (m/s) .067
b
 .850 .414 .248 .993 1.007 .794 
P wave Velocity (m/s) -.084
b
 -1.075 .305 -.308 .989 1.011 .796 
S wave Velocity (m/s) -.115
b
 -1.527 .155 -.418 .963 1.039 .788 
Dynamic Modulus (GPa)  -.139
b
 -1.908 .083 -.499 .941 1.062 .769 
Dyn. Mod. Rigidity (Gpa)  -.152
b
 -2.150 .055 -.544 .930 1.075 .764 
Acost. Imp.(Kg/sm
2
) -.111
b
 -1.484 .166 -.408 .981 1.019 .790 
a. Predictors in the Model: (Constant), (E-M)/M 
b. Predictors in the Model: (Constant), (E-M)/M, Post. Modulus (GPa) 
c. Dependent Variable:  sieve sizes at 5% passing 
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The model summary is shown in Table 5.5. It reports the strength of the 
relationship between the model and the dependent variable. The multiple 
correlation coefficients are the linear correlation between the observed and model-
predicted values of the dependent variable. Its large value indicates a strong 
relationship. The coefficient of determination, R
2
 is the square value of the 
multiple correlation coefficients. The adjusted R-squared compensates for model 
complexity to provide a fairer comparison of model performance. Table 5.5 shows 
that 86.3% of the variation in fragmentation is explained by model 1 with 
brittleness k as the predictor. As a further measure of the strength of the model, 
the standard error of the estimation in the model is important. From the summary 
table, the standard error of estimation is 1.967.  
 However, the model could perform better. To know which predictor could 
improve the model, the second stage involves the analysis of the input parameters 
or predictors in Table 5.9, Model 1.  The remaining predictors are analysed to 
determine which, if any, is the most suitable for inclusion at the next step. To 
choose the best variable to add to the model, the values of partial correlation of 
the predictors are considered. The partial correlation is the linear correlation 
between the proposed predictor and the dependent variable after removing the 
effect of the current model. Thus, post-failure modulus is chosen statistically as 
the next parameter that improves the model because it has the highest correlation 
of 0.683 (Table 5.9). Also the significant values are considered, which must be 
less than 0.05; for post-failure modulus its value is 0.007. The remaining 
predictors are not fit to be included in the model except for dynamic modulus of 
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rigidity, which is on the border line of the cut-off (0.05), but has the smallest t-
statistic of less than -2.  
Another vital parameter to consider is the t-statistic. From Table 5.9, post-failure 
modulus has the highest t-value of 3.240, so fit for inclusion in the next model. 
Beta In is the value of the standardized coefficient for the predictor, if it is 
included next in the model. After the inclusion of post-failure modulus into the 
model, the remaining predictors have significant values greater than 0.05. As a 
result, none of the remaining predictors could improve the model if included, as 
they are all insignificant. The inclusion of post-failure modulus improves the 
second model, which accounted for variability of the outcome of about 92%. The 
standard error of estimation also becomes lower. The residual, which is the 
difference between the observed and model-predicted values of the dependent 
variable, also becomes smaller (Table 5.6). 
Table 5.6, the ANOVA table, test the suitability of the model from a statistical 
point of view. The regression row displays information about the variation that is 
accounted for by the model. The residual row displays information about the 
variation that is not accounted for by the model. For the first model, the regression 
sums of squares are approximately six times residual. This indicates that over 
86% of the variation in fragmentation by steady compression is explained by 
model1. The significance value of the F statistic is less than 0.05, which means 
that the variation explained by the model is not due to chance (pb< 0.001). The F 
statistic is significant (<0.001), and the residual sum of squares, which is the 
difference between the model and the observed data, becomes lower. This implies 
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that the second model now accounts for more of the residual values. The result 
shows that the new model 2 with the extra predictor, post-failure modulus, 
improves its ability.  
Table 5.7a and 5.7b are the coefficients of correlations. The values of the 
correlations of the predictors rise sharply from the zero-order correlation. This 
means, for example, that much of the variance in the predictors cannot be 
explained by other variables. The tolerance is the percentages of the variance in a 
given predictor that cannot be explained by the other predictors. Thus, the high 
tolerance shows that 80% of the variance in a given predictor cannot be explained 
by the other predictors. Statistically, variance inflation factor (VIF) greater than 2 
is usually considered problematic, however none of the predictors‘ values are up 
to 2. 
Table 7.5a and 7.5b show the correlation of fragmentation by steady compression 
at X10s and X50s with brittleness k of the rocks. From the tables, the relationship 
between fragmentation by steady compression at X10s and X50s with brittleness k 
can be expressed as given by Eqn. 5.1 and 5.2. 
435.0798.110  kX s                                                                                                       (5.1) 
744.28391.150  kX s                                                                                                     (5.2)    
The collinearity diagnostics (Table 5.8) confirm that there is no problem with 
multicollinearity. The Eigen values are greater than zero, indicating that the 
predictors are not intercorrelated. Condition index values greater than 15 indicate 
a possible problem with collinearity and greater than 30, a serious problem. None 
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of the condition indices is larger than 30, suggesting no problem with collinearity. 
There are no Eigen values close to zero, and all of the condition indices are much 
lesser than 15. Therefore, from the statistical point of view, the fragmentation of a 
rock under steady compression is related to its brittleness. It depends more on 
brittleness k and improve with the post-failure modulus of the rock for the 
combined rock sample. 
5.7 Fragmentation Produced During Uniaxial Compression Tests and Rock 
Properties 
The statistical analysis shows that fragmentation from compression test relate to 
the rock strength and their dynamic properties. However, the relationship depends 
more on post-failure modulus of the rocks. The Brazilian tensile strength, elastic 
modulus and the dynamic properties show close to average correlation with 
fragmentation. These relationships are further investigated by comparing the 
individual rock properties with the fragmentation. The comparisons are done at 
X50s and X10s respectively. These analyses are compared for the combined and the 
segregated samples.  
5.7.1 Comparison of Fragmentation from Compression and Static Mechanical 
Properties 
The static mechanical properties investigated include UCS, Brazilian tensile 
strength (BTS) and elastic modulus (E). The relevance of the analysis is to show 
the effect of static mechanical properties on fragmentation, because a number of 
definitions of brittleness are based on static mechanical properties.  
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The strength parameters poorly correlated with the combined sample and Class I 
rocks at both X50s and X10s percentage passing (see Appendix 3.1). However, they 
are more closely correlated with the Class II rocks as a group (Figure 5.15 to 
Figure 5.17). The correlation was stronger at both X50s and X10s for elastic 
modulus than shown for both UCS and BTS (Figure 5.15 to 17). The correlations 
improve at finer fragments size (X10s).  
 
Figure 5.15 Elastic modulus and passing sieve size at X50s and X10s for Class 
II rocks 
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Figure 5.16 UCS and passing sieve size at X50s and X10s for Class II rocks 
 
Figure 5.17 BTS and passing sieve size at X50s and X10s for Class II rocks 
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The graphs show that increase in rock strength increases the degree of 
fragmentation for the Class II rocks but the same cannot be said for the Class I 
rocks. This in a sense qualifies the self-fracturing behaviour of the Class II rocks. 
Fragmentation of high strength rock is explosive at the point of failure. The stored 
elastic strain energy increases with rock strength and is made available at failure 
stress to shatter the rock. 
5.7.2 Fragmentation from Compression and Dynamic Properties 
Similar to strength parameters, the P-wave velocity shows that fragmentation 
from compression test correlates better with the Class II rocks (Figure 5.18). It 
may be argued that as the dynamic properties of rocks increases, the 
fragmentation becomes finer for Class II rocks but the same cannot be said for 
Class I rocks. The P-wave velocity shows good correlation coefficients of 0.558 
and 0.810 at both X50s and X10s for the Class II rocks. This may also qualify the 
self-fracturing behaviour of the Class II rocks. 
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Figure 5.18 P-wave velocity (m/s) against X50s and X10s for Class II rocks 
5.8 Fragmentation and Brittleness According to Selected Definitions 
Fragmentation is compared with the brittleness indices based on static mechanical 
properties and moduli of the rocks. The comparisons are done again for X50s and 
X10s. These comparisons are done for the combined sample, Class I and Class II 
rocks for each of the brittleness concepts.  
5.8.1 Fragmentation and Brittleness Based on Static Mechanical Properties 
The relevance of the analysis is to show the relationship between rock brittleness 
estimated from the concept and fragmentation. It was indicated in Section 5.8.1 
that there are certain correlations between individual rock characteristics and 
fragmentation from compression, and this will evaluate a possible relationship 
with the combined characteristics.  
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As shown in Chapter 2 in Section 2.6.1, brittleness B13 and B14 are defined as: 
  2/13 tcB                                                                                                                                      (5.3) 
  72.014 tcB                                                                                                                                        (5.4) 
Figures 5.19 to 5.20 show the relationship between the brittleness B13 and B14 with 
fragmentation at X50s and X10s. Brittleness B14 appears to correlate with the post-
failure modulus of the Class II rocks but poorly correlated with that of Class I 
rocks (Figure 5.21). Therefore, B14 appears to be related with the post-failure 
modulus of the rocks. Thus, could be used to quantify brittleness for Class II 
rocks.  
B13 and B14 show correlation with fragmentation from compression while other 
concepts based on static mechanical properties are poorly correlated (Appendix 
3.2). The correlations show there is a link between brittleness and fragmentation. 
Brittleness B13 and B14 show better correlation with fragments size at both X50s and 
X10s for Class II rocks while the other brittleness concepts did not correlate with 
either X50s or X10s for the combined samples and Class I rocks. In addition, 
fragmentation becomes finer with increase in the brittleness B13 and B14 at lower 
percentage passing for the Class II rocks. The relationship shows that as the 
brittleness indices increases, fragmentation becomes finer at both X50s and X10s for 
the Class II rocks but the same cannot be said for the Class I. It may be stated that 
at higher brittleness, fragments size becomes finer for the Class II rocks under 
compressive failure.  
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Figure 5.19 B13 (MPa)^2 against X50 and X10 for Class II rocks 
 
Figure 5.20 B14 (MPa)^2 against X50 and X10 for Class II rocks 
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Figure 5.21 B13 (MPa)^2 against post-failure modulus for Class I and Class II 
rocks 
5.8.2 Fragmentation and Brittleness Based on Moduli  
The statistical analysis shows that fragmentation by compressive failure depends 
on brittleness k and on the post-failure modulus of the rocks. In addition, B16 was 
shown to correlate with fragmentation from compression. It was also indicated 
previously, that rocks with positive post-failure modulus or the Class II rocks, 
have a self-fracturing behaviour thereby enhancing fragmentation during 
compressive failure. This section will evaluate the relationships between the 
combined characteristic of the pre- and post-failure moduli with fragmentation. 
The significance of the analysis is to show the effect of rock brittleness indices 
based on rock moduli ratios on fragmentation.  
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As shown in Chapter 2 in Section 2.6.1, brittleness B16 is defined as: 
EMB 16                                                                                                                                                   (5.5)                                                                                                                        
 
With Equation 5.5, B16 will always be negative for Class I rocks and positive for 
Class II rocks. Brittleness B16 is weakly correlated with fragmentation of the 
combined sample but shows correlation with the Class I rocks for the compression 
tests at both X50s and X10s. It also correlated with the Class II rocks but shows 
stronger correlation at X10s (Figure 5.22 and 5.23). Therefore it may be said that 
B16 correlated with both rock classes at both X50s and X10s. The relationship shows 
that the higher the value of brittleness B16, the more finely fragmented the Class II 
rocks. The same cannot be said for the Class I rocks. 
 
 
Figure 5.22 B16 (GPa)^2 against passing sieve size for Class II rocks 
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Figure 5.23 B16 (GPa)^2 against passing sieve size for Class I rocks 
As shown in Chapter 2 in Section 2.6.5, brittleness k is defined as: 
                                                                                                                                                    (5.6) 
Note that since the magnitude (i.e. absolute magnitude) of M will always be 
greater than the magnitude of E, k is always < 0 for both Class I and Class II rocks. 
Brittleness k correlates with fragmentation for the combined sample and the Class 
I rocks for compression test at both X50s and X10s (Figures 5.24 to 5.25). However, 
it shows weaker correlation with the Class II rocks. The higher correlation with 
the combined sample and Class I rocks are due to the outlier nature of Marble 
data.  
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Figure 5.24 Brittleness k against passing sieve size for combined sample 
 
 
Figure 5.25 Brittleness k against passing sieve size for Class I rocks 
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As shown in Chapter 2 in Section 2.6.5, brittleness k2 is defined as: 
M
E
k 2                                                                                                                                                        (5.7) 
Class I rocks will always have negative k2 and Class II positive k2. Brittleness k2 
shows correlation with fragmentation at both X50s and X10s. It correlated with the 
combined sample and Class I rocks. However,  show weaker correlation with the 
Class II rocks at both X50s and X10s. The correlation coefficients may be 
misleading because of the outlying nature of Marble data, Figures 5.26 and 5.27. 
Brittleness k and k2 show similar relationship with fragmentation from 
compression and appears to be plotting two points data for both combined sample 
and the Class I rocks. They may not be reliable concepts to evaluate brittleness of 
rock for the segregated samples. 
Figure 5.26 Brittleness k2 against passing sieve size for combined sample 
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Figure 5.27 Brittleness k2 against passing sieve size for Class I rocks 
Little reliance can be placed on the observed trends in the concepts due to 
generally low correlation coefficients, despite the fact that some are actually high. 
However, brittleness k as shown with the statistical analysis could be useful for 
fragmentation prediction for the combined sample under compressive failure. 
Brittleness B16 could be alternative index for the evaluation of the segregated 
samples (Class I and Class II), although the correlations are not strong. 
5.9 Interim Summary 
Probability density distribution models were constructed to show the overall view 
in the difference between Class II and Class I fragments size. The calculated 
probability of the distribution at X50 and X10 (for both blasting and compression) 
show that the Class II rocks as a group are more fragmented. It can therefore be 
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II rocks tend to be more fragmented than the Class I. However, the differences are 
not substantial. 
The fragments size produced from failed specimens during uniaxial compression 
tests were examined by plotting the sieves size against the cumulative percentage 
passing at both X50s and X10s. In addition, the sieves size passing at X50s and X10s 
for rocks of similar strength for the Class I and Class II were compared. The 
analysis show that by breaking rocks under the same loading conditions, the Class 
II rocks tends to be more fragmented than the Class I rocks of similar strength.  
From statistical point of view, the fragmentation of a rock under steady 
compression depends on brittleness k and improve with the post-failure modulus 
of the rock. Therefore brittleness k with post-failure modulus could be a useful 
index for the prediction of fragmentation for combined sample under compressive 
failure. The statistical analysis also show that fragmentation is related to rocks 
properties and brittleness of the rocks. 
5.9.1 Comparison of Fragmentation with Static Mechanical Properties 
 The relationships of static mechanical properties with fragmentation show an 
inverse relationship, meaning that the higher the property value the finer the 
fragmentation. The correlation appears stronger for the Class II rocks and also at 
X10s.  
The analysis shows that an increase in rock strength advances fragmentation, and 
the fragmentation of high strength rock is explosive at failure for the Class II 
rocks. The stored elastic strain energy increases with rock strength and is made 
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available at failure stress to shatter the rock. Thus, as the energy increases, the 
degree of fragmentation also increases. This is in support of Whittles et al. (2006) 
that increase in the energy needed for breakage increases the degree of 
fragmentation of the samples. This may qualify the self-fracturing nature of Class 
II rocks. 
5.9.2 Comparison of Fragmentation with Dynamic Properties 
From the investigation of the dynamic properties, it shows that fragmentation 
from compression tests only correlate with the Class II rocks and with an inverse 
relationship as shown with the rock strengths. It can be suggested that as the 
dynamic properties of rock increases, the fragments size become finer for the 
Class II rocks but the same cannot be said for Class I rocks. This may also qualify 
the self-fracturing nature of Class II rocks. 
5.9.3 Correlation of Fragmentation with Brittleness Based on Static Mechanical 
Properties 
The correlations show that there is a link between brittleness and fragmentation. 
Brittleness B13 and B14 correlated more with fragmentation for the Class II rocks 
from compression than other concepts based on static mechanical properties. The 
correlation becomes stronger at X10s. In addition, fragmentation becomes finer 
with an increase in brittleness of B13 and B14 for the Class II rocks. It can be stated 
that the higher the brittleness, the finer the fragmentation under compressive 
failure especially for the Class II rocks. Brittleness B14 showed relationship with 
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post-failure modulus of the rocks. Therefore, B14 could be a useful index for 
predicting fragmentation of Class II rocks. 
5.9.4 Correlation of Fragmentation with Brittleness Based on Moduli 
Little reliance can be placed on the observed trends in the concepts due to low 
correlation coefficients. Brittleness k and k2 have similar relationship with 
fragmentation and appear consistent in correlation with the combined sample and 
Class I rocks at both X50s and X10s.  
On the other hand, B16 show fairly good correlation with the segregated samples 
but more correlated with the Class II rocks. The relationship between B16 and 
fragmentation show that, as the rock brittleness increases fragmentation becomes 
finer. Therefore B16 could be useful index for the prediction of fragmentation for 
the segregated samples, since it‘s a direct measure of the post-failure modulus of 
the rocks. 
5.10 Introducing a New Brittleness Concept Based on the Normalised Stress-
Axial Strain Curve 
Little reliance can be placed on the observed trends in the brittleness concepts 
based on the static mechanical properties and moduli in their relationship with 
fragmentation, due to low correlation coefficients, although some are high and 
appear reasonably good. 
 However, extraction from the normalised stress-axial strain curves in Section 4.6 
Chapter 4 could be useful index of brittleness. As indicated in the section, there 
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are three types in the deformation process of the rocks. The first type included 
both Class I and Class II rocks while the second type are entirely Class II rocks. 
The rock class to which the third type belong could not be determined.  
The normalised stress-axial strain curve reveal that the steeper the slope, the more 
stiff the rocks. Therefore the stiffness might somehow relate with the brittleness 
of the rock. This is illustrated in Figure 5.28. In the figure, 1 is stiffer than 2 and 2 
stiffer than 3. The opposite therefore will be, how soft or brittle the rock is. Thus, 
the slope of normalised stress-axial strain curve could be useful to evaluate rock 
brittleness. A brittleness concept based on normalised stress-axial strain curve 
(NSSC) is proposed for evaluation of brittleness under compressive failure. NSSC 
is calculated at 70% to 30% of normalised stress. The brittleness based on 
normalised stress-axial strain curve (designated as NSSC) is expressed in 
Equation 5.8. This can be defined as the axial strain per unit normalised stress in 
the direction of application of the stress. 
NSSC=
stressnormalised
naxialstrai 


n
a

                                                         (5.8) 
An example of how the NSSC is calculated is shown for Spotted Anorthosite 
which is Class I using Figure 5.29  
Spotted Anortosite=
300222.0700176.0
000581.000145.0

 =0.00217275 
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Figure 5.28 Normalised stress-axial strain curve showing rock stiffness 
 
 
Figure 5.29 NSSC Estimation for Spotted Anorthosite  
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Brittleness designated as NSSC is compared with the fragmentation from 
compression for both the combined and the segregated samples. NSSC did not 
correlate with the fragmentation of the combined sample but shows comparably 
good correlation with the segregated samples (Appendix 3.4, Figure 5.30 and 
5.31). NSSC shows better correlation with the segregated samples (X10s and X50s) 
than shown for brittleness estimated from both static mechanical properties and 
moduli. Brittleness NSSC appears treating Class I and Class II rocks as a separate 
entity that occupies different spaces and arrays. The relationship shows that as the 
value of NSSC increases, fragmentation become coarser for the Class II rocks, the 
opposite is shown for Class I rocks. These relationships are opposite to what was 
shown for B16. Brittleness NSSC could be a good brittleness concept for the 
prediction of fragmentation under compressive failure for the segregated samples 
(Class I and Class II) at both X10s and X50s. 
 
Figure 5.30 NSSC and passing sieve size for Class II rocks  
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Figure 5.31 NSSC and passing sieve size for Class I rocks  
5.11 Fragmentation from Compression and Brittleness Estimated from 
Extension Strain Criterion  
Alternative forms of stress-strain behaviour for deformation process of rock after 
the peak strength are shown in Figure 5.32. The elastic-perfectly plastic may be 
suitable for week and plastic rock type. An elastic-perfectly plastic constitutive 
law include the effect of plastic straining, but is hardly appropriate for brittle rock 
because the obvious material weakening is ignored (Hajiabdolmajid et al., 2002). 
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Figure 5.32 Different stress-strain behaviours 
 For most rocks, stress will drop after the peak load is reached i.e. a strain 
softening behaviour. For rocks, strength weakening seems more appropriate than 
strain softening because softening refers to reduction of rock stiffness (Cai et al., 
2007). Alternative approach is the cohesion weakening and frictional 
strengthening. This approach assumed that the rock is initially cohesive and that, 
as failure start to take place the cohesion breaks down, and the frictional strength 
build up with increase in plastic strain, (see Figure 2.37 in Section 2.6.1). It may 
be suitable for evaluating brittleness of rock, however the problem with it, is that 
it is based on shear stress.  
One has to choose an analysis or a constitutive relation that represents the 
behaviour of the rock under the test condition. An empirical criterion for fracture 
initiation in brittle rock under laboratory compressive failure can be appropriate 
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for determining brittle behaviour of rock. ―Fracture of brittle rock will initiate 
when the total extension strain in the rock exceeds a critical value which is 
characteristic of that rock type‖ (Stacey, 1981, p471). This empirical criterion is 
termed extension strain criterion for brittle rock. Fracture initiates when: 
cee                                                                                                                      (5.9) 
Where, ec is the critical value of extension strain. 
Damage is induced in rock when it is stressed beyond a certain damage initiation 
threshold (crack initiation). The critical value of the extension strain is obtained 
from laboratory test by plotting axial strain against the lateral strain. The point of 
inflection coincides with the damage/crack initiation threshold (Figure 5. 33). 
Crack propagation and shattering of the specimen results when a critical stress 
value is exceeded at the crack tip. The propagation of cracks occurs at the point of 
reversal or inflection of the axial-lateral strains curve. 
The critical extension strain is not affected by the confining pressure (Stacey, 
1981; Fujii et al., 1998, p552). This makes it suitable for quantifying the brittle 
behaviour of rock under unconfined compressive failure since brittleness is 
subject to the loading condition. 
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Figure 5.33 Critical extension strain estimation for Norite3 
Brittleness estimated from critical extension strain designated as ec is compared 
with the fragments size from compression for both the combined sample and the 
segregated samples. Brittleness ec did not correlate with the combined sample but 
show good correlation with the Class II rocks at both X50s and X10s (Figure 5.34). 
As well, shows no correlation with the Class I rocks, however correlated after the 
removal of Marble data, see Figure 5.35 (Marble is the least brittle among the 
rocks tested). It appears therefore, that ec is applicable to more brittle rocks.  
Brittleness estimated as ec show correlation with brittleness designated as NSSC 
and stronger correlation with B16 for the Class II rocks (Figure 5.37 and 5.36). 
Similar to NSSC and B16, it also appears that ec tends to treat Class I and Class II 
rocks as a separate entity that occupies different spaces.  Based on NSSC, B16 and 
ec, it may be said that the fragmentation of Class I and Class II rocks differs. 
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for both segregated samples (Class I and Class II) (Figure 5.38). It may be 
assumed that the post-failure modulus influences its fragmentation under 
compressive failure. This was also shown with the statistical analysis. Therefore, 
ec could be a good brittleness concept for prediction of fragmentation for 
compressive failure for the segregated samples especially for the more brittle 
Class II rocks type. Similar to NSSC, as ec increases fragmentation becomes 
coarser for the Class II rocks. 
 
 
Figure 5.34 Critical extension strain for Class II rocks against passing sieve 
size (mm)  
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Figure 5.35 Critical extension strain for Class I rocks without Marble data 
against passing sieve size (mm)  
 
 
Figure 5.36 Critical extension strain against brittleness B16 (GPa)^2  
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Figure 5.37 Critical extension strain against brittleness NSSC for Class II 
rocks  
 
Figure 5.38 Critical extension strain against post-failure modulus (GPa)  
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5.12 Interim Summary 
Much reliance can be placed on the observed trends in the brittleness concepts 
evaluated from normalised stress-axial strain curve and extension strain criterion. 
The concepts appear dependable for the estimation of fragments size from 
compression especially for the more brittle rocks. It appears that both concepts 
(NSSC and ec) are much applicable to brittle rocks than less brittle one. Both 
concepts appear to treat Class I and Class II rocks as a separate entity. The 
concepts show correlation with B16 , as well show correlation with the post-failure 
modulus of the rocks and as such may be useful to quantify the brittleness of the 
rock under compressive failure. 
5.13 Comparison of Fragments Size from both Compression and Blasting 
Tests with Various Brittleness Concepts 
The fragments size from compression and blasting tests are compared with the 
various brittleness concepts evaluated above. These include the brittleness 
concepts estimated from static mechanical properties, moduli, brittleness 
estimated from normalised stress-axial strain curve and extension strain criterion. 
These are discussed in the sections that follow. 
5.13.1 Comparison of Fragments Size from both Compression and Blasting 
Tests with Brittleness Based on Static Mechanical Properties 
Brittleness B11 is compared with fragments size for the compression and blasting 
tests. The comparison shows that B11 did not relate to the combined sample but 
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shows relationship with the Class II rocks. B11 shows correlation with fragments 
size for blasting at X50b but did not correlate with fragments size for compression 
at X50s (Figure 5.39) for the Class II rocks. The correlation improves at finer 
fragments size for both compression and blasting at X10s and X10b (Figure 5.40). 
 
Figure 5.39 B11 and 50% passing sieve size for compression and blasting tests 
 
Figure 5.40 B11 and 10% passing sieve size for compression and blasting tests 
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Brittleness B13 and B14 show similar relationship with fragments size for 
compression and blasting tests. Both B13 and B14 did not correlate with the 
combined sample but show correlation with the Class II rocks (Figure 5.41 to 
Figure 5.44). The correlation improves with finer fragments size at X10s and X10b 
for both compression and blasting tests. 
 
Figure 5.41 B13 and 50% passing sieve size for compression and blasting tests 
 
Figure 5.42 B13 and 10% passing sieve size for compression and blasting tests 
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Figure 5.43 B14 and 50% passing sieve size for compression and blasting tests 
 
 
Figure 5.44 B14 and 10% passing sieve size for compression and blasting tests 
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5.13.2 Comparison of Fragments Size from both Compression and Blasting 
Tests with Brittleness Based on Moduli 
Brittleness B16 and k show similar relationship with fragments size from 
compression and blasting tests. Both B16 and k did not correlate with the combined 
sample but show correlation with the Class II rocks (Figure 5.45 to Figure 5.48). 
They are correlated with fragments size for blasting at X50b and X50s. The 
correlation improve with finer fragments size at X10b and X10s for both 
compression and blasting tests for brittleness k. Brittleness B16 shows improved 
correlation with the Class II rocks at both X50b and X10b. 
The brittleness concepts estimated from static mechanical properties and moduli 
did not correlate with combined sample but shows correlation with the Class II 
rocks. B13 and B14 show similar relationship and stronger correlation for the 
blasting fragments at both X50b and X10b. Brittleness concepts based on static 
mechanical properties and moduli may not be appropriate concept to evaluate 
brittleness of rock for combined sample for both tests but could be useful for 
evaluation of brittleness of Class II rocks, especially the B16. 
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Figure 5.45 B16 and 50% passing sieve size for compression and blasting tests 
for Class II rocks 
 
Figure 5.46 B16 and 10% passing sieve size for compression and blasting tests 
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Figure 5.47 Brittleness k and 50% passing sieve size for compression and 
blasting tests 
 
 
Figure 5.48 Brittleness k and 10% passing sieve size for compression and 
blasting tests 
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5.13.3 Comparison of Fragments Size for both Compression and Blasting 
Tests with Brittleness Estimated from Normalised Stress-Axial Strain Curve, 
NSSC 
The NSSC brittleness concept, estimated from the normalised stress-axial strain 
curve is compared with fragments size for compression and blasting tests. The 
comparison shows that NSSC correlated with the combined samples for both the 
compression and blasting tests (Figure 5.49 and 5.50), unlike brittleness concepts 
based on static mechanical properties and moduli. It shows stronger correlation 
with the blasting fragments at both X50b and X10b than the fragments size from 
compression. Similarly, NSSC correlated more with X50b and X50s than shown for 
finer fragments, at X10b and X10s. It can therefore be stated that, the NSSC relates 
more to fragments size from blasting than compression, in addition correlated 
better at coarse fragments size (X50b and X50s) for both tests. The relationship 
shows that as the NSSC value increases, both compression and blasting fragments 
size at X50s and X50b decrease respectively. Therefore, as brittleness NSSC 
increases, fragmentation becomes finer.  
Brittleness NSSC also correlated with fragments size for the blasting and 
compression tests for the Class II rocks (Figure 5.51 and 52). Similarly, as shown 
for the combined sample the correlation becomes weaker for the X10b and X10s for 
the Class II rocks. The analysis shows that the brittleness NSSC could be a useful 
index for the prediction of fragments size for compression at X50s and for the 
blasting tests at both finer and coarse fragments sizes (X50b and X10b). 
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Figure 5.49 Brittleness NSSC and 50% passing sieve size for compression and 
blasting tests 
 
 
Figure 5.50 Brittleness NSSC and 10% passing sieve size for compression and 
blasting tests 
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Figure 5.51 Brittleness NSSC and 50% passing sieve size for compression and 
blasting tests for class II rocks 
 
 
Figure 5.52 Brittleness NSSC and 10% passing sieve size for compression and 
blasting tests for class II rocks 
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5.13.4 Comparison of Fragments Size for Compression and Blasting Tests 
with Brittleness Estimated from Extension Strain Criterion  
Brittleness estimated from the extension strain criterion is also compared with 
fragments size from compression and blasting tests. The comparison shows that 
the brittleness concept correlated with the combined samples for the blasting tests 
at both X50b and X10b with comparable equal strength (with 0.891 and 0.892 
correlation coefficients see Figure 5.53 and 5.54). The relationship shows that as 
the critical extension strain value increases the fragments size become finer. 
However, brittleness estimated as critical extension strain poorly correlated with 
X50s and shows no correlation at X10s. It can therefore be stated that extension 
strain criterion related more to fragments size from blasting than shows for 
compression for the combined sample. It was previously shown under 
compression tests that ec treated the Class I and Class II rocks differently, that 
explain the reason for not correlating with the combined compression fragments.  
Brittleness estimated as critical extension strain correlated with fragments size for 
the blasting and compression tests for the Class II rocks (Figure 5.55 and 5.56). 
The correlation is weaker at X50s and X10s than shown at X50b and X10b for the 
Class II rocks. The analysis shows that the brittleness estimated as critical 
extension strain could be a useful index for the prediction of fragmentation of the 
combined sample particularly for the blasting test at both finer and coarser 
fragments size (X50b and X10b).  
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Figure 5.53 Brittleness estimated as Critical Extension Strain and 50% 
passing sieves size for compression and blasting tests for combined sample 
 
 
Figure 5.54 Brittleness estimated as Critical Extension Strain and 10% 
passing sieves size for compression and blasting tests for combined sample 
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Figure 5.55 Brittleness estimated as Critical Extension Strain and 50% 
passing sieves size for compression and blasting tests for Class II rocks 
 
 
Figure 5.56 Brittleness Critical Extension Strain and 10% passing sieves size 
for compression and blasting tests for Class II rocks 
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It was shown in Figure 5.36 to 3.38 that brittleness NSSC, B16 (which is a product 
of post-failure modulus and elastic modulus) and post-failure modulus are related 
to critical extension strain. It can be argued that critical extension strain is related 
to post-failure modulus and is able to measure fragmentation in response to post-
failure behaviour of the rock. Both NSSC and critical extension strain show that 
as brittleness of the rocks increases fragmentation becomes finer under blasting 
test. Hence, it can also be argued that they are quantifying indices for brittleness 
of rock and do predict fragmentation, especially under the blasting tests. 
5.14 Chapter Summary 
The calculated probability of the distribution at X50s, X50b and X10s, X10b shows that 
the Class II rocks as a group are more fragmented. It can therefore be stated that 
by breaking rocks under the same loading conditions, the Class II rocks tend to be 
more fragmented than the Class I. 
The sieves size passing at X50s, X10s for rocks of similar strength for the Class I 
and Class II were compared. The analysis shows that by breaking rocks under the 
same loading conditions, the Class II rocks tend to be more fragmented than the 
Class I rocks of similar strength.  
From the statistical point of view, the fragmentation of rock under steady 
compression depends on brittleness k and improves with the post-failure modulus 
for the combined sample. Therefore, brittleness k could be a useful index for the 
prediction of fragmentation for combined sample under compressive failure. Also, 
brittleness index designated as NSSC could be a useful index for quantifying the 
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brittleness of the segregated samples (Class I and Class II, Table 5.10). Brittleness 
based on static mechanical properties and moduli only show good correlation with 
the Class II rocks. 
Table 5.10 Correlation coefficient of brittleness based on NSSC and ec with 
fragments size from compression 
Brittleness 
Concepts 
Correlation coefficient 
with fragmentation 
Fragmentation (% 
Passing sieve size, 
mm) Class I rocks Class II 
rocks 
NSSC 0,7326 0,5314 X50s  
0,4973 0,6795 X10s  
ec  No correlation 0.416 X50s  
No correlation 0.681 k10s 
 
5.14.1 Comparison of Fragments size from Compression with Static Mechanical 
Properties 
 The static mechanical properties and fragmentation under compression show an 
inverse relationship, meaning that the higher the property value the finer the 
fragmentation. The correlation appears stronger for the Class II rocks and also at 
X10s.  
5.14.2 Comparison of Fragments size from Compression with Dynamic Properties 
From the investigation of the dynamic properties, it shows that fragmentation 
from compression test only relates with the Class II rocks and with an inverse 
relationship as shown with the strength parameters. It can be suggested that as the 
dynamic properties of a rock increase, the fragments size becomes finer for the 
Class II rocks but the same cannot be said for Class I rocks.  
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5.14.3 Correlation of Fragmentation with Brittleness Based on Static Mechanical 
Properties 
The correlations show that there is a link between brittleness and fragmentation 
for the Class II rocks. Brittleness B13 and B14 correlated more with fragmentation 
under compression for the Class II rocks than other concepts based on static 
mechanical properties. The correlation becomes stronger at X10s. In addition, 
fragmentation becomes finer with an increase in brittleness value of B13 and B14 for 
the Class II rocks. It can be stated that the higher the brittleness, finer the 
fragmentation under compressive failure for the Class II rocks. This may qualify 
the self-fracturing nature of Class II rocks. Brittleness B14 also shows relationship 
with the post-failure modulus of the rocks. Therefore, B14 could be a useful index 
for predicting fragmentation for the Class II rocks. 
5.14.4 Correlation of Fragmentation with Brittleness Based on Moduli 
Little reliance can be placed on the observed trends in the concepts due to low 
correlation coefficients. Brittleness k and k2 show similar relationship with 
fragmentation and appears consistent in their correlation with the combined 
sample and Class I rocks at both X50s and X10s. On the other hand, B16 shows fairly 
good correlation with the segregated samples but more correlated with the Class II 
rocks. The relationship between B16 and fragmentation show that, the bigger the 
brittleness value the finer the fragments size. Therefore B16 could be useful index 
for the prediction of fragmentation for the Class II rocks, since it‘s a direct 
measure of the post-failure response of rock. 
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5.14.5 Correlation of Fragmentation with Brittleness Based on NSSC and ec 
The NSSC brittleness concept correlated with the combined sample for both the 
compression and blasting tests (Figure 5.49 and 5.50) unlike brittleness concepts 
based on static mechanical properties and moduli. It shows stronger correlation 
with the blasting fragments at both X50b and X10b than the fragments size from 
compression, at X50s and X10s. It can therefore be stated that NSSC relates more to 
fragments size from blasting than compression. In addition, it shows stronger 
correlation at coarser fragments size (X50b and X50s) for both tests. The 
relationship shows that, the bigger NSSC value the finer the fragmentation.  
The brittleness concept based on extension strain criterion (estimated as critical 
extension strain) correlated with the combined samples for the blasting test at both 
X50b and X10b with comparable equal strength (0.891 and 0.892, Table 5.11 next 
page) with poor and no correlation at X50s and X10s for the compression test. It can 
therefore be stated that brittleness estimated as critical extension strain related 
more to fragments size from blasting and show no correlation with compression 
for combined samples. 
The analysis shows that the brittleness estimated from extension strain criterion 
could be a useful index for the prediction of fragmentation particularly for the 
blasting test at both finer and coarser fragments size (X50b and X10b). On the other 
hand, the brittleness NSSC could be a useful index for the prediction of fragments 
size at X50b‘ X50s‘ for both blasting and compression tests.  The bigger the value of 
both concepts based on extension strain criterion and NSSC, the finer 
fragmentation. 
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Table 5.11 Correlation coefficients of the various brittleness concepts with 
fragmentation (fragments size) for compression and blasting tests. 
Brittleness 
concepts 
Correlation coefficient with 
fragmentation 
Fragmentation, 
% passing sieve 
size (mm) Combined sample Class II rocks 
NSSC 0,5326 0,7480 X50s 
0,8871 0,6558 X50b 
0,3732 0,2107 X10s 
0,8863 0,5730 X10b 
ec 0,3320 O,5986 X50s 
0,8910 0,7828 X50b 
No correlation 0,4892 X10s 
0,892 0,6178 X10b 
B16 No correlation 0,6723 X50s 
No correlation 0,8975 X50b 
No correlation 0,5774 X10s 
No correlation 0,8051 X10b 
K No correlation 0,2671 X50s 
No correlation 0,4579 X50b 
No correlation 0,5512 X10s 
No correlation 0,5853 X10b 
B11 No correlation No correlation X50s 
No correlation 0,48290 X50b 
No correlation 0.8746 X10s 
No correlation 0,6945 X10b 
B13 No correlation 0,3162 X50s 
No correlation 0,8142 X50b 
No correlation 0,9688 X10s 
No correlation 0,9943 X10b 
B14 No correlation 0,3083 X50s 
No correlation 0,8045 X50b 
No correlation 0,9494 X10s 
No correlation 0,9491 X10b 
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CHAPTER SIX 
 
ASSESSMENTS OF FRAGMENTS VOLUMES FROM BOTH 
COMPRESSION AND BLASTING TESTS 
 
6.1 Introduction 
As shown in Chapters 5, the brittleness concepts correlated with fragmentation to 
various degrees. A further assessment is done in this chapter, to evaluate the 
relationship between fragmentation and brittleness, since there are many ways in 
which fragmentation can be quantified. In Chapters 5, fragmentation is evaluated 
as a percentage of fragments passing through selected sieve sizes. However, in 
this chapter, fragmentation is evaluated in terms of the total number of fragments 
per volume of rock and the total volume of fines per volume of rock. The 
estimates are evaluated for both the compression and blasting tests. These are then 
compared with the various brittleness concepts.  
6.2 Total Number of Fragments per Volume of Rock and Brittleness 
The number of rock fragments passing each screen size is estimated and summed 
to give the total number of fragments. If the screen size opening is expressed as an 
equivalent sphere diameter, the volume of fragments passing through is estimated 
as the volume of sphere. The volume of the fragments from each screen is 
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estimated from the ratio of mass retained on the screen, to the rock‘s density. The 
total number of fragments, therefore, equals the sum of the ratio of the volume of 
fragments to the volume of the sphere (i.e. total volume of fragments divided by 
the volume of an equivalent sphere).  
This is expressed as follows: 
Volume of sphere 3
3
4 r                                                                                  (6.1) 
Where r is the radius of the screen size opening           
Volume of fragments mass retained/density of rock                                         (6.2) 
Total number of fragments=volume of fragments/volume of sphere                  (6.3)       
Since the volume of the rocks tested cannot be exactly the same for all the tests, 
the total number of the fragments has to be normalised with respect to the volume 
of the rock, where the volume of rock is the mass of rock divided by its density.  
The total number of fragments per volume of rock (mm
-3
) is compared with the 
different brittleness concepts as discussed in the following sections. In the 
sections, the total number of fragments per volume of rock for compression, FVs, 
and blasting tests, FVb, are used to differentiate them. 
6.2.1 Total Number of Fragments per Volume of Rock and Brittleness Based on 
Static Mechanical Properties 
The various brittleness concepts based on static mechanical properties are 
expressed by Equation 6.4 to 6.7. 
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tc
tcB




11                                                                                                                             (6.4) 
tcB 12                                                                                                                                (6.5) 
2
*
13
tcB

   (MPa)
 2
                                                                                                              (6.6) 
  72.014 tcB     (MPa) 2                                                                                                        (6.7)             
They are compared with the total number of fragments per volume of rock. 
Brittleness B11 and B12 correlated with the total number of fragments per volume of 
rock for both compression and blasting tests (Figures 6.1 to 6.2). The other 
concepts show correlation but with poor distribution of the data especially for the 
blasting test (Appendix 4.1). They show better correlation with the compression 
than the blasting test. 
 
Figure 6.1 Total number of fragments per volume of rock from both tests 
and brittleness B11. 
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Figure 6.2 Total number of fragments per volume of rock from both tests 
and brittleness B12. 
6.2.2 Total Number of Fragments per Volume of Rock and Brittleness Based on 
Moduli 
The number of fragments per volume of rock shows better correlation with 
brittleness B16 for both tests (Figure 6.3). Brittleness B16 is expressed by Equation 
6.8. 
EMB 16                                                                                                                                                    (6.8)                           
 
The other concepts based on moduli did not correlate with the total number of 
fragments per volume of rock (Appendix 4.2). The relationship shows that as 
brittleness B16 increases, the total number of fragments per volume of rock 
increases for both the compression and blasting tests.  
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Figure 6.3 Total number of fragments per volume of rock from both tests 
and brittleness B16 (GPa)
 2
. 
6.3 Volume of Fines per Volume of Rock and Brittleness 
The mass of fines retained on the pan after sieving was divided by the densities of 
the rocks to give the volume of fines generated from both compression and 
blasting tests. The volume of fines was then normalised with the volume of the 
rock, by dividing the mass of the rock prepared for both blasting and compression 
tests with the densities of the rocks.  
Volume of fines=
rock of 
  fines of 
density
mass                                                         (6.9) 
Volume of fines per volume of rock=
rockofvolume
fineofvolume
  
                        (6.10) 
FVb = 0,0002B16 + 0,2703 
R² = 0,7837 
FVs = 5E-06B16 + 0,0208 
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The volume of fines per volume of rock (VVb, for blasting and VVs for 
compression) is compared with the various brittleness concepts as shown in the 
following sections.  
6.3.1 Volume of Fines per Volume of Rock Produced and Brittleness Based on 
Static Mechanical Properties 
The various brittleness concepts based on the static mechanical properties show 
correlations with the volume of fines per volume of rock for blasting tests, VVb 
but not with the compression tests (Figures 6.4 to 6.7). The concepts show that 
there is relationship with volume of fines per volume of rock and brittleness based 
on static mechanical properties for the blasting test. 
 
Figure 6.4 Volume of fines per volume of rock produced (mm
3
) from both 
tests and brittleness B11. 
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Figure 6.5 Volume of fines per volume of rock produced (mm
3
) from both 
tests and brittleness B12.  
 
Figure 6.6 Volume of fines per volume of rock produced (mm
3
) from both 
tests and brittleness B13.  
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Figure 6.7 Volume of fines per volume of rock produced (mm
3
) from both 
tests and brittleness B14 (MPa)
 2
. 
6.3.2 Volume of Fines per Volume of Rock and Brittleness Based on Moduli 
The volume of fines per volume of rock shows a better correlation with brittleness 
B16 than the other concepts based on moduli (Figure 6.8, Appendix 4.3). The curve 
shows similar relationship as indicated by the brittleness concepts based on static 
mechanical properties with the volume of fines per volume of rock. The other 
concepts based on moduli show no correlation. 
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Figure 6.8 Volume of fines produced (mm
3
) from both tests and brittleness 
B16 (GPa)
 2
. 
6.3.3 Volume of Fines per Volume of Rock Produced and Brittleness Based on 
Extension Strain Criterion 
 The volume of fines per volume of rock shows correlation with extension strain 
criterion for the blasting test but did not correlate with the compression tests 
(Figure 6.9). The curves show that, as the value of extension strain criterion 
increases the volume of fines per volume of rock also increase. However, the 
brittleness based on normalised stress-axial strain curve shows no correlation for 
both the blasting and compression tests. 
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Figure 6.9 Volume of fines per volume of rock produced (mm
3
) from both 
tests and Extension Strain Criterion 
6.4 Energy and Fragment Volumes 
The estimate of energy in terms of releasable elastic strain energy per unit volume 
(Equation 6.11) is compared with the fragments volumes.  
Releasable elastic strain energy per unit volume=
E2
2                                   (6.11) 
where σ is the UCS and E is the elastic modulus 
The total number of fragments per volume of rocks show correlation with the 
releasable elastic strain energy per unit volume for both blasting and compression 
tests (Figure 6.10), but stronger for the compression test. The relationship shows 
that, as the energy utilised in the fragmentation process increases, total number of 
fragments per volume of rock also increases. However, the releasable elastic 
strain energy per unit volume shows no correlation with volume of fines per 
volume of rock.  
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The total number of fragments per volume of rocks correlated with the post-
failure modulus of the rocks (Figure 6.11). The energy estimated as releasable 
elastic strain energy per unit volume increase as the post-failure modulus assume 
a postive  value. 
 
Figure 6.10 Elastic strain energy per unit volume, (J/mm)
 3
 and total number 
of fragments per volume of rock (mm
-3
)  
 
Figure 6.11 Elastic strain energy per unit volume, (J/mm)
 3
 and post-failure 
modulus.  
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6.5 Chapter Summary 
The dimensionless brittleness concepts, B11 and B12 which are based on static 
mechanical properties are the two brittleness concepts correlating with the total 
number of fragments per volume of rock for both compression and blasting tests 
(Table 6.1). The correlations for B13 and B14 are affected by clusters of data. 
However, based on the observed trend in other similar concepts from static 
mechanical properties, it may not be unreasonable to conclude that there are 
correlations. 
 It is also observed that brittleness B16, based on moduli correlated with the total 
number of fragments per volume of rock for both tests. The relationship shows 
that as the brittleness index increase, the total number of fragments per volume of 
rock also increase. B16 is a better concept to describe the total number of 
fragments per volume of rock for both tests (Table 6.1).  
Little reliance can be placed on fragments volumes as a measure of fragmentation 
because of low correlation coefficient and poor distribution of the data plotted. 
From the analysis in chapter 5 and 6 it is obvious that fragmentation is best 
described as a distribution (at X50 and X10) than single entity as fragments 
volumes. 
In the next chapter, the summaries of the finding in Chapters 5-6 are given in form 
of tables and equations describing the relationship between the different measures 
of fragmentation and the various brittleness concepts.  
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Table 6.1 Various Brittleness and Fragments volumes from both compression 
and blasting tests 
Brittleness concepts Correlation coefficient with 
fragmentation 
Blasting  Compression  
                                      Total number of fragments per volume of rock 
Brittleness Based on static mechanical 
properties 
  
B11 0,6844 0,7214 
B12 0,6357 0,6762 
Brittleness Based on Moduli   
B16 0,7837 0,9228 
                                           Volume of Fines per Volume of Rock 
Brittleness Based on static mechanical 
properties 
  
B11 0,5477 No 
correlation 
B12 0,4858 No 
correlation 
B13 0,6973 No 
correlation 
B14 0,7459 No 
correlation 
Brittleness Based on Moduli   
B16 0,6052 No 
correlation 
Brittleness Based on Extension Strain Criterion 0,5355 No 
correlation 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 
 
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN FRAGMENTATION AND BRITTLENESS 
 
7.1 Introduction 
In the previous chapters (Chapters 5 and 6), fragmentation was expressed in 
different ways. Fragmentation was evaluated at certain selected percentages (X50 
and X10) passing sieve size and as fragments volumes. The different measures of 
fragmentation for compression and blasting tests do not show the same 
relationship with brittleness. Since fragmentation is evaluated for different 
purposes, the method used will depend on the aim of fragmentation. For this 
reason, the different methods used to estimate fragmentation based on the 
brittleness of the rocks are summarised in order to show the ability of each of the 
concepts in evaluating fragmentation.  
7.2 Fragmentation Based on the Percentage Passing Sieve Size 
The correlation coefficients and the percentage of fragments passing the various 
sieves size for the compression and blasting tests are summarised in tables, as 
shown in the following sections. 
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7.2.1 Percentage Passing Sieves Size for the Compression Test 
The coefficients of correlations of the various brittleness concepts with 
fragmentation at X50s and X10s are summarised in Table 7.1.  
Table 7.1 Relationship between brittleness and fragmentation from the 
compression test based on X50s and X10s passing sieves size. 
Brittleness 
concepts based 
on 
Fragmentation 
%Passing sieve 
size(mm) 
Correlation coefficient with 
fragmentation 
Combined 
sample 
Class I Class II 
Static 
mechanical 
properties 
 Correlation coefficient (R2) 
B13 X50s 0.61 No correlation 0.2046 
X10s 0.6 No correlation 0.5385 
B14 X50s 0.63 No correlation 0.2389 
X10s 0.6 No correlation 0.6286 
Moduli    
B16 X50s No 
correlation 
0.3699 0.3166 
X10s No 
correlation 
0.40505 0.5356 
k X50s 0.5331 0.7038 No correlation 
X10s 0.5977 0.9693 No correlation 
k2 X50s 0.4422 0.7335 0.447 
X10s 0.4898 0.9671 0.560 
Estimated as 
NSSC 
X50s No 
correlation 
0.7326 0.5314 
X10s No 
correlation 
0.4973 0.6795 
Estimated as 
Critical extension 
strain  
X50s No 
correlation 
No correlation 0.416 
X10s No 
correlation 
No correlation 0.681 
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From the Table 7.1, all the brittleness concepts based on static mechanical 
properties show no correlation with fragmentation at X50s and X10s for the Class I 
rocks while B13 and B14 show correlation with the combined sample and Class II 
rocks.  
Similarly, fragmentation, evaluated as percentage passing sieves size, does not 
correlation with the brittleness based on the rock moduli for the combined sample 
at X50s and X10s except for brittleness k. and k2. However the outlier nature of 
Marble data may influence the relationship. Brittleness B16 shows correlation with 
the segregated sample with good spread in the data plotted. Therefore, B16 could 
be a good index for quantifying the brittleness of Class I and Class II rocks. 
However the correlation is not strong.  
Brittleness estimated from the normalised stress-axial strain curve designated as 
NSSC did not correlate with the combined sample and appears to treat 
fragmentation of Class I and Class II rock as separate entity.  It shows correlation 
with the segregated samples with better spread in the distribution of the data 
plotted. It has stronger correlation than B16. Therefore, NSSC could be a better 
concept for quantifying the brittleness of rock under compressive failure for the 
segregated samples. 
Brittleness estimated from the extension strain criterion (Critical extension strain) 
did not correlate with the combined sample and Class I rocks but shows 
correlation with the Class II rocks. However, correlated with the Class I rocks 
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after removal of Marble (the least brittle of the rocks tested) data. It appears that 
brittleness estimated as critical extension strain is applicable to much brittle rocks.  
Critical extension strain correlated with B16, NSSC and post-failure modulus of the 
rocks. Therefore could be a good concept for quantifying the brittleness of rock 
under compressive failure for brittle rocks. 
7.2.2 Percentage Passing Sieve Size for the Blasting Tests 
The various brittleness concepts and their correlation coefficients with 
fragmentation determined as the percentage passing sieve size (X50b and X10b) for 
the blasting test are summarised in Table 8.2. The brittleness concepts based on 
static mechanical properties except B12 show good correlation at X50b and X10b for 
the Class II rocks, but not for the combined sample. In particular, B13 and B14 show a 
stronger correlation with the Class II rocks. Brittleness B14   also correlated with the 
post-failure modulus. Hence could be a useful index for the Class II rock in the 
present of post-failure modulus. 
From the brittleness concepts based on moduli, only B16 and k correlated with the 
Class II rocks but the same cannot be said for the combined sample. Brittleness 
B16 (a product of post-failure modulus and elastic modulus) show stronger 
correlation with the Class II rocks (Table 8.2) and could be a useful index for the 
Class II rocks.  
Brittleness estimated as critical extension strain and NSSC are the two indices that 
correlated with the combined sample for the blasting test. The two concepts show 
better correlation with blasting fragments than other brittleness concepts with 
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good spread of the data plotted. The critical extension strain shows stronger 
correlation at X50b and X10b than the NSSC. The critical extension strain also 
correlated with the post-failure modulus of the rocks. Therefore critical extension 
strain is a better index for quantifying brittleness of rock under blasting test for 
both the combined and Class II rocks. The relationship is the same as shown for 
NSSC, as the critical extension strain increases, fragmentation becomes finer. 
Table 7.2 Relationship between brittleness and fragmentation from blasting 
tests based on % passing sieve size. 
Brittleness 
concepts based 
on 
Fragmentation,
% Passing sieve 
size(mm) 
Correlation coefficient with 
Fragmentation 
Combined 
sample 
Class II rocks 
Static 
mechanical 
properties 
 Correlation coefficient (R
2
) 
B11 X50b No correlation 0.4829 
X10b No correlation 0.6945 
B13 X50b No correlation 0,8142 
X10b No correlation 0.9943 
B14 X50b No correlation 0.8045 
X10b No correlation 0.9491 
Moduli    
B16 X50b No correlation 0.8975 
X10b No correlation 0.8051 
k X50b No correlation 0.4579 
X10b No correlation 0.5853 
Estimated as 
NSSC 
X50b 0.8871 0.6568 
X10b 0.8863 0.573 
Estimated as 
Critical extension 
strain  
X50b 0.8910 0.7828 
X10b 0.8920 0.6178 
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7.3 Fragmentation Based on Fragments Volumes  
Fragmentation determined as the total number of fragments per volume of rock 
correlated with the brittleness concepts described as B11 and B12 (based on static 
mechanical properties) for both compression and blasting tests. Also, brittleness 
B16 based on moduli correlated with the total number of fragments per volume of 
rock for both compression and blasting tests (see Table 8.3). Brittleness, B16 shows 
stronger correlation than B11 and B12. Since B16  is a direct measure of the post-failure 
response of rock, as such can be used as a measure of brittleness for the estimation 
of  the total number of fragments per volume of rock.  
All the brittleness concepts did not correlate with fragmentation as determined by 
the volume of fines per volume of rock for the compression test. It appears that 
none of the concepts could predict volume of fines per volume of rock for the 
compression test. It may be stated that the volume of fines per volume of rock is 
not a good measure of fragmentation for compression test.  
The brittleness concepts based on static mechanical properties of rock show 
correlation with the volume of fines per volume of rock for the blasting tests. 
Similarly, brittleness B16 based on moduli and critical extension strain show better 
correlation with the volume of fines per volume of rock as a measure of 
fragmentation for the blasting test as summarised in Table 8.3.  Brittleness B13,,  B14, 
and B16  have the highest correlation coefficients. Although B14 shows correlation 
with post-failure modulus, B16 as a direct measure of the post-failure response of 
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rock, is preferred as measure of brittleness in the prediction of volume of fines per 
volume of rock for the blasting test. 
Table 7.3 Various brittleness and fragments volumes from both compression 
and blasting tests 
Brittleness Concepts Fragmentation Correlation 
Coefficient 
Blasting  Compression  
                                      Total number of fragments per volume of rock 
Brittleness Based on static mechanical 
properties 
  
B11 0,6844 0,7214 
B12 0,6357 0,6762 
Brittleness Based on Moduli   
B16 0,7837 0,9228 
                                           Volume of Fines per Volume of Rock 
Brittleness Based on static mechanical 
properties 
  
B11 0,5477 No 
correlation 
B12 0,4858 No 
correlation 
B13 0,6973 No 
correlation 
B14 0,7459 No 
correlation 
Brittleness Based on Moduli   
B16 0,6052 No 
correlation 
Brittleness Based on Extension Strain Criterion 0,5355 No 
correlation 
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By way of comparison, based on the relationship (i.e. the correlation coefficients 
and the distribution of data points) of the different measures of fragmentation with 
the brittleness concepts discussed in the previous sections, fragments size at X50 
and X10 for the blasting and compression tests are better measure of fragmentation 
than the ―fragments volumes‖. 
7.4 Selection of the Brittleness Concept for Different Measures of 
Fragmentation  
The percentage of fragments passing selected sieve size as a measure of 
fragmentation is more effective than fragments volumes especially for brittleness 
estimated as critical extension strain and NSSC.  
7.4.1 Brittleness Concepts and Fragments Size as a Measure of fragmentation 
from Compression Test. 
The relationships of the various brittleness concepts with the different measures of 
fragmentation show poor correlation with the combined sample, based on the 
correlation coefficients and the distribution of the data plotted. The critical 
extension strain and NSSC did not correlate with the combined sample. They 
appear to treat the fragmentation of Class I and Class II rocks as separate entity. 
However, the statistical analyses suggested that brittleness k is a better concept for 
the evaluation of fragmentation determined as the ‗percentage of fragments 
passing selected sieve size‘ (X50s, X10s), for the combined sample under the 
compression test.  
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The expression in Equation 7.1 and 7.2 is the result of statistical analysis for 
fragments size at X50s, X10s and brittleness k for the combined sample.  
435.0798.110  kX s                                                                                                      (7.1) 
744.28391.150  kX s                                                                                                      (7.2)    
For the segregated samples, definition given by NSSC in equation 7.3 and 7.4 are 
best for the Class II rocks 
X50s = 3587.8NSSC + 17.894                                                                              (7.3) 
X10s = 5081NSSC - 9.4907                                                                                  (7.4) 
For the Class I, Equation 7.5 and 7.6 are most appropriate 
X50s = -7063.7NSSC + 48.487                                                                             (7.5) 
X10s = -9564.9NSSC + 30.19                                                                              (7.6) 
7.4.2 Brittleness Concepts and Fragment Size as a Measure of Fragmentation for 
Blasting Tests  
The critical extension strain, ec and NSSC show better correlation with the 
combined sample for the blasting tests (Table 8.2). The critical extension strain 
has stronger correlation at both X50b and X10b than the NSSC. Therefore, critical 
extension strain is a better index for quantifying brittleness of rock under blasting 
test for both the combined and Class II rocks. The relationship for the combined 
sample are given in the Equation 7.7 and 7.8 
X50b = -15866ec + 14.244                                                                                   (7.7) 
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X10b = -1197.9ec + 1. 2108                                                                                 (7.8) 
7.4.3 Brittleness Concepts and Fragment Volumes as a Measure of fragmentation 
from Blasting Tests  
Brittleness, B16 based on moduli is a better concept for the prediction of the total 
number of fragments per volume of rock for both compression and blasting tests 
(Table 8.3) and is expressed in Equation 7.9 and 7.10.  
FVS = 5E-06B16 + 0.0208                                                                                   (7.9) 
FVb = 0.0002B16 + 0.2703                                                                                 (7.10) 
Also, B16 is the better concept for the prediction of volume of fines per volume of 
rock for blasting test as given in Equation 7.11. On the other hand, none of the 
concepts correlated with volume of fines per volume of rock for the compression 
test. It may be said that volume of fines per volume of rocks is not a good measure 
of fragmentation from compression test. Generally, the ‗fragments volumes‘ show 
low correlation coefficients with the various brittleness concepts as result of poor 
distribution of the data plotted. A better relationship is shown with fragments size 
with brittleness concepts estimated as critical extension strain and NSSC.   
VVb= -5E-05B16 + 0,5016                                                                                                      (7.11) 
In summary, it has been shown that: 
 Brittleness correlates with fragmentation. 
 In the relationship between brittleness and fragmentation, the correlation 
of Class II rocks are stronger than Class I rocks under compressive failure 
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 Different definitions of brittleness are more effective in predicting 
fragmentation as these have different purposes. 
7.5 Modification to the Kuz-Ram Model 
This research work reveals that fragmentation depends on the rock brittleness. The 
relationship shows that as the effect of brittleness increases, the fragments size 
becomes finer and the total number of fragments per volume of rock increases for 
both the steady compression and blasting tests. Thus, understanding the 
relationship between fragmentation and brittleness can bring about a strategy for 
control of fragmentation prediction. 
The Kuz-Ram model is possibly the most widely used fragmentation prediction 
model for practical blasting. The model inherently assumes that the brittleness 
behaviour of rocks is the same and that explosive energy is related directly with 
fragmentation. However, the progressive difference in the brittle behaviour of 
rocks may override the expected relationship of fragmentation and explosive 
usage assumed in the empirical model. To date, there has apparently been no 
research towards understanding the effects of increasing rock brittleness on 
fragmentation.  
The analysis of the available experimental data obtained in this research shows 
that increasing brittleness of rocks resulted in increasing fragmentation, for both 
steady compression test and dynamic fragmentation of rock by explosive on a 
laboratory scale. It was also shown that critical extension strain show better 
relationship with fragments size for blasting test than other concepts evaluated in 
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this research. In addition, the critical extension strain has almost equal correlation 
coefficients at both X50b and X10b of 0891 (Figure 7.1) and 0892 respectively. 
If Figure 7.1 is extrapolated, the following relationship holds. When the critical 
extension strain of the rocks tends to zero, then X50b is maximum at 14.244 mm 
(intercept on X50b). As critical extension strain tends to maximum value, then X50b 
tends to zero (intercept on ec). Therefore the fragmentation and brittleness scale in 
Table 7.4 is obtained.  
 
Figure 7.1 critical extension strain, ec and X50b passing sieve size (mm) 
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Table 7.4 Fragmentation and brittleness (based on critical extension strain, εc) 
scale 
Critical extension 
strain, ec 
Fragmentation in terms of 
Fragment size (mm) at X50b 
Fragmentation Quotients, fi 
(fragments size divided by 
average fragments size) 
0.000005 14.16467 1.988861275 
0.0001 12.6574 1.777225498 
0.0002 11.0708 1.554450997 
0.0003 9.4842 1.331676495 
0.000448884 7.122 average fragments size 1 
0.0006 4.7244 0.663352991 
0.0007 3.1378 0.440578489 
0.0008 1.5512 0.217803988 
0.000895 0.04393 0.006168211 
 
Since the maximum fragments size obtainable is 14.244 mm (intercept on X50b 
axis), therefore the mean fragments size is 14.244 divided by 2. If 7.122 mm is the 
mean fragments size from the analysis, then fragments above this value becomes 
coarser while fragments smaller than 7.122 mm becomes finer. The fragmentation 
quotient can be estimated using Figure 7.2 or fi = -2227.7ec + 2 based on critical 
extension strain. 
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Figure 7.2 critical extension strain, ec and fragmentation quotient, fi  
Since the energy delivered by the explosive in the fragmentation process are the 
same for the blasted rocks, the fragmentation quotient (the fragments size divided 
by average fragments size) gives idea of utilisation of explosive energy in the 
fragmentation process of the rocks. The value of critical extension strain therefore 
gives insight into the effectiveness in the utilization of delivered explosive energy. 
This is to suggest that rocks with lower critical extension strain will required more 
explosive usage than rocks of larger critical extension strain value.  
Consequently, the adjusted Kuz-Ram model is proposed (with addition factor, fi) 
as: 
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where X50 is the mean fragments size (cm), fi is the fragmentation quotient ranging 
from 0.006 to 1.988 depending on the brittleness of the rock, and can be estimated 
fi = -2227.7ec + 2 
R² = 1 
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using fi = -2227.7ec + 2 where ec is the critical extension strain, Q is the mass of 
explosive being used (kg) and Sanfo is the relative weight strength of the explosive 
to ANFO, K is the powder factor (kg/m
3
). 
It is a fact that there are problems associated with scaling up from a laboratory to 
full scale blasting, however, this will give an indication of the expected outcome 
and provide a guide. This research introduces a modification (fi) to the empirical 
Kuz-Ram model  to take into account the effect of increasing rock brittleness on 
fragmentation. It is also recommended that further research on full scale blasting 
test be initiated in order to appraise the effect of brittleness on fragmentation and 
the validity of the proposed modification to the Kuz-Ram model. 
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CHAPTER EIGHT 
 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
8.1 Conclusions  
8.1.1 Fragments Size from Compression Tests  
An overall view of the probability density distribution models at X50s and X10s for 
the compression test, indicates that the X50 and X10 points are reached at smaller 
apertures for the Class II rocks than for Class I rocks, therefore, the Class II rocks 
are more finely fragmented. The comparison of rocks of similar strength using 
their UCS and BTS values, show that more fragments are passed at X50s and X10s 
for Class II rocks than the Class I rocks of similar strength. It can be stated that by 
breaking rocks under the same steady loading condition, the Class II rocks tend to 
be more fragmented than the Class I rocks. 
8.1.1.1 Comparison of Fragments Size from Compression with Static Mechanical 
Properties 
 The comparison of static mechanical properties with the fragments size as a 
measure of fragmentation shows an inverse relationship, meaning that the higher 
the property value the more the fragmentation for the Class II but the same cannot 
be said for the Class I rocks.  
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8.1.1.2 Comparison of Fragments Size from Compression with Dynamic 
Properties 
The dynamic properties show that fragments size from compression test only 
relates with the Class II rocks. It may be suggested that as the dynamic properties 
of rocks increases, the fragments size becomes finer for Class II rocks but the 
same cannot be said for Class I rocks.  
8.1.1.3 Comparison of Fragments Size from Compression Test with Brittleness 
Based on Static Mechanical Properties 
The correlations show that there is a link between brittleness and fragments size 
as a measure of fragmentation. Brittleness B13 and B14 correlated with 
fragmentation for the Class II rocks but the same cannot be said of Class I rocks. 
The correlation becomes stronger with the Class II rocks at lower percentage 
passing (X10s). In addition, fragmentation becomes finer with increase in 
brittleness B13 and B14 at both X50s and X10s for the Class II rocks.  
8.1.1.4 Comparison of Fragments Size from Compression Tests with Brittleness 
Based on Moduli 
Brittleness B16 show correlation with the segregated samples but more correlated 
with the Class II rocks. The relationship between B16 and fragmentation shows 
that, at higher brittleness values the fragmentation becomes finer. Therefore, B16 
could be useful index for the prediction of fragmentation for the segregated 
samples. 
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8.1.1.5 Comparison of Fragments Size from Compression Test with Brittleness 
Based on Normalised Stress-Axial Strain Curve and Extension Strain Criterion 
Brittleness concepts estimated from the normalised stress-axial strain curve 
designated as NSSC and brittleness estimated from the extension strain criterion 
(i.e. critical extension strain), both did not correlate with the combined sample and 
they appear to treat the fragmentation of Class I and Class II rocks as separate 
entity. They show correlation with segregated samples with better spread in the 
distribution of the data plotted than other concepts. However, critical extension 
strain, appears to be applicable to much brittle rocks, as it only correlate with the 
Class I rocks after the removal of least brittle Marble data. Therefore NSSC could 
be a better concept for quantifying the brittleness of rock under compressive 
failure for the segregated samples (Class II and Class I). 
8.1.2 Fragments Size from Blasting Tests  
Similarly, an overview of fragments size using probability density distribution 
models at X50b and X10b for blasting test indicates that the X50 and X10 points are 
reached at smaller apertures for Class II rocks than Class I rocks, therefore, Class 
II rocks are more finely fragmented. The cumulative percentage against sieves 
size show that much are passed for Class II than the Class I rocks, therefore the 
Class II rocks are more finely fragmented.  
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8.1.2.1 Fragments Size from Blasting Test and Brittleness Concepts Based on 
Static Mechanical Properties 
The brittleness concepts based on static mechanical properties relate with 
fragments size from the blasting test at X50b and X10b for the Class II rock but the 
same cannot be said of the combined sample. In comparison, the brittleness 
indices based on static mechanical properties have much stronger correlations 
with fragments size from blasting test than with the compression test. In 
particular, B14 appear to have stronger correlation with fragments size than other 
concepts based on static mechanical properties. Brittleness B14 show correlation 
with post-failure modulus and therefore is a useful tool for quantifying fragments 
size from blasting for the Class II rocks.  
8.1.2.2 Fragments Size from Blasting Tests and the Brittleness Concepts Based on 
Rock Moduli 
The brittleness indices based on the rock moduli relate with fragments size of the 
Class II rocks for blasting test. The relationships are stronger for both the 
combined sample and Class II rocks than was observed with the compression test. 
Brittleness B16 show better correlation for the Class II rocks and are more 
consistent in their relationships with the fragments size. It could be a useful index 
to relate brittleness with the fragments size from blasting test for Class II rocks, 
since the concept is a direct measure of the post-failure response of rock.  
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8.1.2.3 Comparison of Fragments Size from Blasting Test with Brittleness Based 
on Normalised Stress-Axial Strain Curve and Extension Strain Criterion 
The brittleness concept estimated from normalised stress-axial strain curve, 
designated as NSSC and brittleness concept from extension strain criterion (i.e. 
critical extension strain, ec), show better relationship and good spread in the data 
ploted for the combined sample of the blasting test than shown for both the 
brittleness concepts based on static mechanical properties and moduli. The 
relationships show that the higher the value of the brittleness concepts (i.e. NSSC 
and critical extension strain, ec), the finer the fragmentation. The critical extension 
strain show stronger correlation at both X50b and X10b than the NSSC. Therefore, 
critical extension strain is a better index for quantifying brittleness of rock under 
blasting test for both the combined and Class II rocks. 
8.1.3 Fragment Volumes and Brittleness 
The brittleness concepts B16 based on moduli shows better correlation with 
fragments volumes (as total number of fragments per volume of rock) for both the 
blasting and compression tests. Similarly, brittleness B16 based on moduli and 
critical extension strain show better relationship with the volume of fines per 
volume of rock as a measure of fragmentation for the blasting test. Brittleness B16 
as a direct measure of the post-failure response of rock is preferred as a measure 
of brittleness in the prediction of fragments volumes for the blasting tests. 
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8.1.4 Selection of Brittleness Concept Based on Different Measures of 
Fragmentation  
The ability of the various brittleness concepts in their relationship with the 
different measures of fragmentation determined as the percentage of fragments 
passing selected sieves size, total number of fragments per volume of rock and 
volume of fines per volume of rock were assessed. From the assessment, critical 
extension strain is proposed as a measure of brittleness in the process of rock 
fragmentation by blasting test while NSSC estimated from normalised stress-axial 
strain curve is proposed as a measure of brittleness in the process of rock 
fragmentation under uniaxial compression test for segregated samples. The 
correlations of the different measures of fragmentation with brittleness increase 
with increasing effect of brittleness and stronger as rock behaviour is more 
pronounced as Class II in both the compression and the blasting tests. 
8.1.5 Brittleness Concept for Different Measures of Fragmentation  
It has been shown that brittleness is linked to fragmentation. There are a number 
of definitions of brittleness and several ways to measure fragmentation. The link 
means that it is possible to predict fragmentation by using brittleness. Depending 
on the measures of fragmentation the user is interested in:  
(a) If the user is interested in prediction of fragmentation evaluated as a 
certain size of fragments at X50s and X10s from compression test, use the definition 
of brittleness ―k”  in the Equation 8.1 and 8.2 for combined sample. 
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Equation 8.1 and 8.2 is the statistical analysis result of fragments at X50s, X10s and 
brittleness k for the combined sample.  
435.0798.110  kX s                                                                                                           (8.1) 
744.28391.150  kX s                                                                                                            (8.2)    
For the segregated sample, the definition given by NSSC show better relationship 
and good spread in data plotted. Equation 8.3 and 8.4 are best for the Class II:  
X50s = 3587.8NSSC + 17.894                                                                                      (8.3) 
X10s = 5081NSSC - 9.4907                                                                                         (8.4) 
For the Class I, Equation 8.5 and 8.6 are most appropriate. 
X50s = -7063.7NSSC + 48.487                                                                                    (8.5) 
X10s = -9564.9NSSC + 30.19                                                                                      (8.6)            
(b) If the user is interested in prediction of fragmentation evaluated as a 
certain size of fragments at X50b and X10b for the blasting test, use the definition of 
brittleness defined as critical extension strain ―ec‖ in the Equation 8.7 and 8.8. 
X50b = -15866ec + 14.244                                                                                            (8.7) 
X10b = -1197.9ec + 1.2108                                                                                           (8.8) 
(c) If the user is interested in prediction of fragmentation evaluated as the total 
number of fragments per volume of rock use the definition of brittleness ―B16” in 
Equation 8.9 for the compression test and Equation 8.10 for blasting test. 
FVS = 5E-06B16 + 0.0208                                                                                          (8.9) 
FVb = 0.0002B16 + 0.2703                                                                                       (8.10) 
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(d) If the user is interested in prediction of  fragmentation evaluated as volume  
of fines per volume of rock, use the definition of brittleness ―B16” in Equation 8.11 
for the blasting test. 
VVb= -5E-05B16 + 0.5016                                                                                                            (8.11) 
In summary: 
 Brittleness relates with fragmentation. 
 The relationship between brittleness and fragmentation is stronger for the 
Class II rocks than the Class I rocks included in the study. 
 Different definitions of brittleness are more effective in predicting 
fragmentation for different purposes. 
8.2 Further Research and Recommendations 
8.2.1 Further Research 
Detailed research can be initiated to study the relationship between brittleness and 
fragmentation based on the mineralogy of the rock and energy utilised in the 
fragmentation process. 
More research into laboratory scale and large or field scale blasting should be 
initiated to compared the results for fragmentation of Class II and Class I rocks. 
This research should involve many different rock types in order to increase the 
sample size for the research. 
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 The research could be extended to observe fines generated and fragments size 
from size reduction equipment such as in a crusher and a mill. The observations 
should allow comparison for the Class II and Class I rocks.  
8.2.2 Recommendations 
Although not part of the focus of this research, the knowledge about  the post-
peak behaviour of rocks will assist in the evaluation of the potential failure of an 
excavation and the rockburst potential near underground openings (possibly that, 
Class I failure gradual, Class II failure explosive). 
Adjustment to the Kuz-Ram model (Equation 8.12) is proposed to take into 
account the brittleness behaviour of rock with additional factor, fi.  
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where X50 is the mean fragments size (cm), fi is the fragmentation quotient ranging 
from 0.006 to 1.988 depending on the brittleness of the rock, estimated as critical 
extension strain, Q is the mass of explosive being used (kg) and Sanfo is the relative 
weight strength of the explosive to ANFO, K is the powder factor (kg/m
3
). 
It is a fact that there are problems associated with scaling up from a laboratory to 
full scale blasting, however, this will give an indication of the expected outcome 
and provide a guide. This research introduces a modification to the empirical Kuz-
Ram model (fi) to take into account the effect of increasing rock brittleness on 
fragmentation. It is also recommended that further research on full scale blasting 
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tests be initiated in order to appraise the effect of brittleness on fragmentation and 
the validity of the proposed modification to the Kuz-Ram model. 
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APPENDICES 
APPENDIX 1.1 Rock Specimen Preparations, Water and Density 
Determination 
1.1 Rock Specimen Preparation 
The International Society for Rock Mechanics Commission on Testing Methods, 
ISRM (2007) described the requirements of rock specimen for rock mechanics 
tests. This method entails following the process to determine the diameter, height 
and perpendicularity or smoothness of the specimen meeting the required 
specification. The specimen preparation procedures are the same for all the tests 
performed. The rock specimen preparation was carefully and meticulously done to 
meet the ISRM standard specification for all the rock types. The following 
apparatus was used to achieve this: 
 Diamond drill machine used to obtain cores of selected size from sample 
blocks 
 Diamond saw cutting machine used to cut drilled cores into selected height 
 Lapping or polishing machine used to obtain required parallelism for 
specimen ends 
1.1.1 Sample Coring and Equipment Description  
The machine used was a Matheys drilling machine (Optiver II). It has a moveable 
table with a dimension of 40 cm by 40 cm for mounting the rock sample. The 
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table can travel vertically upward or downward by 31.12 cm. A 42 mm diameter 
drill is attached to the drilling machine in order to drill 42 mm diameter specimen. 
This machine is able to achieve a constant speed (Appendix 1.1.1). 
1.1.1.1 Procedure for Sample Coring  
 To perform sample coring, a drill table was lowered and a rock block is placed on 
a flat wooden base. A 42 mm diameter drill rod or core barrel was connected to 
the drill press by screwing it in as far as possible. An ‗X‘ mark was drawn on the 
location to be drilled on the sample block and aligned to the centre of the drill bit 
(Appendix 1.1.1). After coring the specimen, its sides were checked for 
smoothness or irregularities.  
 
Appendix 1.1.1 A diamond drill machine with a sample mounting table 
during coring. 
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1.1.2 Rock Specimen Cutting and Equipment Description  
A diamond cutting machine was used for cutting the rock specimen into the 
required length. The diamond cutting machine is fitted with a diamond abrasive 
wheel blade, specimen mounting table, clamp and water hose. The speed of the 
wheel is regulated by two fixed speeds (high and low speed). The mounting table 
is a moveable type. It can move horizontally against the wheel blade. A Vanier 
calliper was used to measure the length of the rock specimen (Appendix 1.1.2a). 
With this machine it is possible to accurately cut the required length without 
deflection. 
1.1.2.1 Procedure for Cutting of Rock Specimen 
For UCS tests, pre-failure and post-failure stress-strain curves in uniaxial 
compression and sonic velocity determination, a ratio of height to diameter of 2.5 
was used to meet the ISRM (2007) suggested standard. For Brazilian tensile tests, 
a ratio of thickness to diameter of 0.5 was used (according to ISRM standard). In 
order to cut the specimen into the required length, the diamond saw and water 
supply was turned on. The specimen with the clamp was slowly moved against the 
saw blade.  
1.1.3 Rock Polishing Machine and Equipment Description for Polishing of Rock 
Specimen Ends Surfaces 
A polishing or lapping machine was used to achieve a smooth surface for the ends 
of the rock specimen. The lapping machine has two circular flat metal disc 
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surfaces. The upper disc contains slots for the specimen placement. There is a 
small amount of clearance between the two surfaces and the discs (Appendix 
1.1.2b). This machine has the capability to meet ISRM standard for flatness and 
smoothness of end surfaces. 
1.1.3.1 Procedure for Polishing Rock Specimen End Surfaces 
The specimens are placed into the slots of the lapping machine. The screws are 
then tightened to secure the specimen in place. As the two surfaces rotate in the 
opposite direction to each other, an of 220 grit size (66 µm) abrasive material was 
spread between the surfaces. When the surfaces are effectively smoothened with 
the abrasive, the core end was reversed and the other end surfaces were ground. 
 
APPENDIX 1.1.2 (a) Cutting machine (b) lapping machine. 
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 1.1.4 Description of Estimation of Specimen Ends and Sides Tolerances and 
Equipment 
The end and side of the rock specimen were checked for smoothness in 
accordance with the specification of the ISRM (2007) method. The equipment 
used to estimate the rock specimen end and side tolerances were: a dial gauge: a 
V-block and a smooth support surface. The dial gauge has a mounting pad and a 
gauge. The V-block as the name implies has a V-shaped groove at 90
0
 from its 
sides in a rectangular block. This instrument is very sensitive to even the smallest 
departure from smoothness and parallel end. 
1.1.4.1 Procedure for Estimation Specimen End and Side Tolerance  
The specimens were placed on a flat and smooth support surface. A dial gauge 
was placed such that its mounting pad was in contact with the top of the specimen. 
The mounting pad of the dial gauge was moved across the diameter of the 
specimen end surface. The differences between the maximum and minimum 
readings on the dial gauge were noted. ISRM (2007) suggested that the end of the 
specimen shall be flat to ±0.01 mm. 
 Again, the specimen side‘s smoothness and perpendicularity were estimated.  The 
specimen was laid on its side on a V-block support surface. The dial gauge 
mounting pad made contact with the side of the specimen. As the specimen was 
moved along the V-block the dial readings were noted. The difference between 
maximum and minimum readings observed on the dial gauge was estimated. 
ISRM (2007) suggested that the side of the specimen shall be smooth and free of 
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abrupt irregularities and straight to within 0.3 mm over the length of the specimen 
and shall not depart from perpendicularity to the axis of the specimen by more 
than 0.05 over 50 mm (Appendix 1.1.3). Specimens that meet the specification for 
end and side of the specimen conditions were kept aside as test specimens.  
   
Appendix 1.1.3 Apparatus assembly for determining the perpendicularity of 
specimen side and flatness of specimen end surfaces.  
1.1.5 Determination of Density of Rock Specimens and Equipment 
Description 
Density is a basic property of rocks. It was used to estimate dynamic parameters. 
Since fragmentation of rock is a dynamic process, it may be necessary to correlate 
it with a dynamic property such as dynamic modulus. The equipment used to 
determine the density of a rock specimen includes a desiccator, electronic balance 
and calliper. This method is simple but reliable. 
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1.1.5.1 Procedure for Determination of Density of Rock specimen 
The density of a rock specimen was determined from the ratio of its grain mass to 
bulk volume. The specimen was dried to a constant mass at a temperature of 
105
0
C in a desiccator. The bulk volume was estimated by calliper measurement. 
1.1.6 Determination of Water Content of Rock Sample and Equipment 
Description 
This test was performed to estimate the mass of water in a given mass of the rock 
sample as a percentage of the oven-dry sample mass as the percentage of water in 
a rock specimen affects it strength value. As a consequence, ISRM suggests that 
the water content of a sample be reported alongside the rock strength. The 
equipment items used for determination of water content includes an electric 
oven, sample container and electronic balance. This method is simple and 
straightforward. 
1.1.6.1 Procedure for Determination of Water Content of Rock Sample  
The procedure for the determination of water content of the rock sample follows 
this sequence. The mass of empty, clean, and dry sample containers of non-
corrodible material with an airtight lid was determined (a). The mass of sample 
plus container was determined (b). The sample was placed in the electric oven that 
was set at a constant temperature of 105°C. The mass of the container with the 
sample and lid was determined (c). The water content (wc) of the sample was 
determined using Equation 1.1.1 
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APPENDIX 1.2 MTS (815) Testing System 
1.2 The Testing Machine 
The testing machine used was The Rock Mechanics System model MTS 815 
(Appendix 1.2.1). The load unit assembly, test processor or load unit assembly 
control, test controller, accessories and a microcomputer together form the digital 
closed loop control system arrangement or configuration to determine the pre-
failure and post-failure stress-strain curves under uniaxial compression. Each of 
these components is described in the following sections. 
 
     
Appendix 1.2.1 Rock mechanics testing system model MTS 815. 
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1.2.1 The Load Unit Assembly 
The testing machine applied load to the test specimens in response to commands 
from the controller. The assembly consists of a load unit with two solid steel 
columns and moveable crosshead to provide a stiff, low deflection force. The 
assembly contains hydraulic lifts to position the crosshead and hydraulic locks for 
clamping the crosshead in position. The hydraulic actuator is mounted on the 
crosshead. The moveable crosshead ensures precision alignment of the 
longitudinal axis of the top loading platen to the actuator centre line. The load cell 
is mounted on the hydraulic actuator rod end. The actuator was used to raise and 
lower the pressure vessel. The base or bottom of the pressure vessel chamber is 
made larger than its body and is called the baseplate. The top bearing of the 
actuator is mounted within the lower part of the baseplate. This arrangement 
ensures precision alignment as the reaction load in the bearing is kept close to the 
specimen loading location (Appendix 1.2.2).  
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Appendix 1.2.2 (a) load unit assembly (b) triaxial cell assembly (c) baseplate 
(d) specimen with extensometer (modified from MTS, 2004). 
1.2.2 The Load Unit Control and the Test Controller 
The load unit control is a stand-alone module close to the load unit assembly. The 
panel of the control contains a main module and 4 control channel modules. It 
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provides an interface for an operator to control the load unit assembly. It was used 
to control the hydraulic, placement and loading of specimen. Another unit is the 
test controller. The test controller is a complete stand-alone unit with keypad 
modules for setting up control parameters and to run the program. It provides the 
interface between the computer workstation and the system. It is an interface to 
transfer information between the operator and the control system. The code 
required to control the system is provided by the computer workstation.  
1.2.3 The Compression Platens  
Apart from the mechanical system described in the previous paragraphs, 
additional fixtures are used to provide the needed sensitivity and accuracy. These 
mechanical fixtures or accessories are the compression platens (Appendix 1.2.3). 
The platens are made of case-hardened alloy steel which is chrome plated and has 
a surface flatness is greater than 0.0005 mm. 
The lower portion of the platen is stiff while the upper portion is spherically 
seated. The lower portion is made stiff to minimise deflection during 
compression. The spherically seated upper platen is for alignment of the platen 
with the specimen surface. In addition, there are three sets of placers which are 21 
mm in diameter and 79 mm thick. Each set of the placers is drilled and tapped for 
the threaded stud of the spherically-seated platen. 
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Appendix 1.2.3 Compression platen alignments with specimen (modified from 
MTS, 2004). 
1.2.4 The Extensometers 
Another important part of the instrumentation is the extensometers. These are 
attached to the specimen under the influence of the compressive load to measure 
its dimensional changes. There are two types used. These are axial and 
circumferential direct contact extensometers with sensitivity of 3.4 mv/v at full 
scale (Appendix 1.2.4). The axial extensometer is a MTS 632.9xx series model. It 
has three arms, each arm contacts the specimen through pins set at 25% and 75% 
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of specimen full length at 120
0
 on its sides. It has a gauge length of 50.8 mm and 
was set within 0.0125 mm with its arms pins.  
In order to measure circumferential deformation, a circumferential extensometer 
was used. This extensometer consists of a roller-link chain, a transducer and 
springs. The transducer was attached to the ends of the chain. The roller-link 
chain was made to contact the specimen around its mid-height. Once the 
extensometers are attached to the specimen, a cord from the extensometer was 
extended to a DC controller (from where the extensometer receives commands). 
 
Appendix 1.2.4 Axial, circumferential and axial-circumferential 
extensometers arrangement.  
However, a correction was applied to the measurement made with the 
circumferential extensometer because the extensometer measures the change in 
chord length between the two ends of the chain instead of the change in specimen 
circumference. Equation 1.2.1 was used to correct the change in chord length 
relative to actual change in diameter (Appendix 1.2.5).  
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Where: 
∆C is the change in specimen diameter 
lf -li is the change in chord length (extensometer output) 
θi is the angle subtended by the initial chord length, li in radians  
 
 
Appendix 1.2.5 circumferential extensometer geometry used in Equation 
1.2.1 to determine the change in diameter in relationship with the change in 
chord length (MTS, 2004). 
Besides the use of extensometer for measuring deformation, ISRM (2007) 
suggested other alternative methods. These include linear variable differential 
transformers (LVDT) and electrical resistance strain gauges. LVDT measure the 
displacement of actuator and specimen-machine interface during testing. Axial 
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deformation is measured with displacement transducers mounted on the loading 
piston. Lateral displacement is measured with the use of a dilatometer. The axial 
deformation is a measure of the piston displacement relative to the pressure vessel 
while lateral displacement is a measure of axial deformation and constant pressure 
that results from the flow of fluid from the pressure vessel.  
 However, they do not measure directly the actual deformation of the specimen. It 
measures specimen deformation as a result of frame deformation and contact 
surface displacement. Dilatometer sensitivity is low when compared with the 
measurement of oil volume which withdraws from the pressure vessel to the 
loading piston movement, as well as the very small change in volume of the 
specimen (Senseny, 1987). Besides, ISRM (2007) emphasises that to control 
specimen that exhibits Class II behaviour using LVDT may pose difficulty at the 
post failure stage. This is a result of time delay of LVDT to respond to alternating 
current conditioning electronics which can affect the control loop closure rate. 
Moreover since deformation of test specimen is small, any measurement adopted 
should be sensitive to detect small deformational changes in contact with the test 
specimen. Direct contact extensometer and strain gauge satisfied this condition. 
However deformation measurement with the use of strain gauges is not provided 
with the MTS 815 testing system, nonetheless there exits some stand-alone 
system to accomplish it. The use of direct-contact axial extensometer eliminates 
the influence of measuring frame deformation, the displacement of actuator and 
specimen-machine interface.  
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1.2.5 Computer Workstation 
Multi-purpose Test Ware application software was installed on a standalone PC 
computer to perform real-time control. The feedback control was monitored from 
the PC. Appendix 1.2.6 shows the closed loop control of Multi-purpose Test Ware 
application software. From the software interface, the stages of deformation of the 
specimen was viewed and monitored.  
 
Appendix 1.2.6 Multipurpose Test Ware application software with closed 
loop control (MTS, 2004). 
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APPENDIX 1.3 MPT PROCEDURE TESTING TEMPLATE AND 
PARAMETERS 
MPT PROCEDURE PARAMETERS - <Procedure Folder>\Uni42mms.000  9/24/2012 9:58:30 AM 
Items proceeded by an asterisk (*) have been modified.  
  
        Application Information 
       Name                                                       : Multipurpose TestWare (MPT) 
   Version                                                    : 5.35A 3447 
   
        Station Information 
        Path                                                       : C:\MTS 793\Controllers\MTS FlexTest 60\Config 
  Configuration                                              : Uniaxial.cfg 
     Parameter Set                                              : 500 kN (rock2) 
  
        Procedure: Uni42mms.000 
       Sequencing 
          Procedure is done when             : Specimen failure (force lower limit).Done 
                                                             : Failure (radial minimum limit).Done 
                                                              : Force down to 5 kN. Done 
  
          Procedure / Table to contact: Segment Command 
       Sequencing 
            Start                                                  : <Procedure>.Start 
         Interrupt                                              : Force limits 0.5 kN. Done 
      General 
            Process Enabled                                        : True 
         Execute Process                                        : 1  
         Counter Type                                           : None 
       Command 
            Segment Shape                                : Ramp 
         *Rate                                                 : 0.20000 mm/min 
         Adaptive Compensators                           : None 
         Do Not Update Counters                          : False 
         Relative End Level                                     : False 
       Channels 
            Axial 
               Control Mode                                         : Displacement 
          Absolute End Level                                : 5.0000 (mm) 
  
          Procedure / Force limit 0.5 kN: Data Limit Detector 
       Sequencing 
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      Start                                                  : <Procedure>.Start 
         Interrupt                                              : None 
       General 
            Process Enabled                                        : True 
         Execute Process                                        : 1  
         Counter Type                                            : None 
       Limits 
             Force 
               Upper Limit                                          : 0.50 kN 
           Lower Limit                                          : Disabled 
       Settings 
            Limit Mode                                             : Absolute 
         Process completes when                     : Any selected signal exceeds its limit 
      Log Message As                                     : Information 
        Action                                                 : None 
    
          Procedure / Data 1: Timed Acquisition 
        Sequencing 
            Start                                                  : <Procedure>.Start 
         Interrupt                                          : Table to contact. Done 
      General 
            Process Enabled                                        : True 
         Execute Process                                        : 1  
         Counter Type                                            : None 
       Acquisition 
            Time Between Points                                    : 1.0000 (s) 
        Continuous Sampling                                    : Enabled 
       Signals 
                                                                    : Running Time 
                                                                : Displacement 
                                                                : Force 
                                                                 : Circumferential 
                                                                : Strain 1 
        Destination 
            Buffer Size                                               : 1024  
         Data Header                                            : Table to contact 
        Destination                                              : Specimen data file 
        Buffer Type                                              : Linear 
         Write First Data Header Only               : False 
       Output Units 
            UAS                       : SISETSM - SI (Systeme International d'Unites) - small special 
          Procedure / Force to 90 kN (or radial limit): Segment Command 
     Sequencing 
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      Start                                                  : Force limit 0.5 kN. Done 
        Interrupt                                           : Radial displacement limit. Done 
     General 
            Process Enabled                                        : True 
         Execute Process                                        : 1  
         Counter Type                                            : None 
       Command 
            Segment Shape                                          : Ramp 
        * Rate                                                           : 0.001/mm/mm/s 
         Adaptive Compensators                          : None 
         Do Not Update Counters                         : False 
         Relative End Level                                     : False 
       Channels 
            Axial 
               Control Mode                                         : Force 
          * Absolute End Level                              : 90.000 kN 
           Control Mode                                         : Displacement 
          Absolute End Level                                : 0.00000 (mm) 
  
          Procedure / Radial displacement limit: Data Limit Detector 
      Sequencing 
            Start                                                  : Force limit 0.5 kN. Done 
        Interrupt                                          : None 
       General 
            Process Enabled                                        : True 
         Execute Process                                        : 1  
         Counter Type                                            : None 
       Limits 
             Circumferential 
              *Upper Limit                                        : 0.0120 (mm) 
           Lower Limit                                          : Disabled 
       Settings 
            Limit Mode                                             : Absolute 
         Process completes when                     : Any selected signal exceeds its limit 
      Log Message As                                     : Information 
        Action                                                      : None 
    
          Procedure / Data 2: Timed Acquisition 
        Sequencing 
            Start                                                  : Force limit 0.5 kN. Done 
       * Interrupt                                        : Force to 90 kN (or radial limit).Done 
     General 
            Process Enabled                                        : True 
         Execute Process                                        : 1  
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      Counter Type                                           : None 
       Acquisition 
            Time Between Points                                    : 1.0000 (s) 
        Continuous Sampling                                    : Enabled 
       Signals 
                                                                    : Running Time 
                                                                : Displacement 
                                                                : Force 
                                                                 : Circumferential 
                                                                : Strain 1 
        Destination 
            Buffer Size                                               : 1024  
         Data Header                                            : Force to 90 kN 
        Destination                                             : Specimen data file 
        Buffer Type                                             : Linear 
         Write First Data Header Only              : False 
       Output Units 
            UAS                : SISETSM - SI (Systeme International d'Unites) - small special 
          Procedure / Circumferential displacement: Segment Command 
     Sequencing 
           * Start                                             : Force to 90 kN (or radial limit).Done 
       Interrupt                                       : Axial strain upper limit. Done 
                                                              : Force lower limit 2 kN. Done 
                                                               : Radial minimum lower limit. Done 
                                                              : Manual override. Done 
      General 
            Process Enabled                                         : True 
         Execute Process                                         : 1  
         Counter Type                                              : None 
       Command 
            Segment Shape                                          : Ramp 
        * Rate                                                            : 0.0001 mm/mm/s 
         Adaptive Compensators                           : None 
         Do Not Update Counters                          : False 
         Relative End Level                                      : False 
       Channels 
            Axial 
               Control Mode                                         : Circumferential 
          Absolute End Level                                : 3.0000 (mm) 
          Control Mode                                         : Displacement 
          Absolute End Level                                : 0.00000 (mm) 
  
          Procedure / Axial strain upper limit: Data Limit Detector 
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    Sequencing 
            Start                                                  : Force to 90 kN (or radial limit).Done 
       Interrupt                                           : None 
       General 
            Process Enabled                                        : True 
         Execute Process                                        : 1  
         Counter Type                                            : None 
       Limits 
             Strain 1 
             * Upper Limit                                        : 0.08000 (mm/mm) 
          Lower Limit                                          : Disabled 
       Settings 
            Limit Mode                                             : Absolute 
         Process completes when                      : Any selected signal exceeds its limit 
      Log Message As                                      : Information 
        Action                                                       : None 
    
          Procedure / Force lower limit 2 kN: Data Limit Detector 
      Sequencing 
            Start                                                  : Force to 90 kN (or radial limit).Done 
       Interrupt                                          : None 
       General 
            Process Enabled                                        : True 
         Execute Process                                        : 1  
         Counter Type                                            : None 
       Limits 
             Force 
               Upper Limit                                          : Disabled 
           Lower Limit                                          : 2.00 kN 
       Settings 
            Limit Mode                                             : Absolute 
         Process completes when                     : Any selected signal exceeds its limit 
      Log Message As                                     : Information 
        Action                                                      : None 
    
          Procedure / Radial minimum lower limit: Data Limit Detector 
     Sequencing 
            Start                                                  : Force to 90 kN (or radial limit).Done 
       Interrupt                                          : None 
       General 
            Process Enabled                                        : True 
         Execute Process                                        : 1  
         Counter Type                                           : None 
       Limits 
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      Circumferential 
              Upper Limit                                          : Disabled 
           Lower Limit                                          : 0.0000 (mm) 
       Settings 
            Limit Mode                                             : Absolute 
         Process completes when                     : Any selected signal exceeds its limit 
      Log Message As                                     : Information 
        Action                                                      : None 
    
          Procedure / Manual override: Operator Event 
       Sequencing 
            Start                                                  : Force to 90 kN (or radial limit).Done 
       Interrupt                                          : None 
       General 
            Process Enabled                                        : True 
         Execute Process                                        : 1  
         Counter Type                                            : None 
       Settings 
            Button ID                                               : Button 1 
         Button Label                                          : Force down 
         Description                                            : Go to the next step 
      Options 
            Trigger Mode                                           : Trigger Once 
         Log Message As                                         : Information 
  
          Procedure / Specimen failure (force lower limit): Program Control 
     Sequencing 
            Start                                                  : Force lower limit 2 kN. Done 
        Interrupt                                           : None 
       General 
            Process Enabled                                        : True 
         Execute Process                                        : 1  
         Counter Type                                            : None 
       Action 
             Action                                                 : Station Power Off 
        Log Message As                                 : Information 
        Message                                              : Specimen failure (force lower limit) 
      Include Counters                                : False 
   
          Procedure / Failure (radial minimum limit): Program Control 
      Sequencing 
            Start                                                  : Radial minimum lower limit. Done 
       Interrupt                                              : None 
       General 
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      Process Enabled                                        : True 
         Execute Process                                        : 1  
         Counter Type                                            : None 
       Action 
             Action                                                 : Station Power Off 
        Log Message As                                : Information 
        Message                                             : Specimen failure (radial minimum limit) 
      Include Counters                               : False 
   
          Procedure / Data 3: Timed Acquisition 
        Sequencing 
            *Start                                                 : Force to 90 kN (or radial limit).Done 
       Interrupt                                           : Circumferential displacement. Done 
     General 
            Process Enabled                                        : True 
         Execute Process                                        : 1  
         Counter Type                                            : None 
       Acquisition 
            Time Between Points                                    : 1.0000 (s) 
        Continuous Sampling                                    : Enabled 
       Signals 
                                                                    : Running Time 
                                                                : Displacement 
                                                                : Force 
                                                                 : Circumferential 
                                                                : Strain 1 
                                                                 : Force 2 
        Destination 
            Buffer Size                                             : 1024  
         Data Header                                          : Circ. disp. to 3 mm 
        Destination                                            : Specimen data file 
        Buffer Type                                            : Linear 
         Write First Data Header Only                           : False 
       Output Units 
            UAS            : SISETSM - SI (Systeme International d'Unites) - small special 
          Procedure / Force down to 5 kN: Segment Command 
      Sequencing 
            Start                                                  : Circumferential displacement. Done 
       Interrupt                                          : Force lower limit 2 kN. Done 
     General 
            Process Enabled                              : True 
         Execute Process                                      : 1  
         Counter Type                                           : None 
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    Command 
            Segment Shape                               : Ramp 
         Rate                                                   : 5.0000 kN/s 
         Adaptive Compensators                 : None 
         Do Not Update Counters                : False 
         Relative End Level                            : False 
       Channels 
            Axial 
               Control Mode                                        : Force 
           Absolute End Level                               : 5.0000 kN 
           Control Mode                                         : Displacement 
          Absolute End Level                                 : 0.00000 (mm) 
  
          Procedure / Table to 0 mm: Segment Command 
       Sequencing 
            Start                                                  : Force down to 5 kN. Done 
        Interrupt                                           : None 
       General 
            Process Enabled                                        : True 
         Execute Process                                        : 1  
         Counter Type                                             : None 
       Command 
            Segment Shape                               : Ramp 
         Rate                                                   : 0.20000 mm/min 
         Adaptive Compensators                                  : None 
         Do Not Update Counters                                 : False 
         Relative End Level                                             : False 
       Channels 
            Axial 
               Control Mode                                         : Displacement 
          Absolute End Level                                 : 0.00000 (mm) 
  
          Execution Options 
          Hold State Support                                       : Enable Hold 
      Resume Test After Stop                               : Enable Resume 
      Required Power                                             : High 
       Command Hold Behaviour                                    : Stay at Level 
      Command Stop Behaviour                                    : Stay at Level 
      Set point                                                 : Disable and Reset 
      Span                                                        : Disable and Reset 
      Confirm actions that may affect resuming the test        : True 
    Specimen Options 
          Data File Mode                                           : Append 
       Data File Format                                         : Excel 
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    Specimen Log Mode                                   : Append 
       Data File Time Stamp                                  : Time 
       Clear Counters on Reset                             : True 
     Recovery Options 
          Enable saving recovery status:                           : True 
       Upon program state change                                : True 
       At least every:                                                         : 60.000 (s) 
     Message Options 
          Message Capture 
            Minimum Severity                            : Information 
        Source                                                 : All Applications 
       Archive Auto Deletion 
           Delete Older Than                             : Disabled 
     Control Panel Display Options 
        Test Progress 
            Run Time                                               : Display As HH:MM:SS 
      Counters 
            Channel Counters                                 : Display As Cycles 
        Sequence Counters                              : Display As Cycles 
      Specimen 
            Procedure Name                                   : True 
         Procedure State                                     : True 
       Station Status 
            Power                                                  : True 
      Procedure Properties 
         Description                                              :  
        Author                                                      :  
      Unit Selection 
          Current UAS                                              : Use Station Unit Assignment Set 
   MPT Variables 
          Category 27 
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APPENDIX 2.1 BRAZILIAN TENSILE TEST, LOAD AND 
COMPRESSION CURVES 
 
Appendix 2.1.1 Brazilian tensile test specimen after failure 
 
Appendix 2.1.2 Load compression curves for Gabbro under Brazilian tensile 
test. 
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Appendix 2.1.3 Load compression curves for Granite1 under Brazilian 
tensile test. 
 
Appendix 2.1.4 Load compression curves for Granite2 under Brazilian 
tensile test. 
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Appendix 2.1.5 Load compression curves for Granite3 under Brazilian 
tensile test. 
 
Appendix 2.1.6 Load extension curves for Granite4 under Brazilian tensile 
test. 
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Appendix 2.1.7 Load compression curves for Granite5 under Brazilian 
tensile test. 
 
Appendix 2.1.8 Load compression curves for Marble under Brazilian tensile 
test. 
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Appendix 2.1.9 Load compression curves for Mottled Anorthosite under 
Brazilian tensile test. 
 
Appendix 2.1.10 Load compression curves for Norite1 under Brazilian tensile 
test. 
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Appendix 2.1.11 Load compression curves for Norite2 under Brazilian tensile 
test. 
 
Appendix 2.1.12 Load compression curves for Norite3 under Brazilian tensile 
test. 
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Appendix 2.1.13 Load compression curves for Quartz Arenite under 
Brazilian tensile test. 
 
Appendix 2.1.14 Load compression curves for Quartzite2 under Brazilian 
tensile test. 
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Appendix 2.1.15 Load compression curves for Quartzite1 under Brazilian 
tensile test. 
 
Appendix 2.1.16 Load compression curves for Sandstone under Brazilian 
tensile test. 
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Appendix 2.1.17 Load compression curves for Spotted Anorthosite under 
Brazilian tensile test. 
 
Appendix 2.1.18 Load compression curves for Troctolite1 under Brazilian 
tensile test. 
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Appendix 2.1.19 Load compression curves for Troctolite2 under Brazilian 
tensile test. 
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APPENDIX 2.2 CHARACTERISTIC PRE- AND POST-FAILURE 
CURVES 
      
 
Appendix 2.2.1 The characteristic curves for aluminium specimen for 
calibration. 
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Appendix 2.2.2 On top show specimen before failure left, specimen after 
failure right and below is characteristic pre-failure curves for Gabbro. 
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Appendix 2.2.3 On top show specimen before failure left, specimen after 
failure right and below is characteristic pre- and post-failure curves for 
Tonalite. 
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Appendix 2.2.4 On top show specimen before failure left, specimen after 
failure right and below is characteristic pre-failure and post-failure curves 
for medium-grained Granite2. 
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Appendix 2.2.5 On top show specimen before failure left, specimen after 
failure right and below is characteristic pre- and post-failure curves for 
coarse-grained Granite3. 
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Appendix 2.2.6 On top show specimen before failure left, specimen after 
failure right and below is characteristic pre- and post-failure curves for 
Granite4. 
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Appendix 2.2.7 On top show specimen before failure left, specimen after 
failure right and below is characteristic pre- and post-failure curves for fine-
to-medium-grained Granite5. 
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Appendix 2.2.8 On top show specimen before failure left, specimen after 
failure right and below is characteristic pre- and post-failure curves for 
Marble. 
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Appendix 2.2.9 On top show specimen before failure left, specimen after 
failure right and below is characteristic pre- and post-failure curves for 
Mottled Anorthosite. 
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Appendix 2.2.10 On top show specimen before failure left, specimen after 
failure right and below is characteristic pre- and post-failure curves for 
Norite1. 
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Appendix 2.2.11 On top show specimen before failure left, specimen after 
failure right and below is characteristic pre- and post-failure curves for 
Norite2. 
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Appendix 2.2.12 On top show specimen before failure left, specimen after 
failure right and below is characteristic pre- and post-failure curves for 
Norite3. 
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Appendix 2.2.13 On top show specimen before failure left, specimen after 
failure right and below is characteristic pre- and post-failure curves for 
Quartz Arenite. 
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Appendix 2.2.14 On top show specimen before failure left, specimen after 
failure right and below is characteristic pre- and post-failure curves for 
Quartzite1. 
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Appendix 2.2.15 On top show specimen before failure left, specimen after 
failure right and below is characteristic pre-failure curves for Quartzite2. 
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Appendix 2.2.16 On top show specimen before failure left, specimen after 
failure right and below is characteristic pre- and post-failure curves for 
Sandstone. 
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Appendix 2.2.17 On top show specimen before failure left, specimen after 
failure right and below is characteristic pre- and post-failure curves for 
Spotted Anorthosite. 
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Appendix 2.2.18 On top show specimen before failure left, specimen after 
failure right and below is characteristic pre- and post-failure curves for 
Troctolite1. 
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Appendix 2.2.19 On top show specimen before failure left, specimen after 
failure right and below is characteristic pre- and post-failure curves for 
Troctolite2. 
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APPENDIX 3.1 COMPARISON OF FRAGMENTATION FROM 
COMPRESSION AND STATIC MECHANICAL PROPERTIES  
 
Appendix 3.1.1 Elastic modulus and passing sieve size at X50s and X10s for 
combined sample 
  
Appendix 3.1.2 Elastic modulus and passing sieve size at X50s and X10s for Class I 
rocks 
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Appendix 3.1.3 UCS and passing sieve size at X50s and X10s for combined 
sample 
 
Appendix 3.1.4 UCS and passing sieve size at X50s and X10s for Class I rocks 
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Appendix 3.1.5 BTS and passing sieve size at X50s and X10s for combined 
sample 
 
Appendix 3.1.6 BTS and passing sieve size at X50s and X10s for class I rocks 
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APPENDIX 3.2 COMPARISON OF FRAGMENTATION FROM 
COMPRESSION AND BRITTLENESS BASED ON STATIC 
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES 
 
Appendix 3.2.1 B11 and passing sieve size at X50s and X10s for combined 
sample 
 
Appendix 3.2.2 B11 and passing sieve size at X50s and X10s for Class II Rocks 
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Appendix 3.2.3 B12 and passing sieve size at X50s and X10s for combined 
sample 
 
Appendix 3.2.4 B12 and passing sieve size at X50s and X10s for Class I Rocks 
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APPENDIX 3.3 COMPARISON OF FRAGMENTATION FROM 
COMPRESSION AND BRITTLENESS BASED ON MODULI 
 
Appendix 3.3.1 B16 and passing sieve size at X50s and X10s for combined 
sample 
 
Appendix 3.3.2 k and passing sieve size at X50s and X10s for Class II Rocks 
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Appendix 3.3.3 k2 and passing sieve size at X50s and X10s for Class II Rocks 
 
Appendix 3.3.4 B8 and passing sieve size at X50s and X10s for Class II Rocks 
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Appendix 3.3.5 B8 and passing sieve size at X50s and X10s for Class I Rocks 
 
Appendix 3.3.6 B7 and passing sieve size at X50s and X10s for Class II Rocks 
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Appendix 3.3.7 B7 and passing sieve size at X50s and X10s for Class I Rocks 
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APPENDIX 3.4 COMPARISON OF FRAGMENTATION FROM 
COMPRESSION WITH BRITTLENESS BASED ON NSSC AND 
CRITICAL EXTENSION STRAIN 
 
Appendix 3.4.1 NSSC and passing sieve size at X50s and X10s for combined 
sample 
 
Appendix 3.4.2 Critical extension strain and passing sieve size at X50s and 
X10s for combined sample 
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APPENDIX 4.1 TOTAL NUMBER OF FRAGMENTS PER VOLUME OF 
ROCK AND BRITTLENESS BASED ON STATIC MECHANICAL 
PROPERTIES 
 
 
Appendix 4.1.2 Total number of fragments per volume of rock from both 
tests and brittleness B13 
 
Appendix 4.1.2 Total number of fragments per volume of rock from both 
tests and brittleness B14 
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APPENDIX 4.2 TOTAL NUMBER OF FRAGMENTS PER VOLUME OF 
ROCK AND BRITTLENESS BASED ON MODULI 
 
Appendix 4.2.1 Total number of fragments per volume of rock from both 
tests and brittleness B7 
 
Appendix 4.2.2 Total number of fragments per volume of rock from both 
tests and brittleness B8 
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Appendix 4.2.3 Total number of fragments per volume of rock from both 
tests and brittleness k 
 
Appendix 4.2.4 Total number of fragments per volume of rock from both 
tests and brittleness k2 
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APPENDIX 4.3 VOLUMES OF FINES PER VOLUME OF ROCK 
PRODUCED AND BRITTLENESS BASED ON MODULI 
 
Appendix 4.3.1 Volume of fines per volume of rock from both tests and 
brittleness B7 
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Appendix 4.3.2 Volume of fines per volume of rock from both tests and 
brittleness k 
 
Appendix 4.3.2 Volume of fines per volume of rock from both tests and 
brittleness k2 
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APPENDIX 4.4 VOLUMES OF FINES PER VOLUME OF ROCK 
PRODUCED AND BRITTLENESS BASED ON NSSC 
 
 
Appendix 4.4 Volume of fines per volume of rock from both tests and 
brittleness NSSC 
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